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Zusammenfassung
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB)-Systeme finden sich in einer Vielzahl an Netzwerkarchitekturen
und Anwendungsszenarien im Einsatz, und werden vorrangig für die Broadcast-Übertragung von
Multimedia-Daten an große Empfängergruppen sowie für fixen und mobilen Internet- und Intranetzugang über interaktive Satellitensysteme verwendet. Die Annäherung an IP-Netzwerke erfordert die Migration von klassischen DVB-zentrischen Transportmechanismen zu Lösungen, die auf
IP-Paket-basierte Übertragungen und End-zu-End-Verbindungen über verschiedenartige Netzwerke
optimiert sind. Die Offenheit von Internetprotokollen sowie von DVB-Netzwerken führt jedoch zu
einem bedeutenden Risiko in der Kommunikationssicherheit. DVB-Broadcast-Übertragungen sind
besonders betroffen aufgrund ihrer üblicherweise großen Empfangsreichweite und der direkten
Zugriffsmöglichkeit auf drahtlose Kommunikationskanäle. Das ist nicht nur für Firmen, Regierungen und Militärs von Relevanz, sondern auch für einfache Endnutzer, die in steigendem Maß um
Datenschutzangelegenheiten besorgt sind. Oftmals stehen End-zu-End-Sicherheitsmechanismen
nicht zur Verfügung, und gebräuchliche Lösungen zur Absicherung von Zwischenverbindungen
sind suboptimal.
Diese Arbeit motiviert die Erstellung einer Sicherheitserweiterung für DVB-Netzwerke auf Verbindungsebene (Link Layer), und stellt aufbauend auf einer Analyse von Sicherheitsanforderungen
eine spezifische Lösung vor, die leichtgewichtig ist im Sinne einer einfachen Implementierbarkeit
in mobile, Ressourcen-limitierte Geräte, sowie effizient ist im Sinne eines geringen Bandbreitenbedarfs und einer breiten Abdeckung von Anwendungsszenarien. Die Erweiterung basiert weiters auf
einer ausführlichen und tiefgehenden theoretischen Analyse von klassischen und “state-of-the-art”
kryptographischen Lösungen und Sicherheitsprotokollen, und implementiert neuartige Techniken
für erweiterten Schutz gegen Datenflussanalyse. Durch die Spezifikation von Protokoll, Verarbeitungsschritten sowie Standard-Sicherheitsalgorithmen kann die Erweiterung direkt in Endgeräten
eingesetzt werden. Dabei werden nicht nur gegenwärtige DVB-Broadcast- und interaktive Netzwerke der ersten und zweiten Generation berücksichtigt, sondern auch zukünftige Netzwerke wie
eine neue Generation an regenerativen DVB-Satellitensystemen.

Abstract
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) systems are implemented in a variety of network architectures
and application scenarios, and are predominantly used for the broadcasting of multimedia data
to large-scale receiver populations and for Internet and intranet access by fixed and mobile devices via interactive satellite systems on a global scale. The convergence towards IP networks
requires migration from traditional DVB-centric transport mechanisms to solutions optimized for
IP packet delivery and end-to-end connectivity over heterogeneous networks. The openness of
Internet protocols as well as of DVB networks entails a significant risk in communications security, however. DVB broadcast links are particularly vulnerable due to their typically large coverage
areas and the direct accessibility of a wireless communications channel. This is of relevance not
only for corporate, governmental, or military customers but also for ordinary end-consumers, who
are increasingly concerned about privacy issues. Often, end-to-end security mechanisms are not
available, and common solutions for securing intermediate network links are suboptimal.
This thesis motivates the implementation of a link-layer security extension for DVB networks, and,
based on an analysis of security requirements, proposes a specific solution that is designed to be
lightweight in terms of implementation in resource-scarce, mobile receiver devices and to be efficient in the sense of being conservative in bandwidth usage while targeting a broad spectrum
of application scenarios. The extension is further based on an extensive and in-depth theoretical analysis of traditional and state-of-the-art cryptographic solutions and security protocols, and
implements novel techniques for improved protection against traffic flow analysis. By specifying
protocol design, processing procedures, and a set of default security algorithms it can be readily
implemented into terminal devices. While the extension focuses on current first- and secondgeneration broadcast and interactive DVB systems it further considers usage for future networks
including a next generation of regenerative DVB satellite systems.
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1 Introduction
Nobody could predict the massive growth the Internet would undergo when in the years around
1990 it started to become slowly released to the public, the U.S. Congress consented to commercial
usage, and Internet Service Provider (ISP) companies were founded to provide affordable dial-up
access to customers. Fostered by openly available descriptions of the underlying communications
standard known as the TCP/IP protocol suite, the development of the World Wide Web, the proliferation of web search technologies, and PCs increasingly becoming part of common households
the number of hosts on the Internet rapidly expanded from around 100,000 in 1989 to more than
a million in 1992 and to a hundred millions shortly after the turn of the millennium.[1] New
business models emerged under the name e-commerce, and companies rushed to represent themselves in the virtual world and sell their goods online. Similar neologisms followed, some of which
have become known as e-government, e-voting, and e-learning. In parallel to this development,
mobile phone systems appeared in their second, now digitally-based generation, while technological advancements led to the availability of compact mobile phones and their break-through on
the mass market. Soon, access to the Internet was also possible via mobile devices, and (aside
from unattractive cost models) consumers could at least in principal go online almost anytime and
anywhere.
The attractiveness of digital communications, its economy within business applications, and continuously falling purchase costs for PCs and other computing hardware led to an ever increasing
hunger for larger communications bandwidth. At the same time the growing dependency on access
to the Internet created a desire for uninterrupted connectivity and broad-band access even in remote areas with insufficient or no terrestrial communications infrastructure. These developments
have finally affected communications networks that initially have not been designed for Internet
connectivity, leading to a process that has become known as IP convergence. A prominent example of such systems are DVB networks, whose first standard specifications were published in 1994
and devised for efficient broadcasting of digital television data via satellite or cable. DVB satellite broadcasting became largely successful on a worldwide scale, and as a result there emerged a
desire to reuse existing satellite capacity and technology for the broadcasting of Internet communications data to remote areas for the purpose of broadband Internet access. Being based on a native
data transport mechanism optimized for multimedia transmission, an adaptation layer needed to
be retrofitted to support the carriage of IP packets. The success of the early standards also led
to the development of a terrestrial wireless transmission standard, and in a later adaptation for
mobile, handheld reception all user data was defined to be carried over IP. Finally, when a new
generation of DVB broadcast standards got developed a more efficient encapsulation mechanism
without the need for an additional adaptation layer was designed.
The openness of the Internet, the ease at which electronic information can be duplicated at virtually no cost, and the increasing digital interconnectivity has also created a new threat. Hackers
regularly attempt to break into computers, observe private communication by other parties, meaningfully manipulate data, or impersonate other people. Security of communications infrastructure
has become a major factor, and media are already speculating about the possibility of a “cyber
war”. The dangers of attacks on the digital communications infrastructure are apparent considering our society’s dependency on it. But even without the dangers of a cyber war attacks on
digital communications infrastructure are a threat and a reality: companies lament widespread
electronic industry espionage, an entire underground industry has emerged that controls so-called
“bot nets”, remote computers under the control of an attacker for various black-market purposes
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such as spamming and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, and citizens are increasingly concerned
about privacy issues. Security mechanisms for digital communication are therefore essential, so
far that security has been specified as an integral component of IPv6, the successor to the current
Internet’s predominant IPv4 protocol.
Communications security is even more important for wireless broadcast links than for cable connections. This has been clearly demonstrated with the number of attacks that emerged on (early)
wireless networks (WLANs), despite the existence of a security protocol. The attacks exploited
numerous flaws in that protocol, and soon breaks into private WLANs became kind of a sports for
some, an activity that has been coined “drive-by hacking” in the media. Yet, the intention of the
protocol was good: that of providing security roughly equivalent to that of wired links.
This thesis concerns itself with the security of DVB broadcast and interactive systems in their first
and second generation, and proposes a link-layer security extension that is designed to efficiently
address security requirements in a large variety of DVB network architectures and application
scenarios. The document is structured as follows: Chapter 2 starts with an overview of DVB
transmission systems, network architectures, and application scenarios, describes the various data
encapsulation protocols that have been standardized, and then goes on to evaluate security threats
in DVB networks, provide motivation for link-layer security, and to derive a list of security requirements. Chapter 3 provides theoretical background on cryptography, which provides the basis for
an extensive survey of traditional and state-of-the-art security algorithms presented in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 then designs a link-layer security extension for DVB encapsulation protocols, specifies
the format of the extension and the processing to be carried out by network devices, prescribes
default security algorithms to be implemented, and considers adaptation to future networks. The
thesis concludes in chapter 6, which summarizes the developments carried out in this thesis, highlights possible future work, and discusses the impact of the security extension.
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2 DVB Networks
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) refers to a series of open technical standards for digital television
and data delivery developed by the DVB Project, an industry-led consortium consisting of television
broadcasters, hardware manufacturers, network operators, software developers, and regulatory
bodies.[2] DVB specifications are submitted for standardization to one of the European statutory
standardization bodies, usually the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). DVB
standards are nowadays implemented on a world-wide scale for the delivery of digital television.
Following the large success of the DVB satellite broadcasting standard (DVB-S),[3] first published
in 1994 along with a specification for transmission over cable systems (DVB-C),[5] the DVB Project
extended its scope to address other broadcast transmission systems including terrestrial antenna
transmission (DVB-T),[4] and to extend them with interaction channels for bi-directional connectivity. The DVB-T standard was later adapted to create a specification for transmission to handheld
devices (DVB-H),[6] which considered receiver mobility and energy scarceness of devices.
The first generation of DVB broadcast systems have adopted a data transport and structuring system specified by the Motion Pictures Expert Group (MPEG), which is optimized for the broadcast
delivery of digital television data, and which specifies a basic encapsulation mechanism known
as the MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS).[7] The extension of broadcast systems with interaction
channels along with the desire to reuse existing DVB network infrastructure for IP connectivity
have resulted in the later introduction of adaptation mechanisms to enable the carriage of IP packets. The adoption of IP as a principal transport mechanism has been carried out for the DVB-H
standard, albeit it is still based on the MPEG-2 TS as the underlying encapsulation.
The wide success of the DVB standards, an ever-increasing pressure for efficient bandwidth usage in existing transmission networks, amplified by the upcoming of High Definition Television
(HDTV), the demand for convergence to IP networks, and new scientific advancements particularly in the area of close-to-optimal forward error correction coding spurred the development of
a new generation of DVB standards. In 2005, DVB-S2 was published as the first in a series of
second-generation broadcast standards.[8] Notably introducing a number of new modulation and
coding techniques, which allow for a 30% improvement in bandwidth efficiency over DVB-S, this
standard also defines the Generic Stream (GS) as a method of (IP) packet-based data carriage without MPEG-2 TS encoding. It was followed by the second-generation DVB-T2,[9] DVB-C2,[10] and
DVB-SH standards,[11] the latter a mobile broadcast specification aiming at universal coverage
through a hybrid satellite-terrestrial infrastructure.
The most notable interactive system specified by the DVB Project is the DVB-RCS (Return Channel
Satellite) standard.[12] Two-way satellite communication is primarily envisaged as a means for
broadband Internet connectivity in rural or remote areas without adequate terrestrial communications infrastructure, and as a dedicated and reliable connectivity for companies and governmental
institutions. Similar to the development of a second generation of broadcast standards, efforts
are currently under way to define a next generation of the interactive satellite system (DVB-RCS
NG/RCS2).[13, 14, 15]
The following sections discuss common DVB network architectures and application scenarios, characteristics of MPEG-2 transmission networks, and IP encapsulation protocols for first and second
generation DVB networks. A separate section is devoted to security issues in DVB networks, and
which concludes with a list of specific security requirements.
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Figure 2.1: DVB broadcast architecture for terrestrial transmission

2.1 Network Architectures and Application Scenarios
2.1.1 Broadcast Networks
DVB systems are deployed worldwide for the broadcasting of digital television data. These applications typically involve a central broadcast head-end or main transmitter, which delivers the
signal over a set of carrier frequencies to a collection of potential receivers within the transmitter’s
reception cell or coverage area. The transmitter is supplied by a number of content providers or service and network head-ends, which deliver individual bundles (multiplexes) of television program
streams over a distribution network. Typically, a broadcast head-end transmits each multiplex or
channel over a separate physical bearer though it may also re-multiplex two or more bundles for
joint delivery over carriers. Within the coverage area end-consumers may receive a transmission
signal using integrated receiver decoder (IRD) devices, which are commonly realized in the form of
set-top boxes. The coverage area may also include so-called relay transmitters or repeaters, which
extend the main transmitter’s reception cell, usually by providing television delivery to areas in
which the main transmitter’s signal is occluded due to natural obstacles (e.g., a mountain within
the signal path).[8, 9, 10] Figure 2.1 shows a typical network architecture for terrestrial broadcast
transmission.
In the DVB-S and second-generation DVB-S2 satellite broadcasting standards,[3, 8] the broadcast head-end, usually called feeder, delivers the broadcast signals indirectly via transmission to a
geostationary earth orbit (GEO) satellite, which relays the signals down to earth over broadcast
carriers with a typical bandwidth size of 36 MHz. At the satellite, each uplink carrier is independently received, amplified, and re-transmitted by a separate transponder, which has a predefined
coverage area or footprint that typically encompasses one or several nations and may take up to
continental scales. Depending on the size and shape of the footprint, the transmission may be
called a wide beam or broadcast beam, a narrow beam or spot beam, or a shaped beam. A shaped
beam – in contrast to normal oval-shaped beams – is specifically modeled to match national boundaries, using technology such as shaped surface reflector antennas. Transmission may either target
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end-consumers in direct-to-home (DTH) configuration, where an approximate satellite dish diameter of 60 cm is sufficient for successful signal reception via a set-top box, or it may be intended
for professional collective antenna systems, such as Satellite Master Antenna Television (SMATV)
for signal distribution within a local cable network, and television head-ends for digital terrestrial
television (DTT) via wireless VHF/UHF transmitters.
Digital terrestrial television broadcast transmission scenarios in the DVB-T and DVB-T2 standards
largely match the basic architecture described earlier (see figure 2.1).[4, 9] A main transmitter
delivers television data to end-consumers, which may receive the signals using indoor, outdoor, or
roof-mounted antennas. Relay transmitters are frequently deployed within the main transmitter’s
regional reception cell, and may be time-synchronized to create more bandwidth-efficient Single
Frequency Networks (SFNs). Similarly, there may be more than one main transmitter attached to
the distribution network, which may all be set up in SFN configuration in DVB-T2 systems. The
DVB-H standard adds several extensions to the DVB-T specification to consider degradations in link
quality for mobile receiver devices and limited power availability. Traditional channel bandwidth
sizes supported are 6, 7, and 8 MHz, while a 5 MHz channel is defined for optional use. The
DVB-T2 standard additionally defines a 1.712 MHz bandwidth for mobile services, while a 10
MHz bandwidth is intended solely for professional (non-broadcasting) applications. The maximum
throughput achievable in an 8 MHz channel is approximately 50.3 Mbit/s in the DVB-T2 standard.
In the DVB-C and DVB-C2 specifications there is a single head-end distributing the television programs over a regional or local cable network to end-customer receiver devices.[5, 10] The headend may be fed by a DVB-S/S2 or DVB-T/T2 link or some other network delivering DVB-compliant
digital television data. Cables are usually high-capacity Hybrid Fiber-Coaxial (HFC) lines with a
total usable bandwidth of about 800 MHz. Individual channels may be 6, 7, or 8 MHz wide, and
may support up to 80 Mbit/s in the DVB-C2 standard.
The second-generation DVB-SH standard aims at a universal coverage of broadcasting signals
to fixed and mobile receiver devices by specifying a hybrid satellite-terrestrial infrastructure, in
which the same signal is transmitted both by satellite and a terrestrial transmitter, possibly in SFN
configuration.[11] The satellite component (SC) provides global outdoor coverage, while a terrestrial complementary ground component (CGC) is intended to offer a cellular-type service in
environments where reception via satellite may be impaired, such as in urban areas and indoor.
The CGC may consist of terrestrial transmitters, personal gap-fillers for indoor enhancement of
satellite signals, and mobile transmitters, which are intended as a complementary local infrastructure when continuity of satellite or terrestrial reception cannot be guaranteed, such as on ships or
trains. Channel bandwidths of 1.7, 5, 6, 7, and 8 MHz are supported, with a typical throughput of
about 2.5 Mbit/s and a maximum throughput of close to 10 Mbit/s in a standard 5 MHz channel.
2.1.1.1 Data Broadcasting and IP Datacast
The DVB Project has defined various basic mechanisms for the broadcasting of non-multimedia
data.[16] Apart from the carriage of metadata, such as teletext and Electronic Program Guides
(EPGs),[17] further applications for unidirectional broadcast delivery have been envisaged.[16,
19] Potential examples include the broadcasting of (textual) news, tele-education material, financial data, and popular software updates. The data may origin from specific content providers,
which end-consumers may subscribe to (via service providers). Data may be cached at receiver
terminals for later and independent retrieval. To consider potential data loss during transmission
and arbitrary switch-on times of terminals data may be periodically sent in so-called data carousels
or object carousels. A related application is that of distributed information or database synchronization across a number of remote receiver stations.
One particular data transport mechanism has been defined to support the encapsulation of IP
packets (see section 2.2.2). This enables the direct forwarding of information accessible on the
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Internet (web-casting), which is considered a major use case,[20] and the consumption of the
material either directly at the receiver device or at external devices such as personal computers or
PDAs connected to the receiver terminal. In line with the convergence of transmission systems (and
specifically, of DVB broadcast and cellular telecommunications networks), an IP Datacast (DVBIPDC) framework has been specified for the DVB-H and DVB-SH mobile broadcasting systems.[21,
20, 22] This framework enables consumers to access all content and services in an IP-based endto-end way. The carriage of video and audio content over IP streams has been standardized for all
DVB systems.[23]

2.1.2 Point-to-Point Links
Bi-directional connectivity may be established using combined DVB receiver-transmitter stations.
Such configurations are feasible when a direct and reliable link for high-bandwidth data exchange
between two or more remote sites is required, or when transmission over public networks such
as the Internet is undesirable. As such, point-to-point links are attractive when established over
large distances via satellite. For example, Internet service providers (ISPs) utilizing Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing may utilize DVB-S2 links for interconnection.[24] At locations with
underdeveloped terrestrial infrastructure, ISPs may make use of a fixed broadband satellite link for
Internet back-hauling. Large companies with high bandwidth demands may directly interconnect
their offices using point-to-point satellite links as part of their intranet. While there may be more
than two network end-points their number is typically small.

2.1.3 Interactive Systems with Complementary Interaction Channel
A straightforward solution for the establishment of an interactive system uses available conventional communications means, such as modem or ISDN access via PSTN lines or wireless GSM
or GPRS connectivity. Such systems are asymmetric by design: while the narrow-band interaction
channel is mainly used for data requests and transmission acknowledgments multimedia and other
high-volume data transfers are provided over the broadband DVB link. Interactive systems support
a multitude of services such as video-on-demand (VoD), audio and electronic book download,
tele-shopping, interactive television, and Internet access.[25, 12]
The general architecture of interactive systems is shown in figure 2.2. Interfaces are required
at both end-consumer and service side between both transmission networks. Various DVB documents describe interfaces for receiver terminals. DVB-RCP specifies interaction channels via PSTN
and ISDN,[26] DVB-RCG defines GSM-based cellular access,[27] while DVB-RCGPRS describes a
GPRS-based version.[28] The DVB-SH standard has been specifically designed to allow easy integration with 3G/3GPP2 mobile technology.
A particularly notable interaction system supporting a DVB forward link is defined as the European version of the Data-Over-Cable Service Interface Specifications (DOCSIS) of the CableLabs
consortium.[29] Currently using the DVB-C physical layer on the broadcast link, it seamlessly supports analog and digital television transmission as well as broadband data services over cable. The
system is widely deployed for triple-play service offerings, which includes television, telephony,
and Internet access. For the latter, and if backward compatibility is not required, the DVB-C2 standard provides the option of aggregating several channels into a single broadband channel. Channel
sizes of up to 64 MHz are considered in the standard, which enable a throughput of close to 665
Mbit/s.
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Figure 2.2: DVB interactive system architecture

2.1.4 Interactive Systems with Integrated Return Channel – Interactive
Satellite Networks
The DVB Project has also specified return-channel extensions to their existing broadcast systems,
which are standardized as DVB-RCC for cable transmission,[30] DVB-RCT for wireless terrestrial
systems,[31] and DVB-RCS for satellite access.[12] The latter is the most notable system, and will
be described in more detail in the following.
The main network elements of an RCS system include a set of Return-Channel Satellite terminals (RCSTs), which access the shared satellite uplink via MF-TDMA as a demand-assigned multiple access (DAMA) scheme and interconnect the satellite network with one or more end-users,
one or more DVB-S or -S2-compatible feeder stations, which provide the terminal downlink over
a forward-link satellite, a central network control center (NCC), which generates multiple-access
control messages and timing signals for terminal synchronization to be transmitted by the feeder
stations, and one or more gateway stations, which receive the terminal transmissions over a returnlink satellite and provide accounting functions and connections to external public or private service
providers for various interactive services as well as to external networks including the Internet.
Each RCST is compromised of an indoor unit (IDU), which contains the DVB-S/-RCS modem and
the interface to the local network, and an outdoor unit (ODU), which consists of the radio frequency transmitter, one or more receivers, and an antenna. At the satellite network side, a network
management center (NMC) may be associated with the NCC, and which provides network element
(terminal and gateway) configuration and management functionality. Feeder and gateway may be
collocated, and are simply referred to as the hub. The forward-link satellite and the return-link
satellite are usually one and the same.[12, 33]
Interactive satellite systems have a number of distinct advantages. Because of their large coverage
areas and independence of terrestrial infrastructure they support almost universal access, at land,
sea, and in the air, in both developed and underdeveloped areas and countries, and to fixed,
portable, and mobile receiver devices. Due to their wide availability they support rapid global and
cost-effective deployment of communications infrastructure. In emergency cases they can provide a
backup infrastructure. Remote corporate or government offices may benefit from the independence
of local networks. The independence of other networks can also provide highly reliable qualityof-service (QoS) guarantees. And finally, they can provide highly efficient broadcast and multicast
services.[32]
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While Internet access is a major use case for interactive satellite systems, their specific properties make them attractive for a number of additional interactive applications beyond those listed
earlier. Enterprises, both small and large, may use them as a cost-efficient means for LAN interconnection, video conferencing, file exchange, and database synchronization compared to satellite
point-to-point links. Distance learning, corporate training, and tele-medicine can be carried out
interactively over large distances. ISPs may use it as a flexible back-haul service, and application service providers may offer telephony services. Last but not least, satellite terminals can be
deployed on mobile infrastructure such as ships, trains, and airplanes.[32, 34]
In the classical architecture of interactive satellite networks, satellite terminal uplink data is always
received by the gateway before it is forwarded to the end-point of the communication link. If the
end-point is at or behind another terminal on the satellite network this means that the same data
has to travel the satellite link twice. Moreover, the already large round-trip times of GEO satellites
get doubled, resulting in a reply latency of well more than one second (taking into account both
signal propagation times and terminal processing and assuming that no performance-enhancing
protocol interception is carried out at the hub).[32] Satellite mesh networks provide a means for
direct communication between two satellite terminals. The following subsections describe three
principal architectures for interactive satellite networks and applicable to RCS systems.[34, 12]
2.1.4.1 Transparent Satellite Star Networks
Transponders on traditional transparent satellites act as simple (analog) repeaters, also called
“bent pipes”, which amplify uplink signals and shift them to lower downlink frequencies before
re-transmission. Because satellite terminals transmit on a number of different uplink carriers the
hub must be capable of receiving all carriers in parallel. In contrast, satellite terminals need only
receive a single forward-link carrier. Thus, different physical layer interface specifications are used
for return and forward link: while a MF-TDMA format is specified for the interaction channel of
DVB-RCS systems either DVB-S or DVB-S2 is used for transmission by the hub. Communication
between two satellite terminals always requires data to be forwarded through the hub: after demodulation, decoding, and decapsulation of packets delivered over the return link they must be
re-encapsulated, re-encoded, and re-modulated for forward-link transmission. Because of this starlike communications structure such satellite networks are referred to as transparent satellite star
(TSS) networks.[34]
TSS systems are mostly suitable for communication settings where most terminal communication
is into the Internet or other external networks. In terminal-to-terminal (mesh) communication the
delay associated with the double hop over the satellite may be excessive, particularly for more
latency-sensitive applications such as telephony and video conferencing. Furthermore, mesh communication results in almost twice the bandwidth consumption than communication with endpoints in external networks. TSS systems provide the advantage of being a simple and versatile
solution for both terminal and satellite design, though.[37]
2.1.4.2 Transparent Satellite Mesh Networks
Transparent satellite mesh (TSM) networks extend satellite terminals with the capability of receiving
a single or multiple return-link (TDMA) carriers. Being able to decode a single carrier implies
suitable connection setup between the originating terminal and the destination via the NCC. In
RCS systems this is accomplished via the Connection Control Protocol (C2P).[35] Terminals that
are able to decode multiple carriers in parallel may duplicate the technology of the gateway, and
any such terminal may thus be assigned the role of a gateway. Any broadband traffic not originating
from another terminal (i.e., from the hub) is still based on single-carrier (TDM) modulation – this
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Figure 2.3: DVB-RCS transparent star network architecture

includes the control signaling by the NCC. Thus a TSM network can be viewed as an overlay network
to the TSS system.[34]
In TSM systems it is possible for a transparent satellite to carry multiple spot beam transponders
and support direct (mesh) communication between terminals residing within different spot beam
coverage areas. (This also applies to TSS networks where data may be routed to different gateway
stations.) Using small spot beams allows reducing the size of gateways and terminal dishes and
thus ultimately costs. More importantly, it enables crucial bandwidth savings for the remaining
satellite coverage area.[36] A simple method is known as transponder hopping or beam switching.
Here, the uplink bandwidth is divided into a set of frequency sub-bands (configurable by the
NMC) where each sub-band designates a particular downlink transponder. This is suitable for small
numbers of spot beams but becomes increasingly complex and inefficient with larger numbers.[36]
In channel switching, there is a programmable switching matrix on board of the satellite, which
connects each transponder input signal with an outbound transponder based on the current state
of the matrix. The interconnection states are cycled through on a frame-by-frame basis, making
this scheme only suitable for fixed TDMA schemes.[36, 37]
TSM networks can avoid the double hop intrinsic to star networks in terminal-to-terminal communication. As such they are attractive for applications such as corporate intranets and VPNs,
video conferencing, and satellite telephony; furthermore, they are suitable for all other interactive scenarios where terminal cost is a minor factor. In fact, satellite terminal complexity may be
considerably higher compared to TSS systems. In addition to TDM forward link reception RCSTs
must also provide a radio interface for return-link (MF-)TDMA decoding. Since satellite terminals
are generally equipped with much smaller satellite dishes than the central gateway in TSS systems
transmitting terminals require more robust coding and modulation settings, decreasing link capacity, and satellite dishes may still be larger than for TSS network terminals. Finally, RCSTs capable
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Figure 2.4: DVB-RCS regenerative mesh network architecture

of decoding only single TDMA carriers must implement C2P management for establishing virtual
paths between sender and receiver.
2.1.4.3 Regenerative Satellite Mesh Networks
Regenerative satellites implement switching at the base-band frame layer or at higher protocol layers, similar to and in fact replacing the hub functionality on ground. This requires digital processing
of input signals to be carried out: an on-board processor (OBP) demodulates and decodes uplink
carriers, extracts base-band frames or packets, and re-encodes and modulates the digital data prior
to transmission over a suitable transponder.[33] Beam routing decisions are carried out based
on packet labels (destination addresses) and frame/packet connection identifiers.[38] Connection
states are updated on board by the NMC following connection setup or tear-down by terminals (using C2P).[35] Apart from being more efficient in routing digital on-board processing architectures
have a number of distinct advantages compared to transparent satellites. Because processing is
carried out at the bit level a single (TDM) carrier can be used for downlink transmission – regenerative RCS payloads use DVB-S or DVB-S2 upon retransmission. This removes the requirement for
satellite terminals to receive multiple frequencies in parallel, resulting in efficient one-hop mesh
communication in regenerative satellite mesh (RSM) systems.[34] Digital processing also enables
the use of packet scheduling and QoS on-board. As uplink and downlink transmissions are decoupled link errors do not propagate and better link budgets are possible.[37] Alternatively, smaller
terminal dishes and handheld receivers become more practical.[32] Last but not least, Adaptive
Coding and Modulation (ACM), a mechanism for dynamically adjusting transmission parameters
to current satellite link degradations (e.g., due to rain fall),[12, 8] can be performed individually
for satellite uplink and downlink.
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The price of regenerative satellite systems are significantly increased satellite development complexity and a dependency on current physical, multiple-access control, and link-layer specifications (coding, modulation, encapsulation protocol formats, etc.).[36] However, the benefits usually far outweigh this drawback, and OBP architectures of increasingly sophisticated design are
being launched into orbit.

2.2 Traffic Encapsulation Protocols
2.2.1 MPEG-2 Transmission Networks
DVB broadcast networks can be considered part of a larger class of systems referred to as MPEG-2
transmission networks, which includes systems by the former Digital Audio-Visual Council (DAVIC)
[39] and networks based on the North-American DVB counterpart standards by the Advanced
Television Systems Committee (ATSC).[40] These networks utilize the MPEG-2 Transport Stream
(TS) as a common mechanism for combining elementary video, audio, and other data streams of
television programs into a single or multiple Transport Streams for delivery over noisy (i.e., errorprone) transmission links and for synchronized replay at receiver devices. The protocol has been
designed for efficiency and ease of implementation in high-bandwidth broadcast applications.[7]
The following subsections introduce the TS protocol and outline the principal mechanism used to
locate desired elementary streams within a TS multiplex at a receiver.
2.2.1.1 The MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS)
The MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) is a protocol with fixed-size packets (“cells”) of 188 bytes, of
which the first four bytes constitute a mandatory header. On transmission, each cell is extended
by 16 redundancy bytes for Reed–Solomon error correction. The basic format of a TS cell is shown
in figure 2.5. It contains a constant Sync byte, which aids a receiver in recovery from bit-level
synchronization loss, a Transport Error Indicator (TEI) bit, which may signal the presence of an
uncorrectable error in the packet, a Payload Unit Start Indicator (PUSI) bit, which may be used to
signal the presence of an additional Payload Pointer (PP) byte following the header, a Transport
Priority (TP) bit, which may signal a higher priority of the cell’s content to upper layers, a 13-bit
Packet Identifier (PID), which serves as an elementary stream identifier within the TS, two Transport Scrambling Control (TSC) bits for optional payload encryption, two Adaptation Field Control
(AFC) bits for extending the header with an optional Adaptation Field, and a 4-bit Continuity
Counter (CC) that is incremented for each successive TS cell in an elementary stream and may
be used to detect deliberately duplicated cells by the sender or lost packets due to transmission
errors.[7] In terms of this document, only the PID, PUSI, and PP fields are of interest.
Each elementary stream within a TS multiplex is assigned a unique PID, which enables the efficient
filtering of elementary streams at receivers. An elementary stream may carry either continuous
stream data or packetized data. Packetized content may be contiguously mapped into TS cells.
To consider intermediate loss of cells due to transmission or synchronization errors, the PUSI flag
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Figure 2.6: MPEG-2 TS signaling Table mapping mechanism

is used to indicate the start of a new transport packet within a cell. For PSI and SI signaling
information (described in the next subsection), a PUSI value of one indicates the presence of the
PP field. The PP contains the byte-wise offset from the start of the TS cell payload to the starting
byte of the first packet in a cell. This simple mechanism allows the fragmentation of packets over
a sequence of TS cells, and supports their correct reassembly at receivers provided that additional
error detection is carried out over the payload (e.g., using a CRC in the payload data). An example
of its usage is described in the next subsection, and is shown in figure 2.6.
In DVB broadcast networks it is common to remultiplex inbound TS multiplexes before retransmission. For example, a broadcast hub that receives program bundles from multiple content providers
over the distribution network may merge several multiplexes into single TSs adapted to the channel
bandwidths of the broadcast link. Similarly, regenerative satellites may integrate separate uplink
carriers into a single downlink multiplex. Such scenarios require re-numbering of PID values in
TS cells to avoid collisions among the elementary streams. Additionally, PID values carried in
signaling information (described below) must be updated.
2.2.1.2 Program-Specific Information (PSI) and Service Information (SI)
To allow a receiver to locate desired programs available in an MPEG-2 transmission network and
to retrieve the programs’ elementary streams within a TS multiplex separate elementary streams
with so-called Program-Specific Information (PSI) are inserted into multiplexes.[7] A number of
PSI signaling Tables are specified to support the location of programs, the recovery of elementary
video, audio, and other data streams corresponding to a program, the decoding of scrambled
(encrypted) streams, and the retrieval of network-specific information that is intended for the
discovery of other TS multiplexes within a network. PSI Tables are fragmented into data structures
called Sections, and which are periodically transmitted within a TS multiplex. Data carousel-like
transmission of Sections enables a receiver to gain quick access to Table content and to reconstruct
entire Tables under the constraints of packet loss and random access. The basic set of PSI signaling
Tables has been extended by the DVB Project and named DVB-Service Information (SI) to include
meta data such as textual program descriptions to support an Electronic Program Guide (EPG),
program event tables to assist timed recording of programs, and other information for display at a
receiver device.[17] DVB-SI also specifies the format of the network-specific PSI Tables.
PSI/SI Tables provide the bindings between streams, programs, and meta data. To enable the
discovery of the Tables themselves they are delivered on predefined PID values. Table Sections
resemble packetized content that is directly mapped into TS cells. The PP byte is used to signal
the start of a new Section. The process where Sections are contiguously mapped into TS cells is
known as “Section packing”. Alternatively, a TS cell containing the last bytes of a Section may be
filled with padding bytes (“stuffing”): this is accomplished by encoding each remaining byte in the
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cell with the value 0xFF. Figure 2.6 shows a simplified view of the mapping of Tables into Sections
and into TS cells.
DVB-RCS systems define additional SI Tables containing Forward Link Signaling (FLS) for the
coordination of terminal uplink carrier access and the distribution of timing signals for network
synchronization.[12]

2.2.2 The Multi-Protocol Encapsulation (MPE) Protocol
The DVB Project has specified the Multi-Protocol Encapsulation (MPE) protocol as a standard
method to carry IP packets over the MPEG-2 TS.[16] It is based on the Section data structure for
private usage, and has a default header size of 12 bytes. Among the various fields that the header
includes are 6 Address bytes, a 12-bit Section Length field, two bits each for Payload Scrambling
Control (PSC) and Address Scrambling Control (ASC), and an LLC/SNAP Flag (LSF) that indicates
the presence of an 8-byte IEEE 802.2 Logical Link Control/Subnetwork Access Point (LLC/SNAP)
field following the header. The Address bytes may carry an IEEE 802 address identifier,[41] and
support the delivery of packets to individual receivers or group of receiver devices. The number of
bytes effectively used for receiver addressing can be controlled via SI signaling. The Section Length
field specifies the remaining number of bytes in the Section following this field, thus indicating the
size of an encapsulated packet. Each of the two pairs of scrambling bits may indicate a specific
encryption key, but its usage is undefined. The LLC/SNAP field may be used to carry other protocol
data than IP packets. The last four bytes within the payload of an MPE Section are reserved for
a CRC-32, which provides a means for the verification of correct reassembly of Sections and the
detection of bit errors. Like for PSI/SI Sections, both Section packing and stuffing are supported.
Stuffing may be required when no data is scheduled for transmission. It may also serve various
data alignment purposes. Figure 2.7 shows the format of an MPE Section.

2.2.3 The Unidirectional Lightweight Encapsulation (ULE) Protocol
The Unidirectional Lightweight Encapsulation (ULE) protocol has been defined as an alternative
to MPE, and is a lightweight and extensible solution for carrying IPv4, IPv6, and other network
layer as well as (bridged) link layer packets (Protocol Data Units, PDUs) over MPEG-2 transmission networks.[42] ULE has been developed within the IPDVB working group of the IETF, and was
published as RFC 4326 in 2005. Its basic format, outlined in figure 2.8, may be extended in functionality using a flexible next-header mechanism. Basic protocol fields include a 15-bit ULE packet
(Sub-Network Data Unit, SNDU) Length identifier, a 16-bit protocol/next-header Type field, an
optional 6-byte Network Point of Attachment (NPA) address (Label) whose presence is indicated
via a Destination Absent (D) bit, and a CRC-32 for protection against link errors. The NPA resembles a IEEE 802.3 MAC address, and is used to identify a receiver device or a group of receivers
within the network. The Type field supports the set of EtherType codepoints defined by the IEEE
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Figure 2.8: MPEG-2 TS cell carrying a single small ULE SNDU (in gray) with an extension header (in light-gray)
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802.3/Ethernet II specifications. Any value greater than or equal to 0x600 indicates a specific
protocol type. Values lower than 0x100 designate so-called mandatory extension headers, which
receivers must be able to interpret when processing a ULE SNDU (otherwise, the SNDU must be
discarded). Values in-between are reserved for optional extension headers, which are between 2
and 10 bytes in size, and may be ignored by a receiver unaware of the extension.1 Figure 2.8
exemplifies the header chaining mechanisms for a ULE packet containing an extension header and
a PDU.
ULE has adopted the fragmentation mechanism defined for MPEG-2 Sections. In explanation,
ULE SNDUs may be contiguously mapped into TS cells. The Payload Pointer (PP) field is used to
indicate the start of a new SNDU within a cell. Padding within TS cells is supported by encoding
two or more bytes of value 0xFF following the last byte of a ULE SNDU. (Specific rules for the cases
where only a single or two bytes remain in a cell are described in the ULE standard.)

2.2.4 The Generic Stream Encapsulation (GSE) Protocol
The Generic Stream Encapsulation (GSE) protocol has been designed as an efficient, lightweight,
and extensible encapsulation mechanism for GS transmission on DVB-S2 broadcast links.[43] It
is based on the ULE protocol and shares the same extension header mechanism. In comparison
with ULE, three notable changes have been introduced: The label may optionally be reduced to
a shorter 3-byte address format, or it may be omitted while reusing the label of the previous GSE
packet within a base-band frame. A flexible payload fragmentation mechanism is available, which
allows preemption of high-priority data due to QoS demands. And a CRC is omitted from GSE
SNDUs that are not fragmented. Thus, the CRC is responsible for the detection of reassembly
errors but not for the detection of bit errors. This requires the presence of a quasi error-free (QEF)
transmission link, which was the assumption for DVB-S2 links.2 Current best practice equates QEF
with a bit error ratio of approximately 10−10 .[44]
GSE fragmentation is largely independent of the underlying base-band frame format, but GSE
packets must not cross any base-band frame boundaries. Thus, the GSE header contains a Start
(S) and an End (E) bit to indicate whether the current GSE packet contains an entire PDU, or the
start, a continuation, or an end of some payload. To support scheduling of GSE packets a one-byte
fragmentation identifier (Frag ID) is present in GSE packets containing fragmented payload data.
The fragmentation identifier provides a multiplexing capability of up to 256 logical channels. For
each such channel data may be independently scheduled for transmission. This may be particularly
advantageous to fill the remaining space of an incomplete base-band frame with partial content of
a low-priority PDU.
The 2-bit Label Type (LT) field of GSE packets has significance only for full GSE packets or GSE
start packets, and indicates whether the NPA address has a length of 0, 3, or 6 bytes, or whether the
Label from the previous GSE packet within the current base-band frame is to be taken. The 12-bit
1 The

length of an optional extension header is encoded in the Type value. By convention, the last two bytes of the
extension resemble a follow-up Type field.
2 In practice, there are transmission scenarios where the QEF assumption for DVB-S2 links is no longer valid. For example,
in DVB-RCS systems using ACM or supporting transmissions to mobile receivers broadcast link conditions may be highly
volatile, depending on current coding and modulation settings, atmospheric conditions, and location of the receiver
device on earth.
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Packet Length field refers to the size of the GSE packet, and is reduced to a maximum value of 4
KB compared to ULE. For GSE packets containing payload fragments a Total Length field identifies
the length of the complete payload. Like in ULE, padding is supported by encoding two or more
bytes of value 0xFF within the remaining space of a base-band frame. Figure 2.9 shows the general
format of GSE packets, while figure 2.10 exemplifies the mapping of PDUs into GSE packets and
into base-band frames.
Even though GSE has been defined for efficient IP packet delivery over DVB-S2 links, efforts are
currently under way to adopt the protocol for other second-generation DVB broadcast systems as
well as for usage scenarios for which it was not originally considered, such as ACM and mobile
transmission. Concurrently, interactive systems evolve to support Generic Streams. The DVB TMRCS study group specifying the next generation of the DVB-RCS system[13] is in the process of
defining a GSE-like protocol suitable for return-link transmission under transparent star, mesh, and
regenerative network architectures.[15] Generally, this implies the support of source addresses to
enable reassembly of fragmented payloads from multiple senders, and the ability to carry source
and destination labels in packets containing either start, intermediate, or end payload data for the
support of PDU fragment switching during on-board processing. The GSE-like protocol is expected
to support the same extension header mechanism as GSE, thereby allowing a certain degree of
interoperability.

2.3 Security Analysis
Communication networks are subject to a variety of security threats. Passive attacks refer to the
illicit eavesdropping of communication links. Active attacks refer to the deliberate modification,
insertion, or deletion of data in other users’ communication. A particular concern is the willful
consumption of network resources. Often, a certain baseline protection is available by physical
layer means. For example, in the case of a dedicated cable connection between two communicating parties, an adversary must first get physical access to the wire (or an end-point) to derive
any attacks on the communication. This may pose a barrier high enough to deter most adversaries. A sufficiently motivated individual or organization might succeed in accessing the channel
nonetheless.
DVB networks are particularly lacking in physical-layer security. This is for a number of reasons.
Broadcast systems enable anyone with suitable equipment to access the shared channel. Wireless
technology makes the broadcast channel instantly available. The open nature of DVB specifications
and their popularity give rise to mass-produced and cheaply available receiver or transmitter hardware. And last but not least, wireless DVB networks often have large transmitter coverage areas,
ranging up to continental dimensions in the case of satellite broadcasting.
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In lack of adequate physical-layer security, communications security can be implemented using
cryptographic techniques at a variety of layers within protocol hierarchies. Common solutions
include the use of end-to-end security at the network, transport, or application layer. Yet, the
following subsections, which are based on the analysis of RFC 5458,[45] motivate the support
of security mechanisms at the DVB link layer. Starting with a detailed threat analysis for DVB
networks, the section concludes with a list of specific security requirements.

2.3.1 Threats
As outlined before, one of the most general attacks is a passive attack. Passive attacks may be
easily derived in DVB networks using standard equipment. Typically, a receiver device can be set
into a so-called promiscuous mode, which enables the indiscriminate filtering and forwarding of all
incoming data over the device’s local interface. Inspecting the payloads of intercepted packets can
reveal the communication of all other users on the network, making eavesdropping the major concern. While this may be precluded by parties using end-to-end security mechanism, there is other
useful information to obtain. Protocol headers carry address information, which can reveal the
communicating parties. Higher-layer header information such as port numbers may additionally
lay open the type of communication. If that is not available the size of packets may provide a hint
to their content. Sequence numbers in packet headers assist an eavesdropper in assigning packets
to their respective logical connections. Finally, a sudden change in the frequency of intercepted
packets may hint to important ongoings. Deducing information by observing communication patterns is known as traffic flow analysis, and it is a major issue for military applications. However,
traffic flow analysis may also be of concern for the private sector. For example, an eavesdropper
may infer that person A is making a VoIP phone call with party B from time C to time D. In some
cases, this may already be enough information to make a certain (e.g., business) decision.
Active attacks on the other hand, while a major concern on the Internet,[46] can be expected
to be considerably harder to derive on DVB broadcast links. In the case of wireless networks,
sophisticated transmitter equipment may be required to override communication on a carrier in a
meaningful way. While global modification of wireless transmissions appears infeasible and may
be easily detected, local insertion of content is more likely to succeed. Active attacks on cable
systems require local access to the network and the ability to override other users’ transmissions.
Specific active attacks include the deliberate modification or substitution of packet payloads and
the impersonation of other (legitimate) parties through modification of address information (also
called masquerading). A particular attack consists in the replaying of previously transmitted and
therefore seemingly valid data. Replay attacks are an issue if a transmission protocol does not
provide the capability to detect duplicate packets. A somewhat crude yet powerful form of active
attacks consists in the deliberate flooding of communication links with data to consume valuable
network resources. Such attacks are known as denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. In its most primitive
form it may simply override the channel with interfering signals – this is called jamming and
resembles a physical-layer attack. In a particularly devastating variant known as a distributed DoS
(DDoS) attack multiple devices are concerted to simultaneously attack network resources.
In interactive networks, there is a danger of impersonation during network log-on. An unauthorized user that can successfully log on to a network may easily carry out active attacks. Both passive
and active attacks may be distinguished between so-called insider attacks and outsider attacks. An
outsider is an entity with no valid cryptographic keys, used for the protection of communication
by legitimate parties, whatsoever. An insider is a party entrusted with cryptographic keys for the
purpose of secure communication. While outsider attacks may constitute the majority of threats,
insider attacks are more subtle. A key that is shared between multiple parties may entice a user to
impersonate others or manipulate the communication of other users, both resulting in seemingly
valid communication. An example scenario is that of a disgruntled employee who derives insider
attacks in a company network for the purpose of espionage, impersonation, or even sabotage.
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Attacks may not only be carried out on user data but also on PSI/SI control information. Active
attacks on control information are potentially more dangerous because they may easily render a
network out of service. They may preclude a terminal from finding the desired service, deceive it
into switching to a different service or network than intended, or induce an interactive terminal
to log on to a fake NCC. Active attacks on the return link may be carried out selectively on the
transmission slots of a particular party, resulting in an effective DoS attack.

2.3.2 Motivation for Link-Layer Security
Reliable communication security can only be achieved by end-to-end means. However, a number
of factors motivate implementation of security mechanisms at lower layers. Often, the remote endpoint of a communication link is not under a user’s own control, such as when browsing a public
web site. In these cases it may be impossible to enforce any end-to-end security mechanisms. Furthermore, setting up secure end-to-end connections with parties for which no pre-shared keys are
available is costly, leading to considerable delays in connection setup and computational requirements. End-to-end security may also preclude the use of so-called performance-enhancing proxies
(PEPs) and TCP accelerators, which manipulate existing end-to-end connections to improve network throughput and decrease latency. These techniques are crucial for satellite links, which are
severely constrained by their long round-trip times.
In point-to-point network configurations, a (satellite) link may serve to interconnect two distant
networks. Two important cases are secure BGP routing and LAN interconnection to create secure
virtual private networks (VPNs). In the latter case, LANs are individually protected physically and
by firewalls and intrusion detection systems from outside unauthorized access. Traditionally, these
scenarios employ an IP security (IPsec) protocol operated in tunnel mode to secure the link.[47]
While IPsec offers the benefit of widespread availability in gateway, router, and host devices, this
solution has a number of caveats. It is only applicable for IP data, the IP-in-IP encapsulation of the
tunnel mode results in considerable bandwidth consumption, and multicast (point-to-multipoint)
transmission, a major service for DVB systems, can only be secured using manual keying.
A link may be secured below the PDU encapsulation layer at the DVB base-band frame level. For
example, in MPEG-2 TS networks all TS cells with a specific PID value may be directly encrypted
(leaving only the TS header in the clear). Such functionality is provided by the scrambling algorithm defined for the DVB-Conditional Access (CA) framework, for example.[48] This solution may
be effective against attacks by outsiders, but otherwise is too inflexible. Frames will usually carry
the traffic of multiple users, enabling them to monitor each other’s traffic. In fact, each receiver
must first decode all TS cells to determine the intended destination of payloads; this also results
in unnecessary processing overhead. Furthermore, compromise of a single user affects the security
of the data of all parties.
Security at the link layer can provide separate and independent protection for each user on the
network. It can protect network-layer protocol information and provide improved traffic flow
analysis security compared to upper-layer methods. It is transparent to network layer protocols
and to Network Address Translation (NAT) techniques and PEPs. Last but not least, a dedicated
design can avoid the bandwidth overheads associated with higher-layer security protocols, and
include support for the protection of multicast and broadcast transmission.
A common goal of link-layer security is that of providing a protection level equivalent to that
of wired links. This principle was also adopted for the Wired Equivalency Protocol (WEP) of
WLAN systems (albeit it largely failed in this).[134] Independent of this protection, higher-layer
mechanisms may be used transparently for reliable end-to-end security. In this case, link-layer
security focuses on providing lower-level protection and traffic flow confidentiality. Thus, linklayer and end-to-end security do not contradict but rather complement each other.
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2.3.3 Security Requirements
The threat analysis of section 2.3.1 gives rise to a number of specific security requirements. Unless
otherwise stated these requirements apply equally to user and control data. Depending on the
risks of individual threats and the possible performance impact of security solutions requirements
can be assigned different levels of importance. In the following list of security requirements, RFC
2119 specified keywords[49] – written in bold letters – are used to signal for which threats security
solutions must be provided and for which they may be optional:
• Data confidentiality (also called secrecy or privacy) must be provided for user data to prevent
the high risk of packet payload eavesdropping and to mitigate the chance of active attacks.
Control data (signaling information) should be protected, but this may not be possible when
legacy receiver devices must be considered that do not support security services.
• Traffic flow confidentiality can provide additional strong protection against passive attacks.
This may require significant adaptations of the payload encapsulation and decapsulation
mechanisms, which are generally optimized for bandwidth and processing efficiency, and
changes may result in undesirable overheads. Solutions for traffic flow confidentiality are
therefore optional.
• Data integrity protection and data origin authentication (alternatively called source authentication or message authentication) mechanisms preclude the malicious modification or insertion
of communication data, as well as impersonation attacks. This service may be desirable for
protecting user data against active attacks when no end-to-end security mechanisms are employed, e.g., on satellite point-to-point links for LAN interconnection. Authentication may
also be useful for the protection of control data. In this case, data origin authentication
solutions must specifically consider the chance of insider attacks. This is because common
(symmetric-key) solutions can only provide group authentication in communication settings
involving multiple parties, while true source authentication mechanisms have a significantly
higher overall complexity. (Efficient) solutions for true source authentication may be desirable since multicast and broadcast transmission is a major service in DVB networks. At the
same time, all authentication mechanisms entail additional bandwidth overhead. Therefore,
and due to the relative complexity of carrying out active attacks on DVB broadcast links
authentication mechanisms are optional.
• Data freshness provides assurance that received messages do not constitute maliciously transmitted replicas of previously received data. Replay protection is considered a complement
to integrity protection and authentication mechanisms and only meaningful when used in
combination; it is therefore optional as well.
• Entity authentication or user authentication during the exchange of cryptographic material
is a prerequisite for secure communication to prevent impersonation and unauthorized use
of services. Entity authentication must be carried out either using external means during
manual key distribution (e.g., by in-persona authentication using an identification document
when handing over a preconfigured terminal), or using an authentication and authorization
infrastructure during the connection phase of some automated key management protocol.
In the latter case, users must be provided with individual authenticated (public or private)
authentication keys. While automated key management is more complex to implement it is
more flexible in adapting to changing security requirements, and hence is recommended for
large communication settings with frequent membership change. In interactive DVB systems
it must be implemented as part of the log-on phase. Unidirectional systems may distribute
authenticated session keys within control data provided that it is cryptographically protected.
• Intrusion detection and DoS attack mitigation aim at the detection and prevention of unauthorized access to and use of network resources. Entity authentication is a crucial factor to
lower the chance and impact of such attacks. Message authentication and replay protection
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Table 2.1: DVB security requirements

mechanisms can detect compromised network traffic data and help in the early rejection of
fake data. Auditing of security related actions can assist in tracing both outsider and insider attacks. This is a security management aspect, and is usually implemented as part of a
larger policy framework that provides authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA)
functions.[50] Because of the potential to disrupt legitimate communication suitable solutions should be implemented. However, effective solutions are usually best implemented at
the physical layer. Link-layer mechanisms for DoS attack mitigation must not result in undue
extra processing for legitimate receivers. Similarly, means for secure network log-on must
not enable an adversary to derive effective DoS attacks on the hub or the NCC.
Table 2.1 summarizes the security requirements that have been identified for the prevention or
mitigation of possible attacks. Cells marked with a double-plus sign indicate essential requirements
to combat a certain threat. Cells with a single plus indicate solutions that can mitigate threats but
provide no reliable means for protecting against them. Note that this table does not consider
physical-layer protection, which is out of scope for this document.
The security requirements are addressed by cryptographic solutions. In order to provide a firm
basis for the evaluation of suitable techniques the next chapter provides theoretical background on
the subject of cryptography.
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Cryptography
This chapter starts with a short historical introduction into the subject of cryptography, intended
as motivation and initial background on later concepts. Much of the early material is taken from
David Kahn’s fascinating and comprehensive account on classical cryptographic history up to World
War II, published in 1967 (with a minor update in 1996).[51]

3.1 Historical Introduction
3.1.1 Classical Cryptography
Cryptography literally means secret writing. The art of secret writing can be traced back to as
early as about 1900 B.C. when non-common hieroglyphic symbols were used for inscriptions in
Ancient Egyptian death chambers, temples, and for funerary formulas and hymns. Though they
were likely intended to catch attention, increase the mystery, the basic cryptographic principle of
secrecy was already present. Usage of unconventional or rare symbols could be found among other
great nations of the past. In some cases they were meant to deliberately conceal information from
unintended observers. A classic Indian work on statecraft of around 300 B.C., the Arthaśāstra,
recommends officers of institutes for espionage to give assignments by secret writings. In other
cases alternate writings seem to have been simply used for amusement. However, importance
of such methods grew in diplomatic and military applications. Often, information was merely
concealed using steganography. For example, in the Histories of Herodotus a secret message was
tattooed onto the shaved head of a slave, with the crucial information that the Greek should start
a revolt against Persia. After new hair had been grown the slave was sent to the Greek ruler of
Miletus where he could successfully deliver the message. The first truly cryptographic military
application is known from a device used by the Spartans of the fifth century B.C., called a skytale.
It consisted of a wooden rod with a strip of papyrus, leather, or parchment bent around. Instead of
writing letters vertically down the strip they were written horizontally along the rod, line by line.
When the strip was unwrapped the letters appeared reordered along the strip, and the original
message (called plaintext) could only be easily recovered from the encoding (called ciphertext) by
re-wrapping the strip around a rod of the same thickness. This system resembled what is called a
transposition cipher. The first reported use of a substitution cipher, where each letter of the plaintext
alphabet gets mapped to a different ciphertext symbol, is due to probably the greatest Roman’s own
account: that of Julius Caesar. Initially replacing Latin by Greek letters for concealment, he later
devised a scheme in which each letter in a text was replaced by the one standing three positions
further down the alphabet, and which is now known as the Caesar cipher.
What followed this delicate blossom of cryptography in Western world was almost literally the Dark
Ages. Civilization flourished in the Arab world instead. Based on extensive analysis of language
and grammar in the Koran, they were able to develop a remarkable understanding of cryptanalysis: the ability to break an (unknown) cipher and so recover plaintext from ciphertext. In the
S.ubh. al-a ,shā, a monumental 14-volume encyclopedia completed in 1412 A.D. by Egyptian author
al-Qalqashandı̄, a whole section is devoted to cryptology (an encompassing term for both cryptography and cryptanalysis). Qalqashandi attributed most of his information to the early 14th century
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Egyptian Ibn ad-Duraihim, though some knowledge can be traced back to earlier times. A deep
cryptological understanding is revealed early on as Qalqashandi explains that an enemy may “place
some obstacle or similar thing between the sender and the addressee”, and later continues that “[It
is used] when circumventory actions are of no avail, either because of interceptory ambushes or
because of thorough probes into all letters coming from either of the two parties corresponding”.
He later describes a number of cipher systems, one which for the first time uses both substitutions
and transpositions. Most notably, however, is a section which explains how frequency analysis of
the letters in a text can be used for cryptanalysis. Based on counting and ordering letter occurrences as well as combinations of two or more letters, and comparing the obtained statistics with
that of an exemplary text, it describes how any substitution cipher may eventually be broken! Unfortunately, with the decline of the Arab culture, while Europe was slowly coming out of Middle
Age, this knowledge became vanishing.
Europe started to recover from its apathy during the Renaissance, which brought along great cultural and economical changes, the rise of wealthy city-states with intense diplomatic and economical relations, and the Great Schism of the Roman Catholic Church. In the late 14th century, Gabrieli
di Lavindi compiled a system for correspondents of the antipope that combined simple letter substitutions with code lists of words, syllables, and names; this system, known as a nomenclature,
became extensively used all over Europe and America for the next 450 years. In 1401, the Italian
Duchy of Mantua is known to have used a specific substitution cipher in correspondence with one
Simeone de Crema that allowed any of several cipher symbols for vowels in the plaintext, implying
a certain understanding of frequency analysis, and making it the first known homophonic substitution cipher. In Florence of the 15th century, Leon Battista Alberti, an all-talented Renaissance
man par excellence, was lured into attempts at cryptology by a Vatican secretary. In 1466/67 he
published his ideas in an essay, where he described a cipher disk device that allowed frequently
changing the substitution alphabet by a rotation of the device’s inner disk, which mapped circularly arranged ciphertext symbols to plaintext letters written on the outer disk, thus founding the
world’s first polyalphabetic cipher. A similar but simpler system, known as a tableau or tabula
recta, was popularized by a German abbot with an affection for the obscure, known as Johannes
Trithemius. He ordered rows of regular alphabets in square form, each successively shifted one
position to the left compared to the previous one, and selected them in a round-robin fashion for
Caesar cipher-like encryption of plaintext letters. Up to then, substitution alphabets were still used
in a rather static way. In 1553, one Giovani Batista Belaso described in a little booklet a system that
would later be misattributed to Blaise de Vigenère and become known as the Vigenère cipher. In
this system, alphabets could easily be changed using a simple “countersign” or key; the individual
letters of this key, which could be anything from single words to full sentences, would then serve
as indices for rows of the tableau. Different encipherments could from now on be easily realized by
selecting a different key instead of devising a whole new system. Vigenère presented an auto-key
variant of the cipher in 1586, which created new key letters automatically by appending the plaintext to the initial key instead of simply repeating the key (thereby avoiding substitution patterns of
the original system giving rise to cryptanalysis). The Vigenère cipher (and its variant) was held in
high esteem, and it became repeatedly referred to as "le chiffre indéchiffrable" over time (though
it was occasionally broken). Nonetheless, the system was often disregarded in practice due to its
slow speed and susceptibility to mistakes in transposition.

3.1.2 The Beginnings of Electronic Communication
The invention of the telegraph and advancements in mechanics during times of the Industrial
Revolution forced a change from the nearly sole use of codes to the adoption of key-based ciphers.
Among the numerous custom cipher designs that appeared, a remarkable invention came from
America’s first Secretary of State, Thomas Jefferson. At the end of the 18th century, he described
a wheel cipher, where discs engraved with regularly spaced but randomly ordered alphabet letters
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on their outer edge were stacked on a spindle. Ciphertext was created by first turning the series
of discs such that the plaintext letters appeared in a row along the axis of the spindle, and then
selecting an arbitrary different row. This system of multiple random alphabets turned out to be
much more secure than the Vigenère cipher, but it was only much later adopted, following which
variations of it were used up to the early 20th century. Instead, the Vigenère cipher and variants
thereof, such as the Beaufort and Variant Beaufort system, quickly gained in popularity. A digraphic
(i.e., two-letter) but simple to use substitution cipher became popular in the British Army, and is
known as the Playfair cipher. A different system that jointly affected the transformation of all
letters in a plaintext by introducing arithmetical operations was described by Pliny Earle Chase
in 1859, though it was never used in practice. A remarkable person of that time was Charles
Babbage. He enjoyed cryptology for fun, and excelled at breaking “unbreakable” ciphers such
as the Vigenère (and its auto-key variant, albeit with word divisions) by making extensive use
of algebraic techniques. Yet, the definite pierce through the armor of the Vigenère cipher was
accomplished in 1863 with a publication by a retired Prussian infantry major named Friedrich
Kasiski. Observing repeated letter combinations in the ciphertext, he described how the length of
the repeated key could be deduced, and ultimately how the cipher can be broken up into a set of
substitution ciphers solvable by traditional frequency analysis.
In 1883, a Dutch scholar named Auguste Kerckhoffs published a two-part essay entitled La Cryptographie militaire with lasting influence in cryptography. Lamenting about the neglect of cryptanalysis in the design of contemporary ciphers while outlining various attacks, including one on
the Vigenère that is easily derived when keys are reused, he culminated his thoughts in a list of
requirements that any cipher should fulfill, and whose essential message has become a fundamental principle in cryptography: A system must resist any practical effort of breaking it even when its
specification is laid open, as its security shall be afforded solely by a short secret key.
Kerckhoffs’ studies were made compulsory readings for French military intelligence personnel, and
it was in large part due to this circumstance that France obtained a considerable head start in
cryptanalysis and traffic analysis when nations all over the world got entrenched in the First World
War. Many other countries soon had to learn their lessons the hard way as their strategic plans
became unveiled by the enemy, the locations and strengths of armies revealed, and counter-attacks
meticulously planned based on the intercepted and decoded information. It was not until 1916 that
Germany started their own intercept and cryptanalytic efforts after their increasingly sophisticated
codes and ciphers had become repeatedly broken by French and, partly, by British cryptanalysists.

3.1.3 The Aftereffects of World War I
World War I revealed the full potential of cryptanalysis. When the U.S. were entering the war
in 1917, they sent Army officers for cryptanalytic training to Riverbank, a private company and
then only place offering such services, and whose Department of Ciphers was led by a certain
William F. Friedman. He soon joined the Army where he wrote a series of monographs on various
cryptanalytic techniques. His most profound part was published in 1920, where he draws on
statistics to develop a method named index of coincidence suitable for breaking any polyalphabetic
cipher for which a (sufficiently long) key text is reused during the encoding of messages.
Three years before, in 1917, Gilbert Vernam, while studying security aspects of a new invention at
the American Telephone & Telegraph Company, the printing telegraph, came up with the idea of
combining the plaintext marks and spaces of the Baudot code with a special key tape of random
marks and spaces in an exclusive-or style. This new “cryptographic automat” was shown to the
Navy and the Army, who recognized its potential but also its limitation in terms of the looping key
tape. A two-stage key tape system was devised to create exceedingly long key loops, but U.S. Army
Signal Corp’s Major Joseph O. Mauborgne, being acquainted with Friedman’s work, concluded that
only a key both as long as the plaintext and random would provide a secure system, thereby almost
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incidentally discovering the one-time pad (OTP), a system that would later be proven unbreakable.
Its excessive key requirements made it impractical for many applications, however.
In Germany, they worked out the one-time pad soon, too, and it was implemented for some of
its diplomatic correspondences, based on actual pads of papers filled with random numbers to be
wiped out after use. But it was a different system that would later become famous. Its principle
was the rotor machine, a device employing several revolvable cylinders (“rotors”) with rows of
electrical contacts resembling alphabet letters around its circumference and which are randomly
wired to contacts on the cylinder’s back face. When electrical current is input at a contact of one
side it would emerge from its unique counter-contact at the back. Each row on a cylinder thus
resembles a monoalphabetic substitution. As the rotor is turned one step to the next row following
the encipherment of a letter the system implements a simple Vigenère-like polyalphabetic system.
But the first rotor is attached to a second rotor, and whereas the first one advances with each letter
encipherment the second would do so only after a complete revolution of the first. Similarly, a
third rotor moves forward only after a revolution of the second. In effect, the cascading of rotors
creates an exceedingly long list of alphabets, and by proper selection of the number of rows the
number of alphabets increases roughly exponentially with each additional rotor!
Early sketches of rotor machines existed as of 1917 by U.S. citizen Edward H. Hebern, who later
managed to sell a few models to the Navy. An actual patent application was filed by Arthur Scherbius in Germany of 1918, who named his machine Enigma. It was followed in 1919 by a Dutch
rotor device patent application by Hugo A. Koch, the rights later acquired by Scherbius’ company,
and another one by Swedish Arvid G. Damm, for which a Boris C.W. Hagelin in 1926 devised a machine inspired by the Enigma and who managed to attain overwhelming commercial success in the
1930s by selling devices in large scale to the French and U.S. military. Though Scherbius continually improved his device, he struggled in the commercialization of his invention, and until his death
in 1929 he had sold only a few models to the military of Germany and other nations. Large-scale
productions started only in the 1930s as part of Germany’s preparations for war. Enigma devices
then had an additional reflector that would pass the electric current one more time through the set
of rotors, and later versions also had a plug-board for additional configurability. The three-rotor
version produced an impressive list of 16,900 alphabets (without considering the plug-board).
As Enigma devices were eventually deployed throughout all the German military forces Allied
cryptanalytic efforts played a key factor during the ongoings of World War II. The history of breaking the Enigma, and the significant roles played by the Polish cipher bureau around Marian A.
Rejewski and the British ULTRA intelligence team headed by Alan Turing, are a truly fascinating
story by itself. Nonetheless, it was not least due the exploitation of procedural flaws and operator mistakes, occasional espionage of key tables, and eventual captures of Enigma machines that
German messages could be so repeatedly decoded.
A similarly exciting story can be told about the breaking of essentially all the Japanese codes and
ciphers used during the war, including their top level system (code-named PURPLE), which was
cracked by a team under William Friedman.

3.1.4 Modern Cryptography
In 1946, Claude Shannon wrote a confidential report entitled A Mathematical Theory of Cryptography, which paved the way for modern cryptography.[52] Drawing from his seminal studies on
information theory, Shannon introduced a formal treatment of secrecy systems to analyze their security. He discussed the property of perfect secrecy, whereby an attacker that has unlimited time and
computing resources (manpower) cannot gain any information about the content of some message
following the interception of its ciphertext (a posteriori knowledge) what he could not also find out
without knowledge of the ciphertext (a priori knowledge), and showed that the property could be
attained only if the key was selected at random and of length that would match or exceed that of
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the plaintext.1 This result provided the first formal proof for a cryptographic system, and showed
that the one-time pad was “perfectly” secure. Shannon also discussed more practical systems with
limited key sizes and where an attacker is not assumed to have infinite resources, and argued that
product ciphers can provide better secrecy by combining simple systems such as substitutions and
transpositions, which are said to provide confusion and diffusion.
As the Cold War emerged, the one-time pad found application when security was of utmost importance, such as for the red telephone line between Washington and Moscow, but also for espionage
activities. The impracticability of the one-time pad got increasingly apparent when financial institutions started to adopt it for securing their rapidly growing numbers of electronic transactions.
In 1972, the U.S. Department of Commerce’ National Bureau of Standards (NBS) – now National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) – identified the need for an open, royalty-free encryption standard suitable for protecting governmental, sensitive, unclassified electronic data.[78]
In May 1973, it issued an invitation to the public for submitting candidate ciphers. Even though
interest was apparent none of the selected candidates were deemed acceptable. As a result, the
NBS consulted the National Security Agency (NSA), an organization formed by a secret Presidential directive in 1952 to be responsible for communications security and signals intelligence
operations,[51] and the NSA approached the International Business Machines (IBM) corporation,
which had developed a block cipher named LUCIFER in the late 1960s under a team led by Horst
Feistel for securing communication between computers.[78] The NSA suggested a few modifications, and when the new algorithm was evaluated in a second round issued by the NBS in August
1974 it was selected as the Data Encryption Standard (DES) and published under Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication (PUB) 46 on January 15, 1977. The publication of a
federal government endorsed cipher changed things radically: up to then, cryptographic research
a business conducted almost exclusively by governments and the military, it got jump-started in
the private sector, and people started analyzing and learning from the DES design.
At around the same time cryptography faced an even bigger revolution. In a 1976 paper entitled
New Directions in Cryptography, Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman were pondering about a secure method of delivering a secret without prior knowledge of a (secret) encryption key.[53] They
invented the concept of public-key (or asymmetric) cryptography, whereby a public key is derived
from a private key that can be sent safely to the other side in the clear for subsequent private
communication. They presented a scheme that, although not directly usable for such public-key
encryption, could be used for secure key agreement and would later become known as the DiffieHellman (DH) key exchange. Most notably, their scheme did not rely on classical engineering but
on hard problems in number theory.2
The race of finding a concrete public-key encryption scheme was finally won by Ron Rivest, Adi
Shamir, and Leonard Adleman in 1977.3 [212] Their algorithm, subsequently named RSA after
their surname initials, is based on yet another number-theoretic problem. It has arguably become
the most dominant public-key system worldwide.
The 1980s saw a rapid change of cryptography into a strongly scientific discipline, where security
properties and requirements of systems were studied under a formal framework. Shafi Goldwasser
and Silvio Micali carried over Shannon’s concept of perfect secrecy into a complexity-theoretic setting where it is not impossible to draw any information from ciphertext but impractical.[72, 73]
From this emerged the first notion of provable security, where the security of some scheme could
1 More

precisely he stated that the entropy H(K) for a key space K must be greater than or equal to the entropy H(M )
of a message space M . Assuming that all messages are of equal length (in a discrete, e.g., binary representation) but
without any assumptions on their probability distributions it follows that the shortest possible key to attain perfect
secrecy must be of the same length as the messages and be chosen uniformly at random.
2 Only a few decades before, the famous English mathematician G. H. Hardy boasted about number theory in his 1940
book A Mathematician’s Apology that “...mathematicians may be justified in rejoicing that there is one science at any rate,
and that their own, whose very remoteness from ordinary human activities should keep it gentle and clean.”[54]
3 In 1997, it was revealed that British intelligence agency cryptographers had already devised similar systems to RSA and
DH between 1973 and 1974, but which had to remain classified.[55, 56]
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be reduced to some simpler underlying system. From now on, confidence in a practical system could be gained through formal arguments rather than by trial-by-error![58] Work such as
by Goldwasser, Micali, and Rivest,[61] which abstracted attackers into attack models, led to a
deeper understanding of security requirements. By 1989, theoretical advances had led to recognizing so-called one-way functions as quintessential components in building computationally-secure
systems.[70]
Despite this new theoretical approach the design of many basic systems, such as DES, kept much of
the early flavor of cryptography as an art. In 1997, the NIST initiated a public contest to replace the
aging DES. In a process that was lauded for its openness 15 candidates from a worldwide audience
were evaluated, and a final algorithm was elected in October 2000, when it became known as the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and was published under FIPS PUB 197.[90, 91]
Cryptographic research continuous at high pace, and nowadays addresses a vast array of issues in
communications security and beyond, including secrecy, data integrity and authentication, entity
authentication, authorization, certification, anonymity, secret sharing, zero-knowledge proofs, and
efficient key distribution and key revocation techniques, just to name a few. This requires a set of
basic building blocks at hand, which shall be discussed subsequently.

3.2 Cryptographic Primitives
Modern cryptography follows a modularity approach. Cryptographic building blocks, called primitives, are tools which by itself do not attain a certain security goal, however may be used to
build other (higher) primitives, schemes, and protocols. Elementary building blocks are also called
atomic primitives. A scheme (or protocol) is an algorithm or a set of algorithms, built out of primitives, to obtain a security goal such as data confidentiality or authentication. Note that while the
terms “scheme” and “protocol” may be used interchangeably, this work uses the latter only when
an algorithm is distributed, relying on interactivity between communicating parties.[58]
Cryptographic primitives may be classified according to the kind of cryptographic keys they implement: unkeyed primitives, symmetric (or private) key primitives, and asymmetric (or public) key
primitives. A symmetric key is some secret information that is shared by both sender and recipient
for the purpose of achieving a common cryptographic goal. In asymmetric settings, the key is split
into a public and a private part: only the legitimate key owner has knowledge of the private key,
while its corresponding public key is freely available to anyone.[58, 57]
Schemes are discussed in section 3.3. This section provides an overview of primitives relevant
within the context of this document, and which are important building blocks for creating cryptographic schemes. Each primitive is introduced with key concepts and fundamental practical
applications. Slightly formal definitions are provided for each primitive, without going into mathematical detail. Some words describing security properties are put into italic font, such as easy, hard,
efficient, and negligible; these have a specific meaning in complexity-theoretic cryptography, and
are explained in more detail in section 3.4.4 Pseudo-randomness is discussed in section 3.5.3. The
following subsections are largely based on the excellent Handbook of Applied Cryptography,[57] to
which the interested reader is referred to for a more thorough introduction to cryptographic primitives and basic concepts. In part, it is also based on lecture notes by Bellare and Rogaway,[58]
which provide an invaluable introduction to the theoretical aspects of modern cryptography.

4 For

the rest of this chapter, whenever the specific meaning of these key words as opposed to the general understanding
is intended they are written in italic.
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3.2.1 Block Ciphers
Block ciphers can be considered foundational primitives in modern cryptography. Based on Shannon’s seminal concept of product ciphers,[52] they usually combine substitutions, transpositions
(permutations), and other techniques such as linear transformations or modular arithmetic in
what is called a round function. A fixed-length plaintext block is processed repeatedly using the
round function, with each iteration (round) using a different intermediate key derived from the
input key. Popular designs for such iterated product ciphers are known as substitution-permutation
networks (SPNs) and Feistel ciphers, the latter notably implemented in the DES cipher.
Formally, a block cipher is specified by an encryption function E : Ke × M → C, which takes
as input a (public) key e out of a key space Ke , and an element from the message space M ,
called the plaintext, to return a value in C, called the ciphertext. For each e ∈ Ke , the function
Ee (M ) := E(e, M ) is required to be an invertible mapping from M to C. The inverse for Ee is
defined as a function Dd (C) := D(d, C), where D : Kd × C → M is the decryption function for E,
taking a (private) key d out of a key space Kd and an element from C to return a value in M , such
that ∀e ∃d : Dd (Ee (M )) = M . Usually, the term “block cipher” is associated with symmetric-key
primitives; then, d = e; furthermore, M = C = {0, 1}n and Kd = Ke = {0, 1}k , where n is called
the block length and k the key length. When M = C, Ee (M ) can be viewed as a permutation on M
that is dependent on the key e.
Both E and D should be easy to compute for any input. Preferably, the block cipher E (and its
inverse) is a public specified algorithm, while the private key d must only be known to the recipient
(or to both sender and receiver in symmetric settings). Without knowing the private key, it should
be hard to deduce plaintext from ciphertext, as well as it should be hard to recover the key given
samples of plaintext-ciphertext pairs.
Block ciphers are remarkable for their versatility as they may be used to implement a number of
other cryptographic primitives, including stream ciphers (section 3.2.2), message authentication
codes (section 4.2.1), and pseudo-random number generators (section 3.2.6).

3.2.2 Stream Ciphers
Stream ciphers are inspired by the one-time pad: to overcome the problem of creating large
amounts of random key data, a “pseudo-random” key stream is derived from some short initial
information, called a seed. Each intermediate key of the key stream is created based on the current
state of the cipher, which is dependent on the seed or a finite set of previous ciphertext symbols.
(Stream ciphers can thus be classified as key or ciphertext auto-key ciphers.) Encryption is implemented by combining each plaintext symbol with the current intermediate key of the key stream,
which is usually realized through a simple exclusive-or (XOR) operation (and in which case the
cipher is called an additive stream cipher).
Depending on how generation of the key stream is realized, stream ciphers fall largely into two
categories: In a synchronous cipher, the current state is a function of the previous state and the seed.
In a self-synchronizing or asynchronous stream cipher, the current state is determined by previous
ciphertext symbols (and only initially set to the seed). Self-synchronizing ciphers are desirable in
situations where data may be partially and undetectably deleted, and decryption should be able to
automatically recover from such losses.
In formal notation, a stream cipher can be described as follows. Let k denote the cipher’s initial
seed out of a seed space K, and si its current state upon encryption of the i-th symbol. Let Ke
be the key space for a set of encryption operations, and let e1 e2 e3 . . . with ei ∈ Ke be the key
stream, which is generated using some function g as ei := g(si , k). A message m = m1 m2 m3 . . .
is then encrypted to c = c1 c2 c3 . . . using a set of substitutions Ej as ci = Eei (mi ). For an additive
stream cipher, Eei is defined as Eei (mi ) := mi XOR ei . The cipher’s state si is evaluated using an
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next-state function f as si := f (si−1 , k) for a synchronous cipher, and as si := f (ci−1 , ci−2 , . . . ci−t )
for a self-synchronizing algorithm (with t ≥ 1). Initial values for s0 and ci (i ≤ 0) are derived
from the seed k. All computations must be easy for a legitimate party whereas it must be hard to
compute a correct key stream without knowledge of the key k.
Modern stream cipher design extends the input to the encryption algorithm by a second value,
called a nonce (“number used once”); the initial state is then derived from both the seed and the
nonce.[99] This allows reusing the same seed (key) under multiple message encryptions, provided
that all nonce values used under a single seed are unique. In contrast, with traditional designs,
which more closely resemble pseudo-random generators (see section 3.2.6), a separate mechanism
must be specified for (pseudo-)randomly updating the seed.
Stream ciphers are usually regarded as symmetric encryption primitives. Public-key variants exist
in which the initial seed for the keystream can only be recovered upon knowledge of the private
key, though the keystream itself is applied to the message text as in an additive cipher.
Even though block ciphers can be turned into stream ciphers, native stream ciphers are often more
desirable for being faster, easier to implement, and not requiring any buffering of blocks of data.

3.2.3 Cryptographic Hash Functions
Hash functions are well-known tools in computer science. A general hash function may be defined
as a function h : D → R, which takes as input an arbitrary string m ∈ D, where typically D =
l
{0, 1}∗ or D = {0, 1}<2 for some constant l, and produces (via some easy algorithm) a fixedlength string t out of R = {0, 1}n , for some small n. The output t is called a hash value or simply a
hash. Ideally, the mapping of the hash function is such that for a given input set (and a probability
distribution) there is a low chance of collisions in the output values. Hash functions find a variety
of applications in scenarios requiring quick data look-up or identification. Cryptography extends
this basic concept.
An (unkeyed) cryptographic hash function is a hash function with properties suitable for cryptographic purposes. Common requirements for cryptographic hash functions include:
1. Pre-image resistance (one-wayness): Given a hash value t, it must be hard to find an input
value m such that h(m) = t.
2. 2nd pre-image resistance (weak collision resistance): Given an input m1 , it must be hard to
find a value m2 6= m1 , such that h(m1 ) = h(m2 ).
3. (Strong) collision resistance: It must be hard to find any pair of input values m1 and m2 , such
that h(m1 ) = h(m2 ).
Cryptographic applications usually distinguish between two fundamental types of cryptographic
hash functions. A hash function satisfying conditions 1 and 2 is called a one-way hash function
(OWHF). Hash functions providing property 3 are called collision-resistant hash functions (CRHFs).
Note that while property 2 is implied from collision resistance, one-wayness follows in practice
when the set of possible input values is large compared to R, or when the mapping is carried out
in a sufficiently random way (i.e., pseudo-randomly).
OWHFs have numerous practical applications. As unkeyed modification detection codes (MDCs),
they can provide strong data integrity protection guarantees in the sense that a change in the data,
whether accidentally or intentionally, is likely to result in a different hash value (in this context also
called message digest or digital fingerprint). In an application called blinding or one-way encryption,
sensitive data such as passwords is hashed prior to processing in order to avoid the potential of
data thievery. This can also be used for key confirmation in key management protocols, or for
interactive proof-of-knowledge protocols without actually disclosing a secret.
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Collision resistance is required in all applications where an adversary has some control over the
data, and may find or construct any two objects with equal hash values (collisions). It may offer
one object to an entity evaluating the object’s hash value, and later on replace it with one resulting
in the same hash value, pretending the latter was the one originally sent. This is of particular
concern for digital signatures, which are discussed in section 3.2.5.
Pre-image resistance and collision resistance are easily obtained if the hash function distributes
input values uniformly at random across its output range. Despite it is a strong requirement,
pseudo-randomness is often assumed about cryptographic hash functions in practice. This enables
their use for applications such as key derivation (see section 4.6) and pseudo-random number
generation (section 3.2.6), and permits security proofs under the random oracle model (section
3.5.4). A related but weaker assumption is that of near-collision resistance, whereby it should be
hard to find any pair of inputs such that their hash values differ only in few bits – this is a concern
if part of the hash value is discarded so as to create a smaller output. Similarly, partial-pre-image
resistance requires that it be hard to find an input value for a given hash value that differs only in
a few bits from an actual pre-image value.
Above definition of a hash function may be extended to take a key. This leads to the definition of
so-called message authentication codes (MACs), which are discussed next.

3.2.4 Message Authentication Codes (MACs)
Whereas unkeyed hash functions can be used to detect accidental data corruption, keyed cryptographic hash functions or message authentication codes (MACs) are designed to protect against
intentional data modification. MACs are said to provide message authentication or data origin authentication, referring to the fact that the origin of a message is implicitly verified through recovery
of a correct hash value.
A MAC may be described as a family of hash functions, defined as H : K × D → R, where K is the
key space, and K a particular key thereof, and where a particular instance of this family is given
by hK (D) := H(K, D). The output of a MAC function is either called a tag or simply a MAC.
A secure MAC function requires that it be hard for an adversary not knowing the secret key K to
forge a seemingly authentic message. In more detail, even after observing several authenticated
messages of the form (mi , tagi ), it should be infeasible to create a new pair (m, tag) such that
HK (m) = tag. Note that this property implies first and second pre-image resistance when the
key is unknown, and it also implies collision resistance when MAC forgeries are impossible under
chosen-message attacks (see section 3.3.2). None of the basic properties of cryptographic hash
functions are required for a legitimate party in the know of the secret key.
A detailed discussion of security properties required for MACs is presented in section 3.3.2.

3.2.5 Digital Signatures
Whereas MACs are based on symmetric-key cryptography, digital signature algorithms are based
on asymmetric-key primitives. A digital signature is a data string that allows identifying a message
with some originating entity, and provides data integrity protection and data origin authentication
as well as non-repudiation, a property whereby the denial of an entity’s previous signing action
is prohibited. In digital signature schemes, a private key is created and associated with a single
entity for the purpose of signing, and a public key is derived from the private key and published for
everybody else to verify the authenticity of data purportedly originating from that entity. Correct
signing requires knowledge of the private key; thus, any message verifiable by a public key can
be associated with the owner of the private key, and the owner cannot later deny having sent an
authentic message (except by claiming theft of the private key).
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In formal terms, a digital signature is created by a (secret) signature generation or signing algorithm
s : M → S, which takes a message m out of a message space M as input, and transforms it into
an output σ out of a signature space S. The algorithm may be stateful or randomized. The signing
algorithm typically involves a formatting function f , which is designed to preclude certain attacks
on the signature scheme. Thus, the signing algorithm may be viewed as a function s0 ◦ f : M → S,
where f : M → MS resembles the formatting function transforming input messages to elements
from a signing space MS , and s0 is the actual signature function operating on elements from the
signing space.
Associated with the signature algorithm is a deterministic (public) signature verification algorithm,
which takes a message m and a candidate signature σ ∈ S, and returns one bit of information
indicating whether σ was a valid signature for m or not. The message m is omitted as input to
the verification algorithm for schemes with message recovery, and m is instead recovered during the
process of verification. Schemes that require a pair of m and σ as input are then called signature
schemes with appendix. For the latter, the formatting function usually involves a collision-resistant
hash function such that (variable-length) input messages are first hashed to a (fixed-length) digital
fingerprint, and then the fingerprint is signed as an authentic representative (the appendix) of the
message.
Similarly to message authentication codes, digital signatures must be easy to compute for legitimate parties, while for adversaries it must be hard to forge seemingly authentic signatures. An important difference compared to message authentication codes is that here an adversary can always
easily verify a guess for a signature using the public signing algorithm. Exact security requirements
are discussed in detail in section 3.3.2.
An important class of digital signature schemes is based on public-key encryption, where the signing and verification algorithms are instantiated by choosing a pair of public and private keys from
the key space associated with the public-key encryption algorithm, and the signing operation corresponds to a private-key decryption and the verification step to a public-key encryption. This dual
role of public-key systems was already noted by Diffie and Hellman in their 1976 paper.[53]
One-time signatures are a class of digital signatures that are based on one-way hash functions
instead of public-key encryption primitives. Basic schemes are applicable only for a one-time usage,
though certain techniques such as Merkle trees can be used to efficiently link multiple one-time
schemes with a single public key. (See section 4.2.2.3 for more details.) Compared to signature
schemes based on public-key encryption, they have the advantage of significantly lower computing
requirements.
Digital signatures have become one of the crucial accomplishments in modern cryptography. By
merely publishing a public key they allow a party to reliably deliver documents without the danger
of impersonation by adversaries. A digital certificate carries the digital signature of a public key
itself, signed by a trusted third party (TTP). In a hierarchical fashion, a public-key infrastructure
(PKI) based on certificates can be compiled that enables any party to verify the authenticity of a
document without prior knowledge of the corresponding public key. This principle is the foundation for secure communication over the public Internet, and enables the number of e-business
applications that are ubiquitous nowadays.

3.2.6 Pseudo-Random Generators (PRGs)
Random and pseudo-random number generation are essential components of cryptographic applications. Requirements for random values arise in the creation of keys for cryptographic primitives,
salts for key derivation and blinding, challenges or nonces in challenge-response protocols, as well
as commitments in identification schemes. Generally, “random” is to be interpreted as “chosen
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uniformly at random from a given input set”. “True” random number generation5 may be based
on extracting randomness from natural chaotic occurrences, such as the time between particle
emissions in radioactive decay or the thermal noise in semiconductor elements. Usually, various de-skewing techniques are required to create a statistically independent and unbiased output.
Output from weak sources of randomness, such as the system clock, buffer states, or user input
in operating systems, may be collected into a randomness pool from which high-quality random
values are extracted using cryptographic techniques. Generally, such random number generators
suffer from the problem of being slow, tedious, and prone to observation by adversaries. The idea
of a pseudo-random generator (PRG) is to take a small random value (the seed) of length k, and
(using a deterministic algorithm) stretch it to an output sequence of seemingly random appearance and length l  k. The exact quality requirements for the output depend on the application
requirements; often, only certain statistical properties must be met.
Cryptographic applications usually have very strong requirements for random number generation.
Typically, it is required that the output of a PRG be indistinguishable from a “true” random generator (in other words, it must be pseudo-random in the sense of the definition given in section
3.5.3). PRGs with such strong requirements are usually called cryptographically secure pseudorandom generators (CSPRGs). Specific sub-classes of PRGs and CSPRGs include (cryptographically
secure) pseudo-random bit generators (PRBGs/CSPRBGs), which produce sequences of bit values,
and (cryptographically secure) pseudo-random number generators (PRNGs/CSPRNGs), which deliver
output values within a specified range – both types may be easily constructed from each other.
CSPRGs may be directly used as stream ciphers. However, the latter are usually required to be
exceptionally fast while the former may be quite slow in practice. This is because a stream cipher
whose output becomes distinguishable from a random distribution may still be secure in practice
while a distinguishable CSPRG used for the creation of cryptographic keys may turn out to be
inadequate.[158]

3.3 Cryptographic Schemes
Like basic cryptographic primitives, cryptographic schemes can be categorized according to the
types of keys they take. Symmetric (or private-key) schemes share the same cryptographic key
among both sender and receiver in a communication setting (and keep it secret from everyone
else). In asymmetric (or public-key) schemes, only one entity is the owner of the private key, while
all other parties have access to the corresponding public key.
This section discusses two kinds of schemes which are essential for virtually any kind of secure
communication: encryption and authentication schemes. In addition to formal descriptions, established attack models for these schemes are presented, which abstract the capabilities of adversaries.
Generally, one distinguishes between a passive adversary that may only observe communication in
trying to deduce plaintext from ciphertext, and a much more powerful active adversary that can
also insert and manipulate data on the communications channel.[57]

3.3.1 Encryption Schemes
Encryption schemes are tools for protecting against passive attacks, and provide data confidentiality in communication systems. They can be described as consisting of a set of three basic
algorithms:[58]
• A randomized key generation algorithm K selects (uniformly) at random a public-private key
pair (e, d) from a predefined key space K. (For symmetric encryption e = d.)
5 The

rather philosophical discussion of whether numbers can be truly generated at random is avoided here.
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• An encryption algorithm E takes as input a plaintext message m and an encryption key e, and
returns either a ciphertext c, or ⊥ if the message was not in an acceptable message space M .
The algorithm may be randomized, which means that an additional input value is selected
at random as part of the algorithm. Alternatively, it may be stateful, which means that an
explicit state value s that is shared between both sender and receiver of a message must be
provided as input. In this case, the required randomness to achieve semantic security (see
section 3.4.2) is derived within the algorithm. Public-key algorithms, which only encrypt a
single block, may also be deterministic.
• A deterministic decryption algorithm D takes as input a candidate ciphertext c (along with
the randomized or stateful information used in the encryption algorithm) and a decryption
key d, and returns either some plaintext m, or ⊥ if the input was not in a valid format.
All algorithms must be easy to compute. A basic requirement for encryption schemes is that of
correct decryption: for any key (e, d) ∈ K and for any plaintext message m ∈ M for which a
ciphertext c = Ee (m) is returned it must be that Dd (c) = m.
For an encryption scheme to be secure it must possess a number of specific security properties.
The ultimate goal of an adversary can be described as key recovery, which enables it to decrypt any
ciphertext at will. Naturally, a scheme must protect against this threat. However, it may be possible
to recover plaintext from some given ciphertext without the knowledge of the key. More practically,
an adversary may be able to deduce some information from ciphertext without being able to recover
its plaintext (e.g., the number of ones in the bit representation of the plaintext). (The latter security
issue is made more precise in section 3.4.2). The chance that an attacker succeeds in such attempts
depends on its principal capabilities. The following list provides a common attack classification in
order of increasing adversarial power:[57]
• Ciphertext-only attack (CTO): This scenario considers an adversary that is only able to observe
encrypted data. A scheme vulnerable to this attack can be considered completely insecure.
• Known-plaintext attack (KPA): Slightly more elaborate than the ciphertext-only attack, this
scenario assumes an adversary knowing the plaintext corresponding to a certain amount of
ciphertext, and attempting to use this information to recover new plaintext information.
• (Adaptive) chosen-plaintext attack (CPA): This active attack allows an adversary to choose a
number of plaintext messages for which it may observe the corresponding ciphertext. Two
versions of this attack may be distinguished: the first one requires the adversary to select its
plaintext messages all at once before it is allowed to see any ciphertexts; the second version
permits it to choose plaintext messages adaptively based on the encryption outcome of prior
selections. In practice, adaptive chosen-plaintext attacks are often the least an adversary is
assumed being capable of.
• (Adaptive) chosen-ciphertext attack (CCA): This scenario considers a very powerful adversary
that is given temporary access to a decryption device (but not the decryption key). In a
simple setting, it may select a number of ciphertext messages for which it obtains the corresponding decrypted plaintext before it may attempt to deduce plaintext information from
other ciphertext messages. In an adaptive setting, the adversary may obtain the decryption
of chosen ciphertexts at any time. Because of the significance of the latter and the difficulty
of attaining it in practice adaptive CCA attacks are often abbreviated as CCA2 attacks.
Two more recently emerged adversary models are noted. In a block-wise adaptive chosen-plaintext
attack (BCPA) an adversary can adaptively choose not only entire messages but even the plaintext
blocks that make up a message, basing its choice for a plaintext block on the observation of the
previously encrypted blocks. This scenario considers on-line or cut-through processing of messages.
Similarly, a block-wise adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack (BCCA) considers an adversary that can
adaptively choose ciphertext blocks of a message.[59]
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Symmetric encryption schemes are usually required to be CPA-secure but not CCA-secure. This is
because it may not be possible for an adversary to observe the decryption of any constructed ciphertext messages when they need to be correctly authenticated using some unknown authentication
key. In contrast, it is often easy to inject chosen plaintext into networks. Bellovin notes that CPA
attacks are easy and common forms of threats in IP networks.[46] As such, this requirement also
applies to DVB networks connected to the Internet. When not using any message authentication,
the CCA-vulnerability of practical symmetric schemes must be considered.
In contrast to symmetric schemes, public-key algorithms are generally required to be CCA2-secure.
For instance, when used as an alternative to digital signature schemes in challenge-response
authentication protocols schemes only CCA1-secure may enable an attacker to impersonate the
private-key owner at later times.[58]
It is important to note that encryption schemes alone cannot protect against any forms of active
attacks. If guarantees such as data integrity protection and message authentication are required
an authentication scheme, discussed next, must be used.6

3.3.2 Authentication Schemes
An authentication scheme provides protection against active attacks in the form of data modification or impersonation of message senders. They are comprised of three basic algorithms:[58]
• A randomized key generation algorithm K selects (uniformly) at random a public-private key
pair (e, d) from a predefined key space K. (For message authentication codes e = d.)
• Depending on the type of key, either a MAC or a signature generation algorithm G, which may
be deterministic, randomized, or stateful, takes as input a message m and an authentication
or signature key e, and returns either an authenticated or signed message c, or ⊥ if the
message (or the state) was not in an acceptable format. For MACs and digital signature
schemes with appendix the message c is the concatenation of the input message m and some
tag or signature t.
• A deterministic verification algorithm V takes as input a candidate authenticated or signed
message c (along with randomized or stateful data) and a verification key d, and returns m
for a valid input or ⊥ if the message authenticity could not be verified. MACs and digital
signature schemes with appendix may simply return > for a valid tag or signature t.
All algorithms must be easy to compute, and for each authenticated message m under some key e
it must be that Vd (Ge (m)) = m.
Similar to encryption schemes, an authentication scheme must not only be robust against key
recovery but also against successful forgeries carried out without knowledge of the secret key. A
rigorous security treatment of digital signature schemes was started by Goldwasser, Micali, Yao,
and Rivest,[60, 61] and has led to the current classifications of adversarial attack capabilities and
success levels,[62, 57] which largely apply to MACs as well:
• Key-only attack: This scenario applies only to the asymmetric setting, and provides the adversary with the public key but denies it from seeing any authenticated messages.
• Known-message attack (KMA): Here the adversary has access to authenticated messages, and
it may verify signatures using the public key. This may often be the least an attacker can be
assumed being capable of.
• (Adaptive) chosen-message attack (CMA): This attack allows the adversary not only to ask for
verifications of (forged) messages (called verification queries), but it may also choose a set of
6 Some

schemes are designed to provide both data confidentiality and integrity guarantees. These are not specifically
discussed here but various solutions are evaluated in section 4.3.2.
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messages to be authenticated by the legal signer (signing queries). Each query may be chosen
adaptively, based on the outcome of prior queries.
Depending on the success of these attacks, the following levels of forgery can be distinguished:
• Existential forgery: The adversary succeeds in forging the signature (or MAC) of a message,
but not necessarily one of its choice.
• Selective forgery: Here the adversary is able to forge some messages of its choice.
• Universal forgery: This means that an adversary, though unable to retrieve the secret key, is
able to forge any message of its choice.
• Total break: The adversary can derive the secret authentication key.
An application may not require the strongest level of security, that is, security against existential
forgeries under CMA attacks. A private-key owner may restrict message signing to its personal documents, making signing queries impossible. Symmetric authentication schemes may be configured
with a strict limit on the acceptable number of failed verification queries before any further messages get rejected. This would imply that only KMA security is needed. In open communications
infrastructures (like DVB networks), though, an authentication scheme should arguably resist all
kinds of attacks.

3.4 Defining Security
What does it mean for a scheme to be secure? What does it mean for a primitive to be hard to
break by an adversary? This section pins down these and related concepts.

3.4.1 Information-Theoretic vs. Computational Security
The concept of information-theoretic security arises from the information-theoretic framework under which Shannon has studied security.[52] In this framework security is ascertained by the impossibility for an adversary to derive any information from the output of a system. It considers the
property of perfect secrecy whereby an adversary cannot derive anything about the plaintext from
a given ciphertext (a posteriori knowledge) over what he not also could have determined in the
absence of the ciphertext (a priori knowledge). It does not place any assumptions on the adversary,
and thus permits it to have even unlimited computing resources. Cryptographic algorithms proven
secure under this framework are called information-theoretically secure or said to provide perfect
security.
Information-theoretically secure algorithms are often not practical, as exemplified by the onetime pad. Modern cryptography therefore assumes an adversary that is bounded in its computing
resources. An algorithm designed under this model is said to provide computational security. Thus,
whereas one speaks of the impossibility of breaking a scheme in an information-theoretic context,
modern cryptography assumes this task to be infeasible by any practical adversary.[58]

3.4.2 Semantic Security
The concept of semantic security was introduced by Goldwasser and Micali.[72, 73] It provides
an analog to Shannon’s definition of perfect secrecy by considering an adversary with limited
computing resources. An encryption scheme is said to be semantically secure if it is infeasible
for a computationally bounded adversary to derive any information about the plaintext from a
given ciphertext what he not also could have determined without the ciphertext. Informally, let
the adversary select a message space M1 containing a set of messages m1,1 , . . . , m1,n all of equal
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length and having a certain probability distribution, and let it select a function f , which takes any
sequence of messages and outputs at least one bit of information. After an encryption key has been
selected secretly at random from the key space associated with the encryption scheme, a message
m1 is randomly chosen from M1 according to its probability distribution, encrypted to c1 , and
provided to the adversary. The adversary may repeat the process of selecting message spaces Mi
and retrieving ciphertexts ci , but f and the encryption key will stay the same.[58] Eventually, it
must attempt to deduce information from the received ciphertext sequence (c1 , c2 , . . .) that it thinks
is corresponding to the value f (m1 , m2 , . . .). The amount by which the probability of retrieving
the correct value is greater than when guessing the value based solely on the message spaces and
their probability distributions must be small or negligible.
Semantic security of cryptographic schemes may be evaluated under the attack models laid out in
section 3.3.1. A scheme is said to be secure under an attack model if (and only if) it is semantically secure under that model. Semantic security is usually proven using the concept of ciphertext
indistinguishability, which is described in section 3.5.5.

3.4.3 Feasibility, Negligibility, One-Way Functions, and Complexity
Assumptions
Cryptography relies on problems that are easy to solve by legitimate parties but hard to solve by an
adversary. Studies of the complexity class N P, which contains (decision) problems that are hard to
solve (in the worst case) but whose solutions are easily verified, lend to the current cryptographic
definitions.[62]
Let a problem F be characterized by a family of functions f parameterized by a security parameter
k, such that each fk takes as input a value that may be formatted as a string of some input domain
D ⊆ {0, 1}∗ , and returns an element out of some output domain formatted as strings of length k
bits, i.e., F = {fk : D → {0, 1}k }k≥1 . Then:
• A problem is called hard or infeasible if no algorithm exists that given some random input
value x ∈ D computes fk (x) in probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) of k with non-negligible
probability.[62]
• If the problem can be solved by an algorithm in PPT it is called easy or feasible, and the
algorithm is called efficient.[62]
• A function is called negligible if it diminishes faster than the reciprocal of any polynomial in
its security parameter k. Let an algorithm for a problem have a success probability of v(k).
Then v(k) is negligible if ∀c ≥ 0∃kc : v(k) < k −c (∀k ≥ kc ).[62]
Note that above definition of a hard problem differs from the general usage in complexity theory
where the term only states that some instances of the problem exist that are hard to solve. In other
words, complexity theory considers the worst case of a problem whereas cryptography is concerned
with its average case complexity.
The definition of a negligible function considers the case where an algorithm with a negligible
success probability is used as a subroutine by another PPT algorithm and called up to a polynomial
number of times. This does not change its new success probability in terms of negligibility, and a
hard problem remains hard.
The most fundamental concept in modern cryptography is that of a one-way function (OWF). A
(general) one-way function f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ is defined as follows:[62]
• f is easy to compute: There is an efficient algorithm that for all inputs x computes y = f (x).
• f is hard to invert: Given y = f (x) for a random x, the probability of finding any x0 such that
f (x0 ) = y is negligible.
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A one-way function may provide a secret trapdoor, such that knowledge of this secret allows inverting the function. A trapdoor (one-way) function is a one-way function f for which trapdoor
information t exists such that:
• f is easy to invert given trapdoor t: There is an efficient algorithm I that for all y computes
an x = I(y, t) such that f (x) = y.
The reason for the central role of one-way functions is that each of the primitives previously discussed in section 3.2 can be reduced to a one-way function or can be used to create a one-way
function.[70, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 58] Cryptography thus depends ultimately on the existence of one-way functions. Unfortunately, nothing can be said about it in a mathematical sense.
It is clear that since a solution for a one-way function problem can be verified in polynomial time
it must be that P 6= N P. The question of whether P 6= N P or not is one of the most famous
unsolved problems in mathematics, and it is within the list of Millenium Prize Problems stated by
the Clay Mathematics Institute in 2000, each of whose solution is awarded with a prize of a million
US dollars.[71] However, even using the somewhat traditional assumption that indeed P =
6 NP
no proof for the existence of one-way functions is available.
In lack of reliable grounds modern cryptography is currently living with assumptions for its atomic
primitives, and instead aims to at least relate the security of more complex primitives and schemes
to that of their underlying components.[58] This approach is known as provable (or reducible)
security, and is discussed within the next section.

3.5 Proof Techniques (Quality of Security Results)
This section starts with the introduction of two different lines of what has become known as “provable” security. The first one, based purely on complexity-theoretic modeling, shows security in an
asymptotic setting. It was pioneered by Goldwasser and Micali in 1982 within the context of the
definition of semantic security.[72, 73] The second line emerged in 1994 with a paper by Bellare,
Killian, and Rogaway,[164] which makes clever use of game playing techniques to give precise security statements for practical parameters. Both approaches use mathematical reductions to relate
the security of schemes to that of their underlying atomic primitives. Thus, strictly speaking, provable security does not actually prove security of a scheme in a whole, it rather says that a scheme
or primitive is secure if the underlying atomic primitive is secure. An alternative terminology is
therefore reductionist security.[58]
Following the two definitions of provable security, important concepts and proof techniques are
outlined that help interpreting security results discussed during the evaluation of cryptographic
solutions in chapter 4.

3.5.1 “Asymptotic” Security
Classical provable security, or “asymptotic” security, uses polynomial-time reductions to relate the
success probability of an adversary in attacking a scheme to its negligibility in breaking the underlying atomic primitives. Thus, a scheme is shown secure if the existence of an efficient breaking
algorithm implies that the underlying primitive can be broken with non-negligible probability. As
negligibility is only meaningful in its asymptotic behavior, classical provable security fails to give
any advise on security parameter selection. It has therefore been largely superseded by the concrete security approach described next.[224]
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3.5.2 Concrete Security
Concrete security does away with analyzing asymptotic behavior, and instead states precisely the
resource requirements of an adversary in terms of parameters such as time-complexity t (including
memory requirements), number of queries q to a scheme, and the length of all queries µ.[58]
A meaningful reduction is obtained when an adversary’s advantage in attacking a scheme can
be upper-bounded by a term that is close to its advantage in directly attacking the underlying
primitive using a similar amount of resources. The advantage (abbreviated Adv) may be viewed
as the excess probability of success compared to making a random guess in an attempt to draw
information from a system. The basic approach is the specification of two so-called “worlds” or
experiments (Exp), each of which processes input data in a different manner and delivers some
output, and the adversary is faced with the task of distinguishing the outputs, i.e., it must tell
which of the two worlds an output originates from when it has been randomly selected. Consider
the two experiments denoted as Exp1 and Exp2 , each involving some (different) oracle that is
accepting input data and returns some output. In each experiment, an adversary A may select
some data for the oracle and retrieve its output. Without knowing in advance which experiment
or “world” the adversary is in it must make a decision based solely on the output it gets delivered.
Let Exp1 (A) = 1 denote the event that the adversary A acting in experiment 1 (correctly) decides
that it is in world 1. Similarly, let Exp2 (A) = 1 denote the event of A acting in experiment 2 to
(falsely) believe residing in world 1. Then the advantage of A is defined as
Adv(A) := Pr[Exp1 (A) = 1] − Pr[Exp2 (A) = 1].
Ideally, this advantage should be small for any practical adversary (e.g., an adversary making a
large number of data queries q). Note that for an adversary making random guesses the expected
advantage resolves to 0. Practical applications of the concept of an advantage are discussed within
the next subsections.

3.5.3 Pseudo-Randomness – PRGs, Pseudo-Random Functions (PRFs), and
Pseudo-Random Permutations (PRPs)
A very basic requirement for many cryptographic primitives is that their output be pseudo-random.
Informally, it means that their output cannot be distinguished by an adversary from output that
has been selected truly at random. For example, a stream cipher that is implemented in the form
of a PRG may leak information in ciphertext when an adversary can predict some bits of the PRG
correctly with some probability greater than 1/2. More importantly, a PRG used for key generation
may create a bias towards some keys, resulting in a degradation of security. The concept of a
secure PRG is based on the idea that it should be hard to distinguish its output from a truly
random sequence: an adversary that is randomly provided either with an l-bit long output of the
PRG or with an equal-length string that has been randomly selected from the set of all strings of
length l cannot identify the PRG with a probability greater than 0.5 + ν(l), where ν(l) is a negligible
function in l.[62] This can be formulated using the concept of an advantage in the concrete security
framework: Let there be two experiments, one (Exp1 ), which implements the PRG, and another
(Exp2 ), which returns a truly random sequence. In Exp1 , an initial short seed of length k is first
selected at random from a key space, and then the adversary A is presented with the opportunity of
retrieving an output sequence with a length that is at most poly(k) (a pre-determined polynomial
in k). In Exp2 , a sequence is randomly selected from the set of all possible sequences of length
poly(k), and then A may retrieve any subsequence of it of length at most poly(k). A coin is tossed,
and based on its outcome A is presented with one of the two worlds (without knowing which one).
The adversary’s advantage Adv(A) is precisely its ability in telling apart the output of the PRG from
a truly random sequence. Note that while in the complexity-theoretic setting this advantage must
be negligible, concrete security may only require it to be small for any practical length values that
may be requested and any other practical amounts of resources used by the adversary.
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The concept of pseudo-randomness has also been adapted to functions and permutations. In the
concrete security framework, pseudo-random functions (PRFs) and pseudo-random permutations
(PRPs) enable the abstract mathematical modeling of cryptographic primitives, and ultimately allow obtaining security proofs for schemes and protocols.[58] Let a random function (or permutation) f : D → R be defined as a function that has been randomly selected from the set F of all
random functions from R to D (where R = D for a permutation). A function (or permutation)
FK : D → R, taking a key K out of a key space K, is called pseudo-random if an adversary A
cannot succeed with any significant advantage in the following setup: In Exp1 , K is randomly
selected out of K, and an oracle is implemented that returns FK (x) for each value x ∈ D that it is
queried. In Exp2 , f is randomly selected out of F, and an oracle is implemented that returns f (x)
for each input value x ∈ D. The adversary A is now randomly provided with either Exp1 or Exp2 ,
and it may query its oracle to find out which one it is. The advantage is denoted as AdvFprf (A) or
AdvFprp (A), respectively.
The most direct application of PRPs is the modeling of block ciphers. However, in security proofs
it is often easier to deal with PRFs than with PRPs. The PRF/PRP switching lemma allows relating
the security under either of these functions.[58] Let FK : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n be a function family,
and let A be an adversary that makes at most q oracle queries. Then
AdvFprf (A) − AdvFprp (A) ≤

q(q − 1)
.
2n+1

This means that when the advantage of an adversary A in breaking a cryptographic scheme has
been evaluated for one type of a function (e.g., a PRF) and its advantage for the other type of a
function (e.g., a PRP) is to be obtained the advantage increases at most by an additive term that
grows approximately quadratically in the number of oracle queries q. Usually, one is interested
in the statement that AdvFprf (A) ≤ AdvFprp (A) + q(q−1)
2n+1 , where the PRP models a block cipher
and AdvFprp (A) is considered small for practical adversarial resources. Then, security is primarily
determined by the additive term (and chapter 4 will focus on such terms instead of noting exact
advantage values). In practice, this means that a block cipher cannot remain secure once the
number of block encryptions q under a fixed key approaches 2n/2 . The quadratic dependency on
q reflects the probability of collisions of output values for different input values under a PRF (the
well-known birthday phenomenon), a circumstance that cannot happen under permutations.

3.5.4 The Ideal Cipher Model and the Random Oracle (Ideal Hash) Model
While PRFs and PRPs are powerful concepts in security proofs they do not lend to modeling their
output values. One may treat cryptographic primitives directly as idealized random functions: in
the ideal cipher model, each instantiation of a block cipher with a specific key is modeled as a permutation f : D → R (with |D| = |R|) chosen at random from the set of all permutations from R to
D, whereas in the random oracle (or ideal hash) model hash functions are modeled as random functions (“random oracles”) h : {0, 1}∗ → R, where D and R are some finite sets of strings.[75, 76]
The random oracle model, formalized and popularized by Bellare and Rogaway,[76, 58] is particularly notable as it has enabled security proofs for many schemes and security protocols that were
previously unproven in the traditional standard model (where no idealizations are made),[74]
notably including digital signature schemes with appendix.[220] However, it has also created a
lot of controversy following the construction of (contrived) schemes that could be shown secure
in the random oracle model but were trivially insecure in the standard model.[77] Nonetheless,
both the ideal cipher model and the random oracle model remain important tools for the discovery of generic attacks on cryptographic schemes and protocols, and to build confidence in their
constructions.[223]
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3.5.5 Ciphertext Indistinguishability
Ciphertext indistinguishability is a property of encryption schemes that considers the following
scenario: An adversary selects two messages of equal length. Then, one of the two messages is
randomly selected for encryption, and the ciphertext is provided to the adversary. Without knowing
the encryption key the adversary must find out which of the two messages was encrypted. Its
chance in determining the correct answer over guessing must be negligible, even when multiple (a
polynomial number of) message pairs are prepared. In the formalization of an advantage, there
are two experiments: Exp1 selects a random encryption key, and then provides an encryption
oracle that takes a message pair (m1 , m2 ) as input and returns the encryption of m1 . Exp2 selects
a random encryption key and implements an oracle that returns the encryption of m2 on input of a
message pair (m1 , m2 ). After randomly selecting one experiment, the adversary A may now query
the oracle with message pairs (m1,i , m2,i ) where |m1,i | = |m2,i |. Depending on its capabilities, it
may select message pairs in an adaptive chosen-plaintext setting, i.e., one after one following the
ind−cpa
retrieval of ciphertexts. Its advantage in distinguishing the messages is denoted as AdvE
–
indistinguishability under chosen-plaintext attacks (IND-CPA) for an encryption scheme E.[58]
It turns out that IND-CPA is equivalent to semantic security under chosen-plaintext attacks.[73, 58]
Because ciphertext indistinguishability is usually much easier to show, security results commonly
refer to the IND-CPA property of encryption schemes. Ciphertext indistinguishability may also be
evaluated under chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA), but then a more complicated definition of
semantic security must be adopted to obtain equivalence.[223]

3.6 Cryptographic Non-Goals and Side-Channel Attacks
Cryptography provides tools for achieving communications security on channels irrespective of
physical-layer protection. As was noted in section 2.3, an adversary with physical access to a
communications channel may always be able to derive some information, such as the existence of
communication. This and similar information obtained by traffic flow analysis can usually not be
protected by cryptographic means. Some of the non-cryptographic techniques for mitigating traffic
flow analysis are discussed later in section 4.5.
A notable issue in practical security applications is represented by so-called side-channel attacks.
A side channel is an inadvertently opened communications channel that can be exploited to deduce information from a system. Side-channel attacks may arise from protocol errors. Examples
include so-called oracle attacks that enable adversaries to deduce information from responses returned by a device fed with specifically selected input messages.[111] Such responses may be
simple error messages. Other attacks may be more subtle: An adversary may measure timing differences in the processing by a device. Smart cards or similar devices with cryptographic material
stored in tamper-resistant memory may be analyzed using fault analysis and power consumption
measurements.[223]
More general attacks arise from exploiting mistakes in security management, security holes in operating systems, or by so-called “social engineering”, which uses psychological trickery or other forms
of human interaction to deduce secret knowledge from a person. These as well as side-channel
attacks are important elements to be considered in an overall information security architecture,
but they are usually not of cryptographic concern.
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4 Evaluation of Security Algorithms
This chapter surveys the current state of practical security algorithms in cryptography and secure
protocol design to determine suitable solutions for addressing the security requirements summarized in section 2.3.3. Building on the theory of chapter 3, clear security statements are presented
for solutions investigated. Efficiency issues are considered as well. Software implementations on
personal computers may focus on speed solely, but embedded solutions and hardware realizations
must also take implementation complexity into account, which affects memory requirements, chip
area, power consumption, and ultimately end-consumer costs per device. Furthermore, this section
favors open (i.e., royalty-free) algorithms over those for which patent fees are due. The rationale
behind this is that adoption of a protocol may be hindered when algorithms are mandated for
which extra costs arise.
This chapter compiles recommendations and guidelines but does not specify algorithms to be used
for DVB link-layer security. A selection of security algorithms is instead presented in chapter 5.6,
after the specification of a DVB security protocol. This intends to provide a more concise view
on the security framework proposed in this thesis, leaving this chapter as background information
and justification on the performed selection of cryptographic algorithms, and as a reference for the
selection of possible optional algorithms.

4.1 Data Confidentiality
Both block ciphers and stream ciphers may be used to attain the security goal of data confidentiality. The section starts with a discussion of block ciphers, for which, given the long history of block
cipher development during modern cryptography, a large number of secure designs, included in a
multitude of national and international standards, exist nowadays. After an evaluation of suitable
block cipher modes of operation, popular as well as more recent stream ciphers are analyzed. The
section concludes with guidelines on key and block size selection.

4.1.1 Block Ciphers
4.1.1.1 The Data Encryption Standard (DES)
The oldest and in a sense great grandfather of all current block cipher designs is the Data Encryption Standard (DES), specified in (the now withdrawn) NIST FIPS-46.[79] It includes all the
established concepts of iterated product ciphers, supporting substitutions (S-boxes), transpositions
(P-boxes), separate subkeys for each encipherment step derived from the input key, and the Feistel structure allows implementation of decipherment simply by a change in subkey scheduling.
Despite early and wide suspicion of a secret backdoor upon disclosure of NSA involvement in the
design of the S-box and other aspects of the DES cipher, no grounds for these allegations have been
found, and in fact the modified S-box was later determined to be specifically secure against differential cryptanalysis (a technique which at the time of the DES standardization was not known
to the public).[78, 80] Though DES was later found to be somewhat less secure against linear
analysis,[81] the best practical attack strategy remains a brute force method, and that is a remark-
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able achievement indeed. The large number of national and international standards organizations
that supported DES during its lifetime testifies to this.
One of the biggest concerns with DES is its short key size of 56 bits. In 1998, the Electronic Frontier
Foundation presented a highly parallelized machine capable of breaking DES in little more than
two days by brute force. In fact, researchers criticized the limited key size early on. Martin
Hellman and Whitfield Diffie speculated that the key length was deliberately reduced from 64 bits
by the NSA such that the algorithm may be secure against commercial assaults but just within
an intelligence agency’s budget to overcome it by brute force.1 [78, 83] As a consequence of this
concern various designs for double and triple-key encryption have emerged. The most notable form
is widely known as Triple DES or 3DES,[84] and was included in the third revision of FIPS-46 but
is now standardized as the Triple Data Encryption (TDEA) algorithm in NIST Special Publication
(SP) 800-67.[85] It takes a 168-bit key, makes three DES algorithm calls per block encryption, and
has an effective security of 112 bits due to the possibility of meet-in-the-middle (MITM) in the form
of time-memory trade-off attacks.[57]
Inspired by and following the standardization of DES, numerous new block ciphers got constructed
and evaluated in the academic world, helping boost both cryptographic and cryptanalytic understanding. One of these was FEAL, which was intended as an algorithm optimized for software
implementation but instead became notorious due to repeated discoveries of weaknesses, eventually leading to public understanding of differential and linear cryptanalysis. The 1990s saw a
shift to 128-bit key sizes. IDEA was proposed as a successor to DES, and has received favorable
reviews. A European patent on the algorithm has just recently expired while the corresponding
U.S. patent is due to expire in January 2012.[88, 89] However, the cipher’s block size of only 64
bits is a shortcoming due to the possibility of practical time-memory trade-offs based on a single
known (or chosen) plaintext block.[57]
4.1.1.2 The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) contest was initiated by the NIST in 1997 with the
aim of defining a suitable royalty-free DES replacement for protecting commercial and sensitive,
unclassified government information “well into the twenty-first century”.[90] It invited submissions from an international public for an open competition, and was particularly lauded for this
process. Part of the requirements for entries was the support for key lengths of 128, 192, and 256
bits, as well as of 128-bit block sizes. Among the 15 candidates submitted, the Rijndael algorithm
by the Belgian researchers Joan Daeman and Vincent Rijmen was eventually elected as the winner
in 2000, and after fixating its block length to 128 bits among the supported 128-, 192-, and 256-bit
values it was published under NIST FIPS-197 in 2001.2 [91] Contributing factors to the selection
besides security were simplicity and speed in both software and hardware. Following the publication the new standard was quickly embraced by the public and has since become the standard
choice for many security applications.
The AES algorithm can be described as a substitution-permutation network with ten, twelve, or 14
rounds, depending on the key size. It has an inherently algebraic nature, which can be expressed by
a closed formula resulting in an overdefined system of multi-variate quadratic equations.[92, 93]
This has created some concern over the algorithm’s security for if efficient methods for solving
such large systems are developed the cipher could be broken with a single known plaintext. The
feasibility of any such attacks in the near future is disputed. Related-key attacks have been described
1 It

is interesting to note that a document published in 2009 based on an appeal on the Freedom Of Information Act
(FOIA) revealed that the NSA had initially voted for a 48-bit key size in negotiations with IBM, and they compromised
on a 56-bit size over the 64 bits initially chosen by IBM.[86] However, Hellman asserted that the document was not
a contemporary account on the subject. The document was identified to be part of a monograph declassified in 2008
under a different FOIA request, but in which this information was excised.[87]
2 It is not known why the NIST has removed support for 192-bit and 256-bit block sizes from Rijndael.
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that – curiously – result in a lower attack complexity for larger key sizes than for lower ones, with
a work factor of 299.5 for the 256-bit key version.[94] No practical or other certificational attacks
are known, and in this regard AES is still widely regarded secure.
AES is reasonably fast in software and hardware for encryption and key scheduling. Hand-optimized
assembly-level software implementations process each byte in about 12.5 CPU cycles on the x86
architecture, permitting encryption speeds up to about 1.5 Gbps on current PCs.[95] Typical consumer off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware components, widely available nowadays, achieve encryption
rates from a few 100 Mbps up to a few Gbps.[96] Massively pipelined FPGA and ASIC designs
can deliver throughputs up to 20 Gbps.[97] Considering security and performance aspects, and
the fact that AES is an established standard, AES is an excellent choice for link-layer encryption in
DVB networks.
4.1.1.3 Alternatives
A number of alternatives exist that are royalty-free, widely considered secure, and more or less
comparable in speed. The second and third-ranked AES candidates, Serpent and Twofish, see
some popularity. Serpent is a substitution-permutation network with an algebraic structure but
using a more conservative 32 rounds, while Twofish implements a Feistel network with 16 rounds.
Camellia is one of the ciphers recommended by the European NESSIE and the Japanese CRYPTREC
projects,[98, 100] published in RFC 3713,[101] and standardized by ISO/IEC.[102] However, due
to its similarities with AES the same concerns apply.[99] The SEED algorithm is a South Korean
standard, and is specified in RFC 4269 and by ISO/IEC.[118, 102] It is based on a Feistel structure,
and is claimed to resist a number of known attack techniques including differential, linear, and
related-key cryptanalysis. Such alternative ciphers, particularly those with a different internal
structure, may be considered in the case of any significant weakness being discovered in the AES
algorithm.
SHACAL-2, recommended by NESSIE, is an interesting algorithm in that it is based on the SHA-2
family of hash algorithms. Achieving invertability by switching the roles of key and data input in
the SHA compression function, it supports block lengths between 256 and 512 bits and key lengths
up to 512 bits. Its nature of a hash algorithm gives rise to low-complexity and very high-speed implementations, and a precursor based on SHA-1 achieved a throughput of 23 Gbps in an FPGA
implementation.[119] No attacks on the full 80-round version are currently known. However, the
NESSIE evaluation report points out that more time is needed for a careful and thorough security evaluation.[99] If further studies over the next years do not give concern over the algorithm’s
security it may become a viable alternative to the AES block cipher over high-bandwidth communication links, particularly when implemented jointly with the SHA-based version of the HMAC for
message authentication (see section 4.2.1.3), leading to reduced implementation costs.

4.1.2 Block Cipher Modes of Operation
Direct block-wise plaintext encryption with a block cipher under a single key is easily distinguished
from random data. Thus, some way to introduce randomization is needed: this is afforded by
so-called modes of operation. The four most widely known modes, supported by a multitude of
national and international standards organizations, have been first specified in the 1980 NIST
standard FIPS PUB 81 for the DES cipher.[103] These are the Electronic Codebook (ECB), Cipher
Block Chaining (CBC), Cipher Feedback (CFB), and Output Feedback (OFB) modes. In addition,
the Counter (CTR) mode has gained considerable popularity over the last years, and although it
was suggested as early as 1981 by Hellman as a better alternative to the OFB mode it has only been
more recently standardized by the NIST in SP 800-38A.[104] With the exception of ECB, which
actually implements a direct block-wise encryption and thus may only be used to encrypt a single
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block, block cipher modes take an additional input, usually called an initialization vector (IV),
along with the key. Modes may implement randomized or stateful encryption schemes, and the
IV is accordingly required to be either some (pseudo-)random data or a so-called nonce (“number
used once”). Some modes, such as the CBC, also require a suitable padding scheme to handle
plaintext whose length is not a multiple of the block cipher’s block size.
CBC is arguably the most popular mode, for it has excellent security properties. Ciphertext Stealing (CTS) comprises various variants to avoid the bandwidth overhead introduced by standard
padding. The CFB mode is closely related to the CBC mode. It implements a self-synchronizing
stream cipher but is not very popular for message-based encryption, in part because the CTR mode
has more desirable properties such as the support for parallel encoding. The OFB mode resembles
a key auto-key stream cipher and is now entirely superceded by the CTR mode. The latter implements a stateful synchronous stream cipher, and its popularity can be attributed to its simplicity
and the possibility to parallelize both encryption and decryption. A randomized variant of the CTR
mode, named the XOR mode, was analyzed by Bellare, Desai, Jokipii, and Rogaway.[105] Notably,
all these modes have been proven secure against chosen-plaintext attacks over the last years.
A myriad of other modes have been suggested. Some are defined to carry out message authentication instead of encryption; see sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2. The last years have seen a rise in
so-called authenticated encryption modes, which combine encryption and authentication in an efficient way – these are discussed in section 4.3.2. Other modes are intended to provide secure disk
encryption for which extra storage for random IVs is undesirable and the use of nonces is insecure
(e.g., when derived from hard disk sector numbers). Yet other modes are designed to preserve
the format of message encodings, i.e., to deal with message spaces that are not a power of 2 in
size. These more specific applications are not discussed here. Instead, the following sub-sections
examine the CBC mode, the optional CTS processing, the CTR mode and its randomized variant, as
well as a stateful version of CBC as the most favorable encryption-only block cipher based modes
in more detail.
4.1.2.1 The Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) Mode of Operation
The Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode is a randomized encryption scheme that operates on full
message blocks. It requires implementation of both the encryption and the decryption functionality
of a block cipher, and while decryption is parallelizable, encryption is not. Let P [i] and C[i] denote
the plaintext and ciphertext blocks of a message of m blocks in length, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and let
EK and DK denote block encryption and decryption under a key K. Then CBC mode encryption
is specified as:[104]
1. C[0] := IV
2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m do
3.

C[i] := EK (P [i] ⊕ C[i − 1])

4. Return C
Similarly, decryption is defined as:
1. C[0] := IV
2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m do
3.

P [i] := DK (C[i]) ⊕ C[i − 1])

4. Return P
CBC is relatively robust against IV reuse and enjoys favor over other modes in this regard – information will typically leak only for the first plaintext block, which contrasts with stream cipher
modes for which reuse of a nonce renders security basically void. Traditional analysis of block
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cipher modes also highlighted its fair resilience against malicious modification, insertion, or deletion of single bits or blocks. The security of the CBC mode has been first quantized in a concrete
setting by Bellare et al., who have proven it IND-CPA secure in the standard model.[105] More
specifically, they showed that the ability to distinguish CBC mode encryptions is determined by
the chance of block collisions due to the birthday phenomenon, and is upper-bounded by roughly
q 2 /2n−1 , where q is the number of blocks observed and n the block length of the cipher. This
means that the block length is a limiting factor for the security of the CBC mode, and it should
consequently be used for clearly less than 2n/2 block encryptions under the same key.
Despite its CPA security, the CBC mode is not secure under the BCPA adversary model;[59, 106] this
means that each packet at an encryption device/encapsulator should be constructed in its entirety
before it is sent out over the link. Incidentally, this is not a concern for second-generation DVB
systems using GSE because the underlying logical frames (base-band frames) must be buffered in
order to calculate the forward error correction information, and GSE packets cannot exceed the
logical frame boundaries.3
As the CBC mode operates on full message blocks it requires a suitable padding scheme to handle
arbitrary-length messages. Various practices are in use, such as extending the message with allzero bytes or random data to match a multiple of the block length while reserving the last byte as
a padding-length indicator. RFC 4303 specifies the padding bytes to be a monotonically increasing
sequence starting at 1 (thus ending at the padding length).[108] RFC 2040 and RFC 5246 use
the padding-length indicator for all stuffing bytes.[109, 110] However, Vaudenay has shown that
such padding schemes allow for efficient side-channel attacks called padding oracle attacks, which
enable successive and practical plaintext recovery.[111] The attacks exploit the fact that a decryption device may show an observably different behavior on incorrectly padded messages, such as
the refusal to forward them or to return an error message. In consequence, ISO/IEC specified a
different padding scheme for CBC encoding, called the OZ-PAD (“one-zero pad”): it appends a
one-bit to the message, and then pads it with zero-bits to fill an entire block.[112] Curiously, while
immune against Vaudenay’s plaintext recovery strategy, it still disallows one particular padding:
the all-zero block. This allows for distinguishability attacks.[114] Black and Urtubia suggested the
following simple strategy,[113] which Paterson and Watson proved IND-CPA secure:[114] take the
inversion of the last message bit, and use this to pad the message.
Note that a simple solution for thwarting padding oracle attacks is the use of message authentication in the encrypt-then-authenticate paradigm (see section 4.3.1). Nonetheless, use of a secure
padding scheme is a good design principle and protects against cases of improvident omission of
message authentication.
CBC encoding with padding results in an average per-message overhead of about one and a half
blocks, or, for a block cipher with 128-bit block lengths, in additional bandwidth requirements of
24.5 bytes per packet in average. This is quite wasteful considering the bandwidth-constrained
nature of DVB links, and narrow-bandwidth applications such as VoIP, which when combined with
header compression techniques (e.g., RoHC) have typical payload sizes of just a few bytes.
4.1.2.2 Cipherblock Stealing
Ciphertext Stealing (CTS) refers to various techniques for avoiding the padding requirements of
plain CBC mode encryption. One popular suggestion is due to Schneier.[115] It assumes that the
message is at least one block in length, and redefines the processing of the last two message blocks
when the last one is incomplete, i.e., of size k < n, where n is the cipher’s block length. Let P [i]

3 This

is not quite true for the DVB-T2 standard, where an additional base-band frame level GSE packet fragmentation
mechanism was introduced for a so-called High-Efficiency Mode. This mode is broken in several regards, undetailed in
this thesis, and is likely to be deprecated due to results of a separate study the author of this thesis was involved in.
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and P [i−1] denote the last two plaintext blocks, and C[i] and C[i−1] the corresponding ciphertext
blocks of equal sizes. Then encryption of the blocks is defined as follows:
1. Compute C[i − 1] as defined by CBC mode encryption.
2. Pad P [i] with the last n − k bytes of C[i − 1], and encrypt it to C[i].
3. Swap C[i − 1] and C[i].
4. Truncate the last n − k bytes of C[i − 1].
It is easy to see how decryption can be implemented. This CTS version is specified along with two
very similar variants in an addendum to NIST SP 800-38A.[116] They have the advantage that
they retain the resilience of CBC against modification of single bits and IV reuse. However, there
are two drawbacks. First, the order of decryption (or alternatively, that of encryption) is reversed
for the last two blocks; this complicates online processing. Second, if messages of less than one
block in size are to be encrypted either the IV needs to be modified, which further impacts online
processing, or a padding byte must be introduced for all messages.
Encryption of less than one block without modifying the IV is only possible with stream cipher encryption. One such solution encrypts C[i−1] (respectively the IV) to C 0 [i], and uses this block as an
additive keystream for P [i]. It seems reasonable to combine the two approaches such that the former is used for messages longer than one block and the latter for those less than one block in size.
The vulnerability to bit flipping of the second technique can be waved aside if message authentication is used, and the chance of a repeated IV can be described by the birthday phenomenon, which
is negligible assuming standard re-keying practice.
4.1.2.3 The Counter (CTR) Mode of Operation
The Counter (CTR) mode turns the block cipher into an additive stream cipher, obviating the need
for padding. Its state is represented by a nonce that is commonly implemented as a sequence
number or counter and is incremented by 1 for each block encrypted in a message. Let P [i] and
C[i] be message plaintext and ciphertext blocks of block length n for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, and let P [m]
and C[m] be (partial) end-blocks of length b ≤ n. Let further msby (x) denote the y most-significant
(left-most) bits of argument x, and let |y| refer to the bit length of y. Then CTR mode encryption
using a key K and an initial n-bit counter value is specified as follows:[104]
1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m do
2.

C[i] := P [i] ⊕ msb|P [i]| (EK (counter))

3.

counter := counter + 1

4. Return C
Note that decryption works with P [i] and C[i] interchanged, and thus only the encryption functionality EK is required. The keystream derived by EK (counter) can be computed independently
of the plaintext or ciphertext, and hence block-wise encryption or decryption can be carried out in
parallel.
The stream cipher property makes the CTR mode vulnerable to bit flippings and nonce reuse,
though at least the former is no concern if message authentication is used. The guarantee to avoid
nonce reuse is problematic in two cases: for multi-sender scenarios where senders do not have
unique sender identifiers that can be incorporated into the nonces; and for manual keying when a
sender is reset, such as due to a power failure or a software crash, and does not remember the last
counter value used. Multi-sender scenarios are particularly problematic in DVB broadcast networks
because encapsulators do not have unique sender identifiers, and the stream identifiers (e.g., PIDs)
are only valid per transmission multiplex (e.g., MPEG-2 TS) and may be reused in other multiplexes
or rewritten en route by remultiplexers. The issue of lost state is apparent in software environments
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where intermediate data is typically stored in volatile memory and permanent storage is usually
too slow and thus cached by the operating system.
Irrespective of these concerns, the CTR mode has been proven by Bellare et al. to have excellent
security properties (provided that nonces are not re-used). When instantiated with a PRF instead of
a block cipher, an adversary’s IND-CPA advantage essentially equals its advantage in distinguishing
the PRF from a truly random function and thus is largely negligible.[105] Use of a block cipher
can be modeled with the PRF/PRP switching lemma, and thus CTR mode encryption becomes
distinguishable at a rate of q 2 /2n+1 , with q describing the number of observed block encryptions.
In contrast to the CBC mode, CTR mode encryption has been shown to be BCPA-secure.[107]
One particular advantage of the CTR mode in terms of bandwidth-constrained DVB networks is the
fact that a counter allows for a much more compact encoding than a random IV. This is enabled
by two techniques. The first splits the counter into an internal and an external sequence number
space, i.e., ctr := ctrexternal kctrinternal . The internal counter is incremented by 1 for each block
encrypted, and must be large enough to handle the maximum possible message length without
overflow. The external counter resembles a per-message sequence number. By restricting the
number of messages to be encrypted under a key, only a short external counter must be carried in
a message. The second technique considers that higher bits in the encoding of the external counter
do not change for long periods of time, and may be derived from the receiver connection state. It
further splits the external counter into an explicit (the most-significant bits) and an implicit part
(the least-significant bits), and transmits only the latter per message. This allows reducing the
per-message overhead to less than 8 bytes per message, contrasting favorably with the 24.5 bytes
of the CBC mode without CTS and the 16 bytes when CTS is used. Note that these techniques are
equally applicable to stream ciphers, discussed later in section 4.1.3.
4.1.2.4 A Stateful CBC Mode
The CBC mode may be turned into a stateful nonce-based scheme by computing IV := EK (nonce).
Then the IV is pseudo-random for a secure block cipher EK , and it is non-repeating because of the
PRP property of a block cipher. The nonce may be implemented as a counter, allowing the same
bandwidth savings as the CTR mode. The cost is one additional block encryption over the standard CBC mode. Depending on the capabilities of resource-constrained reception or transmission
devices, this may (slightly) impact the timely processing of small packets.
4.1.2.5 The XOR Mode of Operation: A Randomized CTR Mode
The XOR mode is a randomized variant of the CTR mode, and was shown by Bellare et al. to
be IND-CPA secure with an adversary’s advantage roughly described by the birthday bound (i.e.,
q 2 /2n ).[105] It resembles yet another compromise between the CBC mode and the CTR mode in
that it replaces the per-message nonce (i.e., the message start counter) with a (pseudo-)random
IV, introducing more overhead, but it does not require maintenance of a state, and it shares the
simplicity and ability for parallelization with the CTR mode. Note that it is not possible to derive a
pseudo-random IV as described for the stateful CBC mode because a reused nonce would result in
the same IV.
The XOR mode is not known to be used in practice, probably because the CBC mode is wellestablished or may appear more attractive in terms of resilience to IV reuse. However, the concept
of using a randomized counter is also applicable to stream ciphers, which are discussed next.
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4.1.3 Stream Ciphers
Stream ciphers (including block ciphers in stream cipher mode) have the advantage that they do
not need to accumulate input data into blocks for processing, and they do not require any padding
mechanisms. While block ciphers may be easily turned into stream ciphers, such as with the CTR
mode, native stream ciphers generally offer lower implementation complexity, processing at less
energy consumption, and higher encoding speeds. Software-based stream ciphers can increase
encryption speed by a factor of four or five over block cipher based implementations. Additionally,
native stream ciphers are not affected by the birthday phenomenon, in contrast to block cipher
based implementations, which may be distinguished after roughly 2n/2 block encryptions (n being
the block length).
Stream ciphers are often optimized either for software or hardware environments. Hardware
developers often prefer designs based on linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs). LFSRs have
excellent statistical properties and allow for long periods via proper selection of the connection
polynomial.[57] Unfortunately, they are easily predictable using the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm.
Therefore, a number of techniques are considered to destroy their linearity. Common solutions
include channeling the output of several LFSRs through a non-linear combining function, the use
of non-linear filtering functions on single LFSRs, and stepping of LFSRs in an asynchronous way by
using one (or more) LFSRs as a clock-control.[57, 99, 140] Alternatively, non-linear feedback shift
registers may be used. In contrast, software designs often implement substitution-permutation
networks or so-called T-functions (a specific construction for invertible mappings).[99, 140] In the
context of DVB link encryption, it is important that whatever principle is implemented in a cipher
it must be designed in a way such that it is amenable for both software and hardware so as to
consider both cheap software-based solutions and small-scale, power-efficient integrated (mobile)
devices.
In contrast to block ciphers, stream cipher design is not nearly as well understood. This is for a
number of reasons. Historically, academic cryptography focused on the design of block ciphers,
starting with the publication of DES. The AES process, which was set up to specify a new encryption standard, considered only block ciphers, and no similar standardization effort has been
undertaken for stream ciphers. And many stream ciphers are based on proprietary designs, built
into proprietary hardware. The lack of academic evaluation has become apparent in the more recent years when several significant weaknesses in widely deployed stream ciphers were discovered.
Three examples are notable in this regard: the A5/1 cipher, designed to secure GSM mobile phone
communication in the 3GPP standards; the E0 cipher, developed to provide data confidentiality for
the Bluetooth protocol; and the RC4 algorithm, which is still widely used on the Internet, and was
meant to secure IEEE 802.11 WLAN communication in the WEP protocol.
4.1.3.1 A5/1, E0, and RC4
The A5/1 algorithm is widely deployed in European mobile phones. It was a trade secret until it got
derived by reverse-engineering in 1998, revealing it to have a clock-controlled design with three
maximum-length LFSRs and a combined key state of 64 bits.[120] Attacks requiring small amounts
of the key stream (i.e., known-plaintext attacks) quickly emerged that were significantly more
efficient than brute-force attacks.[121] Ciphertext-only attacks based on time-memory trade-offs
were described in a 2003 paper, which also presented a very practical attack exploiting a protocol
weakness to switch to the weaker “export version” A5/2 cipher. According to the paper, attacks are
possible in a manner of seconds once an intensive precomputation phase requiring several dozend
terabytes of storage and a distributed computing effort is completed.[122] Efforts to compile such
tables using optimized techniques for reduced storage requirements are made by the open-source
A5/1 Security Project.[123] While the short key size in combination with time-memory tradeoffs gives also rise to brute-force attacks using special-purpose hardware,[124] “publicly available”
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attack techniques are of greater concern due to the number of applications relying on GSM security,
such as home banking, ticket payment, and phone identification for billing.
The E0 cipher is one of several security algorithms defined for the IEEE 802.15 Bluetooth protocol,
a standard widely implemented for wireless personal-area network connectivity between PCs and
accessory devices such as keyboards, mice, printers, and mobile phones. It is based on four LFSRs
with a combined state of 128 bits, and uses four additional bits to introduce memory for the nextstate computation. While the most embarrassing security flaws that accompanied the evolution
of the Bluetooth standard are to be found in the protocol design, the E0 cipher falls short from
its intended security goal of 128 key bits. Shortly after the inauguration of the new standard a
correlation attack was published that breaks the cipher with a work factor of O(264 ).[125] One of
the best attacks described to date is near-practical, and requires the initial 24 key stream bits of
223.8 frames for a time complexity of O(238 ).[126, 127]
The RC4 algorithm is the de-facto standard for software-based stream ciphers. Its specification
was published anonymously on an Internet mailing list and on the Usenet in 1994, with the poster
claiming it to implement RSA company’s proprietary RC4 cipher. Since its output was found to be
identical to the RC4 algorithm, but the latter never officially released, it is also known as Arcfour
(for Alleged RC4). RC4 is remarkable for its speed and ease of implementation, which furthered
its widespread acceptance as a standard algorithm in many protocols. It became notorious in its
implementation in the WEP protocol, when several weaknesses leading to practical attacks were
found.[134] Particularly, related key issues were discovered, and its initial keystream output was
found to be biased.[135, 136] Suggested remedy such as the use of hashing in the key setup phase
and discarding a number of initial bytes of the keystream was only transient,[137] as subsequent
research vastly improved distinguishing and key recovery attacks.[138, 139] This clearly does not
make RC4 a favorable choice anymore.
One of the few early contestants to RC4 was the SEAL algorithm. It is optimized for a 32-bit word
size enabling a significantly higher speed than RC4 in software,[99] and it allows random keystream access by implementing a pseudo-random function.[128] Taking a 160-bit key, it stretches
an initial 32-bit index into a sequence of length at most 219 bits. Distinguishing attacks exist,[129,
130] but none of these are practical. A drawback of the algorithm is that it is covered by patents.
Also, it accepts no separate initialization vector (IV) or nonce along with the key – integrated key
scheduling of key and IV is an expected design nowadays for stream ciphers to prevent insecure
realizations like that for RC4 in WEP. A newer class of algorithms, claimed to be more secure
than SEAL, was published in 2002 under the name Scream.[131] Distinguishing attacks have
been discovered, but they do not seem practical.[132, 133] Speed of the algorithms has been
determined to be comparable to that of SEAL.[99] The algorithms are patented as well.[132]
4.1.3.2 eSTREAM Ciphers
When in 2003 the European NESSIE project concluded, remarkably, all submitted stream cipher
designs had fallen to cryptanalytic shortcomings.[99] As a consequence of this devastating result
a new effort was initiated with the eStream project, which started in 2004 and was successfully
completed in 2008.[140] Its intended goal was to find secure stream cipher designs that were significantly faster than AES in CTR mode. All candidates were to support IVs in addition to keys as
input. The selected candidates were presented in two profiles: one for software, and one for particularly resource-constrained hardware environments such as RFID tags. Consequently, whereas
software-based algorithms were required to support 128-bit keys, for the hardware profile a key
size of 80 bits was deemed sufficient. Such short key lengths are not acceptable for DVB link
encryption due to the possibility of practical trade-off attacks and the generally higher vulnerability of broadcast networks. (Further motivation for suitable key sizes is provided in section
4.1.4.) However, many submissions also included unofficial 128-bit key versions – these will be
considered. The final selection in the software profile included HC-128, Rabbit, Salsa20/12, and
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SOSEMANUK.[141, 142] In the hardware profile there remain Grain, MICKEY v.2, and the 80-bit
Trivium (one algorithm was later excluded due to cryptanalytic results). None of the selected
candidates is covered by patents.
HC-128, the 128-key-bit version of HC-256, has resisted cryptanalytic efforts so far, and offers
excellent stream encoding speed, in the order of several Gbps and roughly three times that of AES
on current CPUs.[141, 143] However, it requires considerable time for IV setup, making it largely
impractical for packet-based encryption, particularly when packets are small (e.g., VoIP). The 128bit Rabbit cipher survived cryptanalytic attacks largely since 2003, and offers good performance
in both software and hardware. Salsa20/12 offers a scalable design based on a pseudo-random
function with an impressive performance, matching that of HC-128 stream encoding for long as
well as short messages, while supporting key sizes of 128 and 256 bits. No attacks more efficient
than brute-force have been described for more than 8 of the selected 12 rounds. Sosemanuk
provides a sound performance at key sizes between 128 and 256 bits. Security is only “guaranteed”
up to 128 bits according to the author – the significance of subsequently published guess-anddetermine attacks with a time complexity between 2224 and 2226 and linear correlation attacks with
a complexity of about 2147 is thus hard to determine.[144, 145] Performance for small packets is
comparable to AES.
Grain is described as one of the simplest and most compact designs in the eStream project. Certificational attacks on the 80-bit version were published, and though not practical are invalidating the
stated security goal. This is likely to affect the 128-bit version as well. MICKEY is characterized
as a more conservative but clean design. Since updated to version 2, no attacks better than brute
force have been described. It is very slow in software, however.
Rabbit, Salsa20/12, and the hardware-based ciphers offer IV sizes of only 64 bits (i.e., half the key
space). This limits the space for unpredictable values (pseudo-random IVs or salts) that may used,
and thus gives rise to more efficient time-memory and time-memory-data trade-off attacks than
when a larger IV space were available, as described in section 4.1.4. Nonetheless, it can be concluded that Salsa20/12 and Rabbit are very interesting candidates for the scenario of ULE/GSEbased link-level encryption. When implemented in software, they significantly outperform current
block ciphers in encoding speed. On the other hand, the algorithms must still be considered rather
new, and further evaluation is required before they can be put into production usage.
4.1.3.3 The SNOW Cipher Family
One of the algorithms that fell to cryptanalysis in the earlier NESSIE project was the SNOW
cipher.[99] It was subsequently vetted and upgraded to version 2.0,[146] and later to version
3G.[147] SNOW 2.0 is included in the ISO/IEC standard 18033-4,[117] whereas SNOW 3G was
selected for next-generation 3GPP standards. The SNOW ciphers combine a LFSR with a finite-state
machine and include a 32-bit word-oriented S-box (two in 3G) derived from AES. They support
128-bit to 256-bit keys and 64-bit (version 1.0) or 128-bit IVs. The popularity of SNOW can be
ascribed to its good encryption performance and low key and IV setup times in both hardware and
software. The fact that SNOW is not only royalty-free and of high performance but also included
in international standards and supported by an industry consortium makes it a very attractive target for adoption in a DVB link-layer security extension. COTS cores in 7.5K-gate ASIC technology
are available that achieve encryption speeds up to 7.5 Gbps.[151] FPGA-based designs achieve
throughput in excess of 1 to 4 Gbps.[152] Combined AES-SNOW 3G cores exist.[153] So far only
weak certificational attacks of no practical significance have been described.[148, 149, 150] SNOW
is currently the strongest contender to AES encryption, and if it survives further cryptanalysis over
the next few years it becomes a viable candidate to replace AES on high-speed links.
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4.1.4 Key Sizes and Block Sizes
Key sizes for cryptographic schemes must be selected such that they resist all known attack strategies, taking into account the best possible resources that an attacker may have. Ideally, the best
strategy is a brute-force attack, and breaking must either be completely unfeasible, or be so timeconsuming that the point where the scheme is broken the information that is revealed has lost all
of its value to an adversary. With the exception of resource-constrained environments, encryption
schemes are usually required to provide mid- to long-term secrecy. Definitions of such time spans
vary. The NIST was traditionally requesting a security level of 80 bits for the protection of sensitive, unclassified Federal government agency information, but is currently endorsing a transition
to 112-bit effective key sizes, to be required from 2014 on.[154] Other nations’ Federal agencies,
such as the German BSI, follow this trend.[155] The IETF is suggesting that a hypothetical trillionaire could buy hardware to search through a 80-bit key space within a year’s effort.[156] The NSA
maintains a list of public cryptographic algorithms that is intended to facilitate secure exchange
of classified information at the SECRET and TOP SECRET level within the U.S. and between the
U.S. and her partners. This list, called Suite B Cryptography, demands a cryptographic strength
of 128 bits for SECRET and of 256 bits for TOP SECRET information.[157] A recent document
compiled by the ECRYPT network, which hosted the NESSIE project, equates long-term security
with a time span of 30 years of no breakage, and prescribes a key length of 128 bits for symmetric
encryption schemes for such time spans.[158] A symmetric key length of 256 bits is suggested for
the “foreseeable future”, and to consider the event of a practical quantum computer.4 However,
it is argued that for a security level higher than 128 bits other non-cryptographic factors, such as
management and social aspects, become more important issues to security.
Above discussion omits the possibility of time-memory and more generalized time-memory-data
trade-off attacks.[159, 160] Time-memory attacks, which reduce the online processing complexity
of a brute-force attack at the expense of memory and pre-processing requirements, have been
described as early as 1981 by Hellman in the context of the DES block cipher. Hellman’s attack can
be described using the following trade-off curve:
N = T M and P = N ,
where N denotes the size of the key space, T the online processing complexity, M the memory
requirements (in log N -bit blocks), and P the pre-processing complexity. Since the pre-processing
time complexity equals the size of the key space (i.e., the complexity of a brute-force attack testing
all possible keys), it has limited general applicability. A more efficient strategy considers the encryption of a known fixed or chosen plaintext under several different keys, and attempts to recover
any one of them. Such time-memory-data trade-off attacks have been first described in the context
of (nonce-less) stream ciphers. Babbage and Golić showed that if a stream cipher has an internal
state of size N one can attack D different log N -bit keystream (“data”) blocks to obtain an overall
attack satisfying
N = T M, P = M = N/D, and 1 ≤ T ≤ D.
Note, however, that any predictable part of the internal state reduces its effective size. This is an
issue for stateful block cipher modes such as the CTR mode, for which the internal state can be
modeled as the pair (key, IV). For example, one may consider that the CTR mode is always initialized with IV = 0 upon setup of a new key. Consider further that encrypted messages contain
some known plaintext, e.g., a static protocol header. Then one can easily obtain a known (plaintext, ciphertext) pair each time a new key is issued, either after re-keying on a connection, or by
observing many connections in parallel – note that this is easily possible in broadcast networks. If
4 Theory

on quantum computing shows that symmetric key sizes must be doubled to maintain the current security level
on classical computer architectures.
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one now considers D = 264 , then an attack on a 128-bit block cipher is possible with a time and
memory complexity of T = M = 264 , allowing to retrieve one key out of a set of 264 in average.
Biryukov and Shamir combined Hellman’s multiple tables with Babbage and Golić’s idea to create
an even more efficient attack. It has a trade-off curve of
N 2 = T M 2 D2 , P = N/D, and 1 ≤ D2 ≤ T .
Stream ciphers with double-key-size internal states were thought to be immune against such attack.
However, Hong and Sarkar have shown that it is possible to directly attack the (key, IV) input pair
instead of the internal state.[159] This means that ciphers with smaller key lengths (e.g., 80 bits),
when using predictable IVs or IVs shorter than the key, may be very effectively attacked.[161]
Even when considering above example on 128-bit block ciphers, one key may be retrieved either
with a much lower memory complexity of M = 232 , or, when one assumes the possibility of
observing D = 232 different keys, then in average one key can be retrieved with a complexity of
T = M = 264 , or more practically, with T = 280 and M = 256 after a pre-processing phase of
P = 296 block encryptions. This is frighteningly close to mid-term practicability, especially if one
considers the current recommendations in transition to larger effective key sizes.
As a remedy it has been suggested to use unpredictable IVs at least the size of the key.[159]
For stateful ciphers this can only be partially attained. A common approach is to incorporate an
unpredictable salt into the nonces of the CTR mode. When one considers block ciphers with larger
key than block sizes, e.g., AES with 256-bit keys and 128-bit blocks, adapting the IV to the key size
is impossible.
Biryukov and Shamir’s result was generalized by Biryukov, Mukhopadhyay, and Sarkar into an
attack with a trade-off curve parameterized by
N 3−d = T M 2 D2 , P = N/D, M D ≤ N ≤ M T, and M, D, T ≤ N ,
where 0 ≤ d ≤ 1 is dependent on the specific selection of the parameters.[160] In the same
paper, the authors worry that there is currently no proof that no better attacks exist. (A fear that
seems to have proven justified by a more recent paper.[162]) Furthermore, they argue that specific
properties of ciphers may give rise to a speed-up in attacks. This has led them to conclude that
“...we will have to give up the convenient world in which we assumed k-bit security for
a good k-bit cipher.”
As a conclusion to this discussion, an encryption key size of 128 bits is suggested as a minimum
for a widely applicable DVB link-layer security solution. On the other hand, larger key sizes should
not be mandated because they imply additional processing overhead. Settlement on a 128-bit key
size is also justified when one considers the aim of link-layer security as of primarily providing
protection equal to that of wired links. This does not preclude the optional support for larger keys.
Biryukov et al. suggest that 192-bit keys may be used to provide an effective security level of 128
bits.[160]
For block cipher based encryption, one must also take a choice for a suitable block size in consideration of the birthday bound, which comes into effect after roughly 2n/2 block encryptions (n
being the block length). Beyond that point, encryption becomes statistically distinguishable from
a random stream, with the result of a possible information leak. The attack remains primarily
theoretical for a cipher with 128-bit block sizes when one considers that re-keying is typically done
far prior to the distinguishability point (roughly after 240 to 250 block encryptions). A 128-bit
block size for a 128-bit key cipher therefore seems largely appropriate. For larger keys, one must
consider that time-memory-data trade-off attacks become more effective when the block size (and
thus the IV size) is not increased in parallel. This is of little concern except if one aims for security
into the “foreseeable” future and considers cryptographic long-term predictions meaningful; thus,
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larger block sizes need not be mandated even when larger keys were supported (e.g., Rijndael with
256-bit keys and 256-bit block sizes).5

4.2 Data Integrity Protection and Authentication
The need for integrity protection mechanisms was identified early, despite a large quantity of studies scrutinized the error propagation properties of block cipher modes, evaluating how meaningful
manipulation could be attained by flipping bits or changing certain cipher blocks. Approaches for
providing integrity can be classified as follows: the development of dedicated integrity protection algorithms, and means for implicit authentication during encryption (see section 4.3.2). This
section focuses on the former, whereas combined encryption and authentication is addressed in
section 4.3.

4.2.1 Message Authentication Codes (MACs)
4.2.1.1 Block Cipher Based Algorithms – CBC-MAC and Variants
Block cipher based MAC algorithms offer the benefit that an already existing cryptographic primitive (e.g., used for encryption) can be reused for authentication purposes. The suggestion of using
the DES cipher in an CBC mode-like application for integrity protection was brought up in the
public literature already in 1977.[57] In December 1980 the NIST included in an appendix to
FIPS-81, which describes DES modes of operation, a section that specifies the use of CBC mode or
CFB mode to compute a MAC.[103] It explains that the message is encrypted as usually, with the
message zero-padded to a multiple of the block size for CBC, and that the ciphertext is discarded,
while taking a predefined number of most-significant bits of the last ciphertext block to serve as
the MAC. It does not present guidelines for use of the IV, however. Similarly to the NIST, the ANSI
developed mechanisms for message authentication in whole-sale banking applications between
1979 and 1982, and specified them in standard X9.9. It includes the same CBC-based algorithm
of FIPS-81, but prescribes its IV to be zero. This algorithm is since known as the basic CBC-MAC;
it was specified separately for DES in NIST FIPS-113 as the Data Authentication Algorithm (DAA),
which was published in 1985.[163]
The basic CBC-MAC is susceptible to very simple forgery via chosen-message attacks. Specifically,
it is only secure if messages are guaranteed to be prefix-free (i.e., no message can be a prefix of
another message). This is naturally the case when all messages are of the same length; therefore, to
allow variable-length messages, separate keys may be derived for each length, e.g., by computing
ki := Ek (i), where k is the initial key and i the length of the message. Alternatively, messages
may be prefixed with a length identifier at a fixed position[164] – this is already the case in many
packet-based protocols, including GSE and ULE.
When messages are prefix-free, the security of the CBC-MAC is largely determined by the probability of block collisions due to the birthday phenomenon.6 Bellare, Kilian, and Rogaway have
shown that the probability of forgery by an adversary observing q MACs and using time complexity t is upper-bounded by an adversary’s advantage in distinguishing the cipher from a random
permutation after qm observed block encryptions and using a similar amount of time, plus an additive term in the form of 2q 2 m2 /2n , where m denotes the maximum number of blocks of length
n per message.[164] The constant 2 was reduced to 1 in a different proof by Maurer,[165] while
the result was refined by Petrank and Rackoff by taking into account variable-length messages,
5 This

statement also applies to block cipher based message authentication codes as long as keys are updated before
collisions become likely. See section 4.2.1.
6 In fact, just as for block cipher based encryption modes of operation, all MAC algorithms discussed in this and the next
subsection are affected by this square root bound.
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Pq
leading to an additive term of (6( i=1 mi )2 + 1)/2n , with mi denoting each message’s number of
blocks.[166] The quadratic dependency on q is backed by a practical attack due to Preneel,[184]
which applies to all iterated MACs. A result that removes the quadratic factor of m has been
presented in 2005 by Bellare, Pietrzak, and Rogaway, which states that the additive term in the
advantage of an attacker can be upper-bounded by 20q 2 m/2n for m ≤ 2n/3 .[167]
To broaden the applicability of the CBC-MAC a process known as CBC-MAC strengthening is used.[57]
An early proposal was to decrypt the last ciphertext block using a second key and then re-encrypt
it with the original key. This process is described in ANSI X9.19, and has become known as the
Retail MAC – curiously, it was originally intended to prevent exhaustive attacks on the DES key
space.[57] Petrank and Rackoff have shown that a double-key version (DMAC) using only a single
additional encryption with a second key is sufficient by proving its security to be comparable to
that of the basic CBC-MAC on prefix-free messages.[166] A variant of the DMAC with suitable
padding became standardized as the EMAC in ISO 9797-1. The XCBC-MAC by Black and Rogaway
introduces two improvements: the avoidance of padding and hence of an additional encryption
step when the message length is a multiple of the cipher block length, at the cost of a third key;
and the avoidance of key scheduling by using the additional keys as salts rather than actual encryption keys.[168] The XCBC-MAC was improved by Kurosawa and Iwata first to a “two-key” variant
(TMAC)[169] and then further to a “one-key” version (OMAC)[170], in which the auxiliary keys
are efficiently derived via some trivial mathematical operations. A refined version of the OMAC
was standardized by the NIST as the CMAC in Special Publication (SP) 800-38B.[171] The security
of the EMAC, XCBC-MAC, TMAC, OMAC, and CMAC constructions was proven to be comparable
to that of the basic CBC-MAC.[168, 172, 173, 167] Due to the little additional complexity of the
CMAC construction compared to the basic CBC-MAC and because of its general applicability it is
the recommended version among all CBC-MAC variants.
4.2.1.2 Block Cipher Based Algorithms – XOR-MAC and Variants
A particularly elegant construction that is not based on block chaining is the XOR-MAC.[175] From
a high level view, it splits a message to be authenticated into a sequence of blocks, enumerates each
block and encrypts it using any predefined PRF, and in the final step combines all these blocks
using a simple XOR operation. It requires an additional IV or nonce as input. The advantage
of this construction is that it allows parallel computation and random access to blocks, and thus
is particularly attractive for high-speed communication links. The XOR-MAC comes with a tight
security proof, and shows that an adversary’s advantage in the nonce version of the algorithm is
primarily upper-bounded by qv /2n , where qv denotes the number of verification queries and n
is the output length of the PRF. The security bound of the randomized variant is affected by the
birthday phenomenon, resulting in a complexity of 2qs2 /2n + qv /2n , qs being the number of signing
queries. Both security levels hold also for a block cipher whose output is reduced to less than
its block length. A drawback of the algorithm is that the explicit block enumerations lengthen
the plaintext to be encrypted by the PRF. For example, considering maximum packet lengths of 215
bytes in the ULE protocols while respecting byte alignment during processing, this means that each
message block must be combined with a 2-byte enumerator, and thus encryption processing cost
increases by 12.5% compared to the CBC-MAC methods when a PRF with a 128-bit block length
is selected. This overhead decreases with larger block lengths: selecting the compression function
of SHA-2 with an internal block size of 512 bits reduces the overhead to 3.125%. This places
some requirements on the pseudo-randomness of the compression function – on the other hand, a
similar assumption is made for the popular HMAC construction (section 4.2.1.3). The requirement
for explicit IVs or nonces is not an issue when they can be shared with that of encryption schemes.
The fact that the algorithm is patented is deterring, however.
Bernstein described a construction for variable-length to fixed-length compressing PRFs, which can
be thought of as a deterministic variant of the XOR-MAC.[177] The encryption overhead required
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by the XOR-MAC was eliminated by the XECB-MAC design of Gligor and Donescu.[178] The two
advantages have been combined into the PMAC invented by Rogaway.[179] Both XECB-MAC and
PMAC are covered by patent rights.
A different approach for creating parallelizable MACs is based on the universal hashing paradigm.
Algorithms in this category are discussed in section 4.2.1.4.
4.2.1.3 Hash Function Based MACs
The simplicity and speed of traditional cryptographic hash functions awakened the desire to use
them for authentication purposes. As ordinary hash functions are keyless primitives, early approaches considered introducing the key either by prefixing it to a message or by attaching it at
the end.[57] As both solutions give rise to simple forgery attacks the so-called envelope method
was devised. It is not secure either, however. In 1996, Bellare, Canetti, and Krawczyk published
the now popular HMAC construction, which they proved secure under the assumption that a hash
function’s compression function is “weakly” pseudo-random (output for intermediate keys must be
pseudo-random but an attacker does not get to see the keys).[180, 181] The HMAC is included in
a multitude of standards, including IETF RFC 2104 and NIST FIPS PUB 198-1.[182, 183]
The MDx-MAC construction was suggested in 1995 by Preneel and van Oorschot.[184] It is a more
conservative approach, modifying the internal IV scheduling mechanisms of hash functions of the
MD4 family (e.g., MD4, MD5, SHA-1, RIPEMD) such that explicit IVs can be supported. It is
patented[185] and has not become popular, probably due to the introduction of the HMAC.
The discovery of devastating collision attacks over the last years on many traditional hash functions, notably MD5, has created some concern over the security of MACs based on these hash
functions.[186] Though the situation of forging MACs is more complicated in that an attacker
would have to find MAC collisions in chosen-message scenarios without knowing the key, a certain
level of concern is justified insofar as the possibility of intentional collisions implies that the hash
function does not simulate a PRF. In 2009, strong distinguishing attacks on HMAC were presented
that are effective when MD5 is used.[187] Similar results were presented for the MDx-MAC based
on MD5. The number of required chosen-message queries, 297 , is precluding, however.
The currently most attractive option among hash function based designs seems to be an HMAC
based on SHA-1. It is only slightly slower than the also popular HMAC-MD5 but still faster than
block cipher based schemes. A move to the SHA-2 family is not considered advisable as functions
in this family are almost as slow as AES encryption and the speed advantage would be lost. (This
advice does not apply when SHACAL-2, discussed in section 4.1.1.3, is used for block cipher encryption, in which case shared use of the hash function can reduce implementation costs.) The
HMAC construction is somewhat less ideal for small messages due to the requirement for two hash
function invocations. In general, implementation of an HMAC is recommended over block cipher
based designs when a block cipher is not readily available (i.e., when a stream cipher is used for
encryption) due to its higher speed and lower implementation complexity.
4.2.1.4 Universal Hashing
The paradigm of universal hashing, pioneered by Carter and Wegman in 1977,[189] is based on
the observation that for a single hash function, no matter how well selected, without prior knowledge of the input set its output values will generally not be evenly distributed, resulting in more
collisions for some elements than for others. Universal hashing addresses this issue by defining a suitable family of hash functions to be randomly selected from for each hashing operation
such that – independently of the input set – the expected output distribution is uniform, thus
minimizing the expected number of collisions. Carter and Wegman showed that such families
could be efficiently constructed, and later suggested that strongly universal hash functions be used
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for message authentication,[190] an idea that was extended by Simmons and Stinson to create
information-theoretically secure message authentication schemes (authentication codes).[191] As
an improvement over selecting via a one-time pad a hash function anew for each message it was
shown that encrypting the hash result via a one-time pad allows reusing the same hash function for
many messages.[190] These concepts were transferred into a computationally-secure setting notably by Brassard,[192] and further elaborated into practical schemes notably by Rogaway,[194],
Krawczyk,[193] and Shoup.[195]
Practical schemes can be created based on almost-universal (AU) or -AU hash function families,
where  denotes the maximum probability that under a randomly selected hash function any two
distinct inputs hash to the same output value (and which ideally is close to  = 2−t , t denoting
the bit length of the hash result). Various methods for constructing AU hash function families for
variable-length messages have been proposed. All of them are highly efficient and easily parallelizable. A popular construction is based on polynomial evaluation, which splits an input message
into blocks that are used as coefficients to a univariate polynomial evaluated at the key over a
finite field. Examples include Poly1305-AES[196], suitable for software implementation, and the
GMAC, optimized for hardware, and which is described as part of the GCM authenticated encryption mode specification in NIST SP 800-38D[197] (see section 4.3). Other constructions attempt to
half the number of multiplications by using inner product computations, and partition the message
into small-sized elements matching common CPU architecture word sizes (i.e., 32 or 64 bits) to
take advantage of single-precision arithmetic, such as the NMH[198] and the related Badger,[199]
UMAC,[200] and VMAC[201] schemes. However, they require separate subkeys for each message
element, thus trading off encryption speed with key setup times and memory requirements, and
implement a two-stage hashing process, which further increases implementation complexity.
Three techniques are common for carrying out encryption of the hash result:
1. In the first, the result is transformed by a PRF, i.e., tag := PRF(hash). This has the advantage
that it allows for the design of stateless schemes, but their security is generally affected by a
square-root bound in terms of the number of authenticated messages qs , i.e., Pr(forgery) =
O(qs2 ).
2. The second technique, following ideas by Carter, Wegman, and Shoup, encrypts the hash result with a pseudo-random pad derived by a message nonce, i.e., tag := hash ⊕ PRF(nonce).
This construction allows for particularly fast implementations since the key stream can be
computed in parallel to the hash function, and it is therefore being adopted for most of
the recent MAC designs. Security is dominated by the number of forgery attempts qv , i.e.,
Pr(forgery) = O(qv ) for all practical numbers of qs . Particularly, if an adversary cannot
obtain the results of attempted forgeries, his chance of breaking the scheme is reduced solely
to the security of the encryption primitive. However, there are two significant disadvantages.
For one, a single nonce reuse has disastrous consequences, often leading to key recovery.7
The second issue is that AU hash functions provide no guarantee for partial-collision resistance, and truncating the tag to produce shorter outputs – a common practice for MACs8 –
thus invalidates the security proof.9 At the least, cutting off t bits increases  by a factor of
2t . This seriously limits flexibility.

7 One

may argue that a sender is not permitted to reuse a nonce by definition of the scheme. However, two scenarios are
problematic: a sender that has been reset, probably due to a power failure or software crash, may not have the ability to
remember the last nonce used; and in group communication it may be difficult to distribute unique sender identifiers.
Both issues are known from other cryptographic schemes requiring nonces, though usually the consequences of a nonce
reuse are not that severe.
8 Classic block cipher or cryptographic hash function based MACs can typically be modeled as PRFs and thus naturally
provide partial-collision resistance.
9 This is currently studied by Krovetz and Rogaway, who suggest the concept of -variationally universal hashing to measure
the hash function output uniformity and presented an efficient construction,[202] and by Wang, Feng, Lin, and Wu,
who extend this concept and suggest similar notions.[203]
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3. The third solution represents a compromise, and computes the authentication tag as the
output of a PRF on both the nonce and the hash result: tag := PRF(nonce k hash). It was
suggested as a solution for the caveats of the second technique, while keeping its security
properties, and was generically named the WMAC.[205] Nonce reuse in this design is not
devastating, and the tag can be safely truncated. It has a slight overhead compared to the first
technique because both the hash result and the nonce must be encrypted. Forgery probability
equals the complexity for the second method as long as nonces are not reused, and gradually
scales off to the square-root bound of method one for each additional verification query
per nonce. Black and Cochran have given a forgery probability for their WMAC design of
approximately 0.5(α − 1)qs + 2−t+1 (qv2 + qv qs ) + 2qv (ignoring the adversary’s advantage in
distinguishing the encryption function), where qs and qv denote the number of signing and
verification queries, α denotes the maximum number of signing queries per nonce (between
1 and qs ), and t is the tag length in bits.
It is important to note that for all schemes only a single short encryption step is required. Since
the hash functions themselves are constructed by simple, non-cryptographic means, processing
times for universal hashing based MACs are considerably faster than classical hash function or
block cipher based methods. The fastest schemes, which are strongly optimized for software implementation, achieve throughput rates in the order of several Gbps on current CPUs for Ethernetpacket-sized messages, consuming down to one clock cycle per byte for message processing, which
corresponds to a roughly 10 times improvement over CBC-MACs and HMAC-SHA-1.[200]
High encryption speeds and provable security are only two aspects of a good MAC. Resourceconstrained implementations must also consider memory requirements, particularly when multiple
keys must be maintained, as well as implementation complexity. NMH and similar designs using
multiple subkeys and multi-level hashing are suboptimal in this regard. The difficulty of maintaining unique nonces in DVB network settings demands stateless or randomized schemes. Different
security requirements, corresponding to a variety of applications and use cases, and bandwidth
scarcity make it desirable to flexibly support small to large authentication tags. For example, many
streaming applications such as television and VoIP do not require high reliability for message delivery, and a few lost or erroneous packets may get either largely unnoticed or are concealed by
the decoder. Especially when considering VoIP applications, where message sizes are rather small
(about 40 bytes without header compression), it is desirable to keep authentication overhead low.
These two aspects, repeated nonces and small authentication tags, largely rule out schemes based
on the second hash encryption technique. This includes the GMAC – while it permits truncated
tags down to 32 bits, security is quite brittle. Ferguson has described attack techniques that closely
match the proven security bound, a bound that is dependent on , but which in turn increases
linearly with the length of an authenticated message (a caveat that applies to all schemes based on
polynomial hashing[206]).[204] This means that forgery is likely for much less than 232 messages.
For example, the NIST specification does not recommend the use of 32-bit tags when the maximum
message size is more than 1024 bytes, and it limits the number of authentications for messages up
to 215 bytes in size to 232 when 64-bit tags are used.
The main problem of small-tag forgeries in the GMAC stems from the fact that a single successful
forgery gives rise to simple multiple forgeries and even key recovery in the worst case, as described
by Ferguson. Black and Cochran[205] and Handschuh and Preneel[206] have subsequently shown
that all current MACs, even the traditional CBC-MACs and HMACs, suffer from multi-forgeries, and
Handschuh and Preneel have further shown that some universal hash schemes contain rather large
classes of weak keys that can be easily identified using a divide-and-conquer approach, and which
may subsequently be used to create forgeries and in some cases allow for partial or complete key
recovery. Similarly, it was noted that a single nonce reuse in schemes following the Carter-WegmanShoup hash encryption methodology gives rise to multi-forgeries or key recovery.
The problem of multi-forgeries is grave for all schemes supporting short tags and adopting the
Carter-Wegman-Shoup hash encryption technique (type 2). Multi-forgeries contradict the expecta-
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tion of an ideal MAC whereby a successful forgery of a t-bit tag always occurs with probability 2−t ,
no matter how many prior attempts at forgery have succeeded. Interestingly, McGrew and Fluhrer
have shown that the expected number of forgeries grows much faster for classic chained MACs like
the CBC-MAC and the HMAC than for universal hashing based designs, namely cubically in the
number of queries for the former versus quadratically for the latter.[207] However, the key difference lies in the constant factors: for universal hashing based MACs of type 2, the expected number
of forgeries is roughly q 2 2−t (or q 2 l2−t ), whereas it is about q 3 2−b for chained designs (l being the
maximum message length, t the tag length, and b the internal block size of the chained MAC). This
means that type 1 and type 3 schemes (where the number of forgeries is largely independent of the
truncation of the tag) and classic MACs are far more desirable when short MAC sizes are required.
Unfortunately, in the race of creating the fastest scheme, virtually all current universal hashing
based MACs follow the methodology of using hash encryption technique 2.10 It is not difficult
to adopt the WMAC, whose resilience to nonce reuse has the pleasant side effect that it can be
used in either a deterministic, a randomized, or a stateful setting, to any of the currently described
universal hash function families. However, such ad-hoc design will also require the adoption of
a PRF with a larger block size than seems strictly necessary (e.g., either Rijndael with 256-bit
blocks or a CBC-MAC variant). As research in universal hash function design is still ongoing it is
recommended to give preference to classic MAC algorithms for link protection in DVB networks
for the time being unless exceptionally high link authentication speeds are required.
4.2.1.5 Customized MAC Algorithms
The Message Authenticator Algorithm (MAA) was developed in 1983 in consideration of software applications on 32-bit architectures.[209] It was adopted by the U.K. banking sector and
included in the ISO 8731-2 standard. Preneel and van Oorschot determined it to be susceptible
to internal block collisions, giving rise to forgery or key recovery after chosen-message attacks of
complexity 217 , and discovered weak keys.[210] Despite this result and the limited tag size of 32
bits the algorithm was only recently revoked from the standard. It is not in use otherwise.
No other customized MAC designs of relevance are described in the literature.
4.2.1.6 Key and Tag Sizes
Key and tag sizes for authentication in communications protocols must only resist attacks during
rather short time spans. As long as an adversary cannot succeed in forgery until new keys are
issued the scheme is secure. Even though this may suggest using shorter keys for authentication
than for encryption it is recommended to use an equal key length, mainly for the following reasons:
Selecting an only slightly smaller key provides only minor savings in processing time and memory
requirements. Block cipher based MACs are naturally adapted to key sizes used in encryption.
And typically, an authentication key is not configured separately but derived from an initial shared
secret along with the encryption key (see section 4.6); this initial secret must contain the entropy
that is required for any of the derived keys, meaning that its length will generally match that of
the encryption key, and therefore there are no savings in bandwidth usage either.
In contrast to key sizes, communication over bandwidth-constrained DVB links must seek to minimize the overhead introduced by authentication tags. This is because a tag is present in every
message, and the impact on low-latency low-volume communication such as VoIP and on small
acknowledgment messages sent by reliable transport layer or application layer protocols can be
considerable. This means that applications must find a reasonable trade-off between resistance
against forgery and extra bandwidth consumption. In IETF security protocols, the common size
10 This

statement somewhat echos sentiments expressed by others, such as, for instance, McGrew and Weis in an (now
expired) IRTF draft.[208]
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for MACs is 96 bits,[211] and a minimum of 64 bits is typically required.[285] ECRYPT recommends 32 bits as an absolute minimum.[158] The NIST advocates for MAC lengths of at least 64
bits,[171] but permits MAC sizes down to 8 bits.[188]
If active attacks are a concern, it is suggested to follow the standard practice of using 96-bit MACs
for message authentication unless bandwidth constraints demand shorter sizes. MAC sizes down
to 32 bits may be used for applications that do not demand a highly reliable transport, such as
VoIP and general multimedia streaming. Use of a 32-bit MAC results in an expected packet failure/forgery rate of about 10−10 through guessing, matching common QEF requirements at the link
layer.[44] Selecting MACs of length less than 32 bits therefore must precede a detailed risk analysis. When implementing universal hashing based MACs, such as to consider high-speed links, care
must be taken that shorter tags do not result in undue risk of multi-forgeries or key recovery.

4.2.2 Digital Signatures
Message authentication codes cannot provide guarantees for source authentication in multicast or
broadcast scenarios where keys are shared between multiple parties and when active attacks by
insiders are a concern. This is because any device in the know of the shared key may be capable
of impersonating a valid sender. One example where multicast source authentication may be
desirable is for the authentication of DVB or IP network control data. A simple but limited solution
may be obtained by relying on the central hub to verify that uplink packet labels agree with the
addresses of devices for which uplink slots were reserved. This may place unwarranted trust in the
hub, and does not protect against attacks modifying transmissions of other parties. Furthermore, it
does not work when no (link-layer) addresses are available, or address confidentiality (see section
4.5.1) is used.
Efficient source authentication for multicast and broadcast settings requires introducing some form
of asymmetry in the knowledge about the authentication key between sender and receivers. Digital
signatures are the classical solution for this problem. The RSA algorithm, based on the integer
factorization problem, is arguably the most widely deployed digital signature mechanism. The
DSA standard, which is based on the problem of computing logarithms in finite algebraic groups,
is promoted by the NIST and follows the RSA on a popularity scale. For both problems, integer
factorization and discrete logarithms, a number of related digital signature schemes have been
proposed, which have certain advantages over the classic systems. More recent developments
embrace hardness problems from other mathematical disciplines than number theory, and some of
these specifically consider the possibility of a practical quantum computer, which would render the
RSA and DSA algorithms immediately insecure.
This section presents a short survey of digital signature mechanisms suitable for the purpose of
bulk message authentication. Signature schemes that are more elaborate and provide specific
additional security properties over authentication and non-repudiation are not considered. The
section concludes with a discussion of key and signature sizes.
4.2.2.1 Integer Factorization Based Signatures
The RSA algorithm makes use of the fact that efficient computation (i.e., that can be carried out
in polynomial time) of the order ϕ(n) of the multiplicative algebraic group of integers modulo n
requires knowledge of the prime factorization of n. By selecting a public key parameter n = pq,
where p and q are two secret, randomly (and suitably) selected, and similarly sized primes p and q,
and by defining encryption (verification) of a message M < n as M e mod n for a fixed e relatively
prime to n, an adversary (only knowing n and e) is faced with the problem of finding a value d
such that (M e )d mod n = M ed mod n = M ed mod ϕ(n) = M – a task that is easy for the private key
owner knowing p and q. Clearly, the adversary’s problem is no harder than finding the factorization
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of n. However, it must also be impossible to efficiently compute the e-th discrete root of M e – the
task is thus potentially easier than solving the integer factorization problem, and it is known as the
RSA problem.[212, 57]
The RSA problem has undergone significant scrutiny since it was initially published by Rivest,
Shamir, and Adleman. RSA-based signature schemes are nowadays in widespread use, and while
predominantly specified in the Public Key Cryptography Suite (PKCS)[213, 214] they have been
adopted by national and international standards organizations worldwide. These standards prescribe exact requirements for parameter selection, and various solutions for improving the efficiency of the RSA computation are known.[57] For example, e is commonly chosen to be a small
value with a low Hamming weight, and 3 and 65537 are popular values. In contrast, it has been
shown that a small value of d gives rise to practical recovery of the private key. This means
that while signature verification can be carried out rather quickly, signing is considerably slower
(roughly by one to two orders of magnitude). In fact, signature generation is measured in milliseconds even on high-end PCs for practical key sizes![143] This is definitely precluding for scenarios
where any terminal may set up a secure multicast group. However, the comparably low verification
time may be attractive for (low-bandwidth) applications involving a single powerful sender, such
as in the case of an NCC broadcasting authenticated SI tables.
The Rabin scheme has become notable as the first public-key system coming with a security proof
by reduction.[57] It uses the parameter e = 2 in the RSA algorithm; an adversary must thus be
precluded from finding discrete square roots. Rabin showed that the discrete square root problem
is equally hard as the integer factorization problem. Rabin’s scheme does not directly give rise
to an invertible function, however. Assuming that the input message encoding resembles a square
integer, then decryption (signing) leads to four valid square roots; various techniques with different
advantages are known for deterministically selecting one of them. While the original scheme
relied on a combination of the message with some additional random input r in order to find a
square, a modification due to Williams (Rabin-Williams or RW signatures) solves the problem by
selecting the primes such that p ≡ 3 mod 8 and q ≡ 7 mod 8; this also simplifies computation of the
square roots and enables deterministic computation of the private key parameter d. Interestingly,
while a tight security proof is available for the RW scheme when |r| = 1 (i.e., one random bit),
a deterministic version with |r| = 0 is only conjectured to be secure for certain techniques of
selecting a suitable square root.[215]
The Rabin/RW schemes have the advantage of allowing for particularly fast signature verification,
which is due to a simple squaring of the (formatted) message. This can even be further improved
at the expense of increased signature sizes. In contrast, signature sizes may be halved using a
technique described by Bleichenbacher, at the expense of increased verification times.11 Signing
speed is comparable to RSA signatures. With no disadvantages but significant benefits compared
to RSA, Bernstein attributes the long neglect of the Rabin/RW schemes largely to widespread
misinformation and misunderstandings.[215] RW signatures are nowadays supported by various
standards bodies, including the ISO/IEC in 14888-2 and 9796-2, and the IEEE in 1363a.[216, 217,
219]
Various formatting functions have been standardized for the RSA and RW algorithms. For RSAbased signatures with appendix, PKCS#1 v1.5 is in widespread use.[213, 214] It defines padding
an input message with some fixed data to circumvent the RSA algorithm’s homomorphic property
with respect to multiplication, and adds identifying information pertaining to the cryptographic
hash algorithm used for message hashing. The updated PKCS#1 v2.1 series includes the Probabilistic Signature Scheme (PSS) proposed by Bellare and Rogaway, which is a randomized signature scheme that is more elaborate but comes with a security proof.[220, 214] Both schemes,
as well as an earlier variant of PKCS#1 v1.5 from the now retracted ANSI X9.31 standard, are
widely supported by national and international standards bodies, including the NIST in FIPS 186,
11 For

RSA with e = 3, signatures may be reduced by a third.
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the ISO/IEC in 14888-2, and the IEEE in 1363 (the latter two which generalized the schemes to
RW signatures).[216, 218] ISO/IEC 14888-2 also includes the Full-Domain-Hash (FDH) scheme,
which was shown to be provably secure[220] and does not require any padding but instead relies
on a hash function that uniformly maps to the domain of the trapdoor function, i.e., to the set
[0, n − 1].12
The rationale for the quick adoption of the PSS scheme lies in its immediate security proof, which
is tight: though an adversary’s advantage in forgery increases quadratically with the number of
observed signatures and computed hash results, a (multiplicative) constant is involved that diminishes exponentially with increasing key lengths.[220] Surprisingly, though the initial proof for the
FDH was quite loose,[220] subsequent analysis by Coron and Katz and Wang resulted in a tight
security proof similar to that for the RW signature scheme: an adversary’s advantage is largely independent on the number of observed signatures or hash function computations provided that a random bit (that may be deterministically derived from the input message) is incorporated.[221, 222]
It is conjectured that FDH is equally secure without the random bit, and Koblitz and Menezes went
so far as to suggest that “there is no need for the PSS version of RSA”.[223, 224] At the same time,
Dodis et al. have shown that FDH is insecure in the standard model without making additional
assumptions over the (RSA) trapdoor permutation property.[225] What conclusions may be drawn
from this result in practice is unknown.
ISO/IEC 9796-2 and IEEE 1363 specify schemes that provide total or partial message recovery.13 [217, 218] One scheme is the (patented) PSS-R,[220, 226] which is the (partial) message
recovery variant of the PSS scheme. Schemes with message recovery are desirable because both
the RSA and the RW algorithms lead to signature sizes in the order of the public-key parameter
n. Since sub-exponential factorization algorithms are known, n must grow faster than the key
size of a symmetric-key message authentication scheme for equivalent security.[57] In practice, a
work factor of 80 bits roughly equals an RSA public key and signature size of 1232 bits or 154
bytes (see sub-section 4.2.2.4). This is largely impractical for many applications, but particularly
for low-bandwidth real-time communication. Unfortunately, schemes with message recovery are
not efficient for small messages because the encoding cannot be reduced below the size of the
parameter n.
ACE is a recent, randomized scheme that is based on the strong RSA problem.14 [227] It is notable because it has been shown provably secure in the standard model, in contrast to the PSS
scheme, which is based on the random oracle model. However, ACE is much less efficient than
RSA schemes, and signature sizes are more than twice as large. It is thus not known to be used in
practice.
The ESIGN algorithm was designed to address the asymmetry in the signature generation versus
verification times of the RSA/RW schemes.[228] It is a randomized scheme that is based on the
presumed difficulty of finding approximate15 discrete e-th roots modulo n = p2 q, where e ≥ 8
(e = 1024 is recommended). Signature generation requires raising a random element to the power
of e modulo n and the computation of an inverse modulo p as the most time-consuming computing
steps. Verification requires computing the e-th power modulo n on part of the signature. Thus,
while verification speed is slightly lower than for the RSA/RW schemes, signing is considerably
faster. Consequently, this scheme is clearly preferable over RSA/RW when application scenarios
must consider low-performance senders. However, its security assumption is stronger. ESIGN
12 Such

restricted-domain hash functions are easily constructed from general hash functions.
message recovery refers to a technique that combines the advantages of schemes with an appendix and with
message recovery by considering part of the message as additional input besides the hash value to the underlying
signature algorithm.
14 The strong RSA problem states that it is difficult for an adversary to find any root of a message. In explanation, let n
be an RSA modulus and m a randomly selected value in [0, n − 1], then it is infeasible to find t > 1 and s such that
st ≡ m mod n.
15 In the ESIGN scheme, it is sufficient for an adversary to recover the top-most third of the bits of the e-th root of a given
random element to succeed in forgery.
13 Partial
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was evaluated under the CRYPTREC project,[228] is now included in ISO/IEC 14888-2 and IEEE
1363a,[216, 219] and is accompanied with a security proof.[229]
The (Feige-)Fiat-Shamir signature scheme is a modification of the Fiat-Shamir zero-knowledge
identification protocol; it uses the bits of a cryptographic hash of the message and some random input parameter as the set of random challenges.16 [57] It attracted initial interest because
of an easy to show resistance to chosen-message attacks due to the underlying protocol’s zeroknowledge property, and because signing is faster than for RSA. Because more efficient signature
schemes that are proven CCA-secure exist nowadays, such as ESIGN, it is now mainly of interest
because of other properties, such as the possibility to construct identity-based mechanisms17 or
forward-secure signature schemes18 [230] – such features are not of relevance for bulk message
authentication applications, however. Interestingly, while the scheme was proven secure in the
random oracle model, for practical instantiations of the hash function it was shown to be insecure
in the standard model.[231, 232]
4.2.2.2 Discrete Logarithm Based Signatures
The DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm) is the predominant candidate of signature schemes based
on the discrete logarithm problem (DLP), and the strongest contender to RSA in practice. A modification of the El-Gamal signature algorithm designed with help of the NSA, its initial publication
by the NIST provoked a large number of negative responses, in part for fear of a secret backdoor
and due to strong advocacy of the RSA algorithm by some.[233, 223] None of the fears seemed
substantial, and the scheme was specified in 1991 as (part of) the Digital Signature Standard in
FIPS 186 and as the first digital signature system accepted by a government.[234, 223]
DSA is a randomized signature mechanism with appendix that is based on two DLPs, one in the
multiplicative group of integers modulo a prime p, within which the public key is created, and one
in a cyclic sub-group thereof of order q, within which the private key and the signature are created.
This has the advantage that for the sub-group (current) sub-exponential algorithms for solving the
DLP do not apply, and q may thus be selected significantly smaller than p; specifically, q must only
be twice the effective key size required. Signatures are of size 2 dlog qe bits, consisting of the signed
message hash modulo q and some r mod q (where r = g k mod p with g being a public generator
modulo p and k the random input modulo q). For a 80-bit security level with a 160-bit SHA-1 hash
this means that signatures are 320 bits or 40 bytes in length. This is considerably less than for RSA
signatures, even though it is still significant for small messages.
DSA signing involves the dlog qe-bit exponentiation r = g k mod p and derivation of k −1 mod q as
the most demanding computing steps. Signature verification requires two dlog qe-bit exponentiations modulo p and one inversion modulo q. Compared with RSA, signature generation is several
times faster (roughly by the factor log(n)/ log(q) for an RSA modulus n), and while verification is
slower than signing by a factor of roughly two, only, it is significantly slower than RSA verification.
The more balanced processing requirements may be appropriate for scenarios where any device
may instantiate a secure multicast group, though.
NIST prescribes the DSA to be used with hash functions of the SHA family, but precludes use of
SHA-1 from 2014 on due to weaknesses in collision resistance.[154] Generalizations of DSA are

16 Other

identification protocols like the Guillou-Quisquater system may similarly be transformed into a signature scheme.
The Guillou-Quisquater scheme does not require separate keys for the challenge bits like the Fiat-Shamir algorithm but
its computation is slightly more elaborate. Whereas the Fiat-Shamir and Guillou-Quisquater schemes are based on the
discrete square root and RSA problems, respectively, the Schnorr identification protocol assumes the intractability of
discrete logarithms; its signature variant essentially equals the Schnorr scheme (see section 4.2.2.2).
17 In an identity-based scheme, the public key may be any public information such as an e-mail address or a name.
18 In a forward-secure signature scheme the private key gets evolved over time such that private-key compromise at a certain
point in time does not enable an adversary to forge signatures seemingly created at an earlier time.
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widely defined by other national and international organizations, including the IEEE in document
1363 and the ISO/IEC in the 14888-3 standard.[218, 235]
The El-Gamal signature algorithm is the prototype for a variety of DLP-based digital signature
schemes.[57] It is similar to the DSA, but does not employ a specific sub-group of order q  p: it
computes signatures modulo p − 1, and is thus less efficient.
The Schnorr signature scheme employs a small sub-group for signature generation like the DSA,
but avoids computation of the inverse, and it feeds r as part of the message to the hash function
instead of incorporating the random input outside of the hash function:[57] Koblitz and Menezes
note that this design is provably secure, a result that is not available for DSA.[223]
The Pintsov-Vanstone scheme is a partial message recovery variant of the Nyberg-Rueppel scheme,
[236] which in turn is a total message recovery variant of the El-Gamal algorithm.[57] The PintsovVanstone system allows flexible resistance against existential forgery by permitting a predefined
number of redundancy bits: b bits of unambiguous (partial) message padding correspond to a
forgery probability of 2−b .[237] During its processing, it also requires a symmetric-key encryption
step; it is thus more complex than other schemes. Both schemes employ a sub-group of order
q  p, but require r to represent the (encoded) message modulo p; in this setting, they are thus
unsuitable to reduce the signature overhead for small messages. The Nyberg-Rueppel and PintsovVanstone schemes are supported by the IEEE in 1363a.[219]
The DLP can be generalized to other algebraic groups. Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) refers to
cryptographic mechanisms based on the DLP in the multiplicative group of finite fields defined
over elliptic curves, and was first proposed between 1985 and 1987 by Miller and Koblitz.[238]
The main advantage of ECC over traditional cryptography is that no sub-exponential algorithms
are known for computing discrete logarithms over suitably selected curves. This allows for publickey sizes that are only twice the security level required (i.e., 160 bits for a work factor of 280 ) and
improves efficiency for (hardware) implementations. The small field sizes also benefit schemes
with message recovery, such as the ECC variant of the Pintsov-Vanstone algorithm. Curves are
popularly defined over prime fields, which are more amenable for software implementations, and
over binary fields, which are particularly suited for hardware implementation.[234] For both, FPGA
and ASIC cores assisting in ECC operations exist.[239, 240] Because of the lower complexity for
hardware implementation compared to traditional public-key cryptography, ECC is particularly
appealing for low-cost and low-power designs such as smartcards.[241]
ECDSA is the ECC variant of the DSA; though part of FIPS 183-3, it was developed for the ANSI and
is specified in ANSI X9.62.[234] It is included in the NSA Suite B public cryptographic algorithms
list.[157] ECRYPT reports the speed of the ECDSA in software to be comparable to DSA for a 80-bit
security level.[143]
The ECC-based Pintsov-Vanstone scheme with partial message recovery allows for the smallest
message overhead of DSA-like signature schemes discussed so far. Depending on the desired level
of resistance against forgery, signature overhead may be anywhere between 21 and 30 bytes for a
80-bit security level. The scheme is included in IEEE 1363a.[219]
A major practical drawback of ECC-based schemes is the wide patent coverage of efficient computation mechanisms.[238, 242] Nonetheless, certain techniques are considered patent-free.[238,
239, 243] Assuming that some of these methods can compare with traditional DLP-based schemes
in terms of processing speed, ECC-based signature schemes are clearly to be preferred for their
lower public-key sizes, lower implementation complexity, and lower overhead for message recovery implementations. An ECC-based variant of the Schnorr algorithm seems to provide the best
tradeoff in terms of message processing and overhead requirements compared to other DLP-based
signature methods.
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4.2.2.3 Other Digital Signature Schemes
One of the reasons why the signature sizes of DSA-like schemes cannot be further reduced is
because they are randomized systems. In 2001, Boneh, Lynn, and Shacham presented the deterministic and provably (but non-tight) CMA-secure BLS signature scheme with appendix that is
based on a bi-linear pairing over certain elliptic curves, where the Computational Diffie-Hellman
(CDH) problem is assumed hard but the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem19 is easy, and that
allows for signatures that are only slightly larger than twice the bit security level required.20 [244]
Pairing-based cryptography was originally introduced as a solution to the problem of identity-based
encryption systems, but has now found a large number of other applications. The BLS scheme requires a somewhat elaborate implementation of a hash function for uniformly mapping messages
to group elements, and while the principal signing step involves a single exponentiation signature
verification is based on two pairing steps for solving the DDH problem, both which are timeintensive operations. A more efficient scheme was presented in 2004 by Zhang, Safavi-Naini, and
Susilo, which allows standard cryptographic hash functions and reduces the number of pairings to
one.[245] Using efficient algorithms for pairing, signature verification is only a few times slower
than for comparable DLP-based schemes, while signature generation is about equally fast.[246] If
high message throughput is not a concern, such short signatures could be a viable alternative to
ECDSA-like schemes (not considering possible patent issues).
Extremely short signatures, barely larger than the bit security level, have been described for
schemes in code-based cryptography. The idea of using a linear error-correcting code, for which an
efficient decoding algorithm is known, as the description of a private key, and disguising the code
via a secret random perturbation matrix as a general linear code, whose decoding is known to be
NP-hard, for a description of the public-key, has already been developed in 1978 by McEliece.[247]
In contrast to many other public-key systems based on NP-hard problems, such as the infamous
knapsack problem, the McEliece encryption system has largely withstood cryptographic attacks
over time. Code-based systems provide the benefit that no complicated algebraic group operations
are involved: measurements have determined such schemes to be faster than integer factorization
and discrete logarithm-based schemes for both public- and private-key operations![143, 248] The
reason why code-based schemes have received little traction lies in their excessive key requirements, which is in the order of several hundred kbits for standard levels of security![249] This is
also true for the CFS system, the first description of a code-based signature scheme.[250] The CFS
scheme is interesting because of very fast verification time (less than one micro-second) that may
be traded off against reduced signature sizes, down to just a few bits longer than the effective key
size. However, this comes at a considerable price: signature generation takes up to 30 seconds on
a 1 GHz PC.
Code-based cryptography is one branch of public-key algorithms studied in post-quantum cryptography. Multi-variate cryptography resembles another branch, whose basic concept of constructing a
public-key system is taken over from code-based systems. It is based on the idea of constructing a
multi-variate system of quadratic (or higher-degree) polynomials, which can be easily solved, and
disguising it as a general system using a random permutation matrix, for which the problem of solving it is NP-hard. Similar to code-based systems, this results in rather large public-key sizes; various
techniques can reduce the overhead for private keys significantly. A number of systems have been
proposed, some of which have been evaluated under the NESSIE project, where SFLASH(v2) was
recommended as a very efficient system in terms of processing for low-cost embedded systems
when key sizes are not an issue.[99] Signature generation speed is reported to be comparable
19 The

Computational Diffie-Hellman problem refers to the task of computing g ab for given (g, g a , g b ), where g is a generator
of a suitable group and a, b are randomly selected values. The Decisional Diffie-Hellman problem asks whether a given g c
is equivalent to g ab . Both problems are readily solved if DLP is easy, but it is not known if and where the CDH problem
is equivalent to DLP.
20 Note that signature schemes with appendix following the basic hash-then-sign or FDH paradigm cannot reduce their
signature sizes below twice the effective key size to consider collision attacks in the underlying hash function.
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to (EC)DSA, while verification is several times faster. For a 80-bit security level, public keys are
2409 bytes in size, and signatures have 37 bytes (296 bits).[99, 143] The Rainbow scheme was
proposed as an alternative to SFLASH, and shows similar performance.[253, 143] The NESSIE
evaluation report mentions that the security of SFLASH is not well defined and that no proof of
security is available, and indeed, the system was completely broken in 2007.[252] Because multivariate cryptography is a rather new field, and because several proposals have turned out to not be
as secure as initially thought,[99, 254, 252] such schemes are currently not recommended. Last
but not least, all current systems seem to be covered by patents.[99]
Lattice-based cryptography is a particularly promising branch of new efficient and post-quantumsecure public-key systems, and has been first proposed in 1997 by Ajtai and Dwork.[255]. It is
based on the problems of finding a shortest non-zero vector in a lattice or of determining the closest
vector to a given non-lattice vector, which are NP-complete under appropriate assumptions.[256]
Based on Ajtai and Dwork’s work, Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Halewi devised encryption and signature schemes, which adopt the principle of code-based systems of using a random perturbation
matrix to disguise a suitable lattice basis as a general basis.[257] Hoffstein, Pipher, and Silverman
developed similar but improved systems for encryption and signature generation, which became
known as the NTRU cryptosystems.[258, 259] The latter are strongly commercialized by their
inventors,[260] and have received major attraction by the cryptographic community. This is in
part due to the efficient integer-based algorithms they give rise to, whose computational complexity is lower than for other public-key systems. In particular, for a key of length k bits processing
complexity increases with O(k 2 ) (or O(k log k) using product-form polynomials), in contrast to
integer factorization or discrete logarithm-base schemes, whose complexity generally grows with
O(k 3 ). NTRU systems are claimed to be up to 200 times faster than conventional public-key
systems;[261] however, ECRYPT benchmarks reveal that the encryption scheme is only about five
times faster for decryption than RSA with comparable security,[143] and it may be concluded that
the signature scheme is therefore only slightly faster than (EC)DSA. A bigger motivation for the interest in lattice-based cryptography is that the security of systems can be reduced to the worst-case
hardness of lattice problems – this provides a strong security guarantee, and is in contrast to classical public-key systems, which assume average hardness (see section 3.4.3).[256] Unfortunately,
the NTRU systems do not come with security proofs, and earlier versions have repeatedly been
broken. Therefore, and despite support for the NTRU encryption scheme in the form of the SVES
(Short Vector Encryption Scheme) by the IEEE in the 1363.1 standard,[262] the systems cannot be
recommended. One must also consider the patent situation for these systems.[263] Provably secure lattice-based signature schemes have been presented by Gentry, Peikert, and Vaikuntanathan
and by Lyubashevsky and Micciancio.[264, 265] However, the latter requires (impractical) onetime signatures (see below), and more studies are needed for the assumptions of the underlying
problems. Therefore, no lattice-based schemes can be recommended in the near future.
Hash-based digital signatures are quite different from other signature algorithms in that they do not
make use of any trapdoor function, and instead are solely based on one-way and collision-resistant
hash functions. Hash-based signatures build on the concept of one-time signatures, which have
been invented by Lamport and Diffie in 1979.21 One-time signatures are based on one-way hash
functions, and support exactly one message signing operation after distribution of the public key.
Merkle subsequently described how a tree structure could be employed, which allows linking a
set of private keys (the leaves in the tree) to a single public key (the root).[57] A pseudo-random
number generator can be used to avoid explicit storage of the set of private keys in the tree, and
various trade-offs between storage and on-line computation complexity are possible. An optimal
solution has been described whose memory and processing complexity are both logarithmic in the
number of private keys (i.e., signing operations).[266] For example, 240 signatures corresponding
to one public key may be created using storage of 120 · b hash values and 80 · b hash function
21 An

earlier form of one-time signatures have been described by Rabin in 1978, but they require the recipient to interact
with the signer for verification.[57]
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Security Level

RSA/RW/ESIGN

(bits)

PK & Signature

Public-Key

DSA (and variants)
Signature

Public-Key

ECDSA (and variants)
Signature

PK & Signature

BLS

64

808

808

256

128

256

136

72

1008

1008

288

144

288

168

80

1232

1232

320

160

320

208

96

1776

1776

384

192

384

296

112

2448

2448

448

224

448

408

128

3248

3248

512

256

512

544

Table 4.1: Public-key and signature sizes of digital signature schemes for various security levels

invocations per signature, where b denotes the bit length of a signature. These numbers may be
reduced by setting up multiple trees (i.e., increasing the public key length). Because of the simplicity of the operations, the schemes are very practical.[267] However, the underlying Lamport
one-time signatures are large compared to other schemes: b2 bits, or 25,600 bits (3200 bytes) for
an 80-bit security level. (These may be reduced using constructions by Winternitz or by Bleichenbacher and Maurer, at the cost of increased processing complexity.[268]) Nonetheless, hash-based
schemes are of major cryptographic interest, which stems from the fact that they have the least
requirements in terms of hardness assumptions, and thus may be seen as the last line of defense
against quantum-cryptographic attacks.[266]
4.2.2.4 Key Sizes and Signature Sizes
Similarly to symmetric authentication schemes, digital signature schemes must resist forgery and
key recovery. In terms of key recovery, a scheme must resist an adversary attempting to deduce
the private key from the public key by selecting messages in a chosen-message setting during the
period of time the keys are in use for authentication. If automated key management is used and
keys are frequently updated, only short-term security must be provided. This is crucial because in
contrast to symmetric-key primitives, key sizes have a large performance and bandwidth impact for
digital signature schemes. Nonetheless, for some applications like the authentication of signaling
information it may be desirable to use static, pre-established keys. Reasonable security levels seem
to lie between 72 bits, which should provide protection in the order of a few months against a
powerful adversary (i.e., a large organization), and a 96-bit security level with several years of
protection.[158, 156]
In terms of forgery, beyond key recovery and guessing, an adversary may attempt to find two
messages in a chosen-message setting that yield the same hash value for a scheme with appendix.
Thus, the hash function implemented must be collision-resistant, and in consequence a lower limit
for signature sizes of schemes following the classic hash-then-sign paradigm is twice the security
level in bits required. For schemes with partial message recovery, the probability of forgery may
be configured flexibly by choosing the level of redundancy used, such as for the Pintsov-Vanstone
scheme. Suitable levels of resistance against forgery were discussed in section 4.2.1.6.
Table 4.1 relates various levels of bit security with the corresponding public-key (PK) and signature
sizes of those signature schemes discussed previously that are considered practical. For the classical
schemes, the data is based on analysis by ECRYPT, and specifically, the asymptotic efficiency of the
General Number Field Sieve (GNFS) for solving the integer factorization and discrete logarithm
problems in multiplicative groups over integers as well as the complexity of generic mechanisms
such as the baby-step-giant-step algorithm for solving discrete logarithms in the ECC variants.[158]
For the BLS scheme, the security of n-bit signatures can be reduced to the discrete logarithm
problem in multiplicative integer groups of order 6n.[244]
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4.2.3 Multicast Source Authentication Protocols
Digital signature schemes in packet-based data transmission provide very strong properties in
that packet signatures may be created and verified independently of receiver numbers, signature
information in other messages, and the time of transmission. Furthermore, they provide nonrepudiation, a security property that is largely meaningful only at the application layer. Multicast
source authentication protocols attempt to compromise on one or more of these features, and
intend to provide a more lightweight alternative to digital signatures, primarily in terms of computational effort. Introducing state in the form of dependencies on other messages or on transmission
timing is particularly important as it has been shown that any stateless multicast source authentication solution with short signatures based solely on PRFs is either vulnerable to collusions or can
be efficiently converted into a digital signature scheme.[270] Furthermore, dropping support for
non-repudiation is crucial as it gives rise to very efficient solutions.[269]
The following paragraphs shortly discuss three protocols that are representative for the approaches
described in the literature for creating efficient multicast source authentication protocols without
non-repudiation:[269] the key asymmetry approach, where receivers are given only partial information about the sender’s secret key, sufficient to verify authenticators on messages but not to
sign messages; the time asymmetry solution, where keys are continually updated by the sender but
disclosed only when they may no more be used for signing; and a hybrid approach.
Canetti et al. have described an elegant protocol based on the concept of key asymmetry.[271]
It defines k · n (both pre-defined constants) symmetric keys, each of which is used by the sender
to add a MAC to a message, and provides each receiver with a subset of n randomly chosen keys.
Assuming that n is large, then for minimal bandwidth consumption, each MAC may be of 1 bit,
only. A receiver verifies a message by re-computing the MACs for the keys in its subset; since each
entity is expected to have a different subset, a message for which all MACs are determined to be
correct is likely to be authentic. The problem here is that the system is vulnerable to collusions
by receivers: if k or more devices pool their keys they gain sufficient information for forging signatures. Nonetheless, it has been shown that this solution is asymptotically optimal for a stateless
protocol based solely on PRFs. Canetti et al.’s protocol may be suitable for environments where
users are largely trusted, or when keys are stored in tamper-resistant memory. However, it is not
adequate for open groups with a large receiver base.
The TESLA (Timed Efficient Stream Loss-Tolerant Authentication) protocol by Perrig et al. is
based on the concept of time asymmetry,[272, 273] and derives sequences of secret keys as
K0 = f (K1 ) = f l (x), K1 = f (K2 ) = f l−1 (x), . . . , Kl−1 = f (x) of a one-way hash function f , some
initial secret x, and of predefined length l. Messages M are sent as (M, i, MAChash(Ki ) (M ), Ki−d ),
where hash is some PRF, d > 1 the predefined disclosure delay, and d ≤ i ≤ l − 1 the index of
the current time interval. The disclosed key Ki−d allows verifying buffered messages received in
time-slot i − d. The authenticity of the key can be reduced to the authenticity of any prior key Kj ,
j < i − d, by verifying that Kj = f i−d−j (Ki−d ); thus, the protocol is tolerant to message (key)
loss within a time interval. K0 is authenticated using conventional means, i.e., a digital signature. µTESLA is a slight variation of TESLA,[274] which decouples key disclosure from message
transmission and publishes keys only once per time interval, thus reducing bandwidth overhead.
It also avoids using a digital signature for K0 by communicating the most recently disclosed key
(possibly of the previous key chain) directly to receiver devices joining the secure multicast group,
authenticated with a shared key between receiver and sender.
Time asymmetry requires sender and receivers to be loosely clock-synchronized, and receivers must
be able to determine the maximum latency between message transmission and processing. In DVB
networks, clock synchronization may be trivially accomplished: In broadcast systems, Program
Clock Reference (PCR) values are regularly transmitted within PSI data, and a buffering model
helps receivers staying in synchronization with the sender.[7] In DVB-RCS networks, Network
Clock Reference (NCR) information provides a means for network synchronization.[12] An upper
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bound on the latency may be specified based on knowledge of the characteristics of the network
(e.g., terrestrial or satellite), or evaluated during network log-on in interactive systems. Thus,
protocols like TESLA may be very efficiently implemented in DVB networks. In purely interactive
systems, µTESLA resembles a very attractive option, requiring only simple MAC computations, with
a per-packet overhead that is slightly more than one MAC. Unidirectional broadcast systems where
active attacks must be considered as well as interactive networks where receive-only devices are
present may implement TESLA, but then must use (certified) digital signatures to sign some of the
disclosed keys to allow devices joining the group at arbitrary times. Because of its online processing
requirements (µ)TESLA may not be desirable for transmissions that are prepared off-line, such as
for a data carousel.
Perrig also presented another protocol called BiBa (“Bins and Balls”),[275] which combines the
key asymmetry with the time asymmetry approach in order to share their advantages and thus
avoiding receiver latency of the TESLA protocols. It uses several one-way key chains, but instead
of disclosing previous keys with a delay, a fixed number of current keys – those keys (“balls”) that
hash to the same value (“bin”) using a message-dependent PRF – are revealed for each message.
The disclosed keys allow immediate message verification, while the probability of forgery may be
upper-bounded suitably. Unfortunately, this solution – though elegant – is particularly ill-suited for
the case of DVB networks: high transmission speeds demand either large numbers of “bins” and
“balls” or short time intervals, the first resulting in large signatures and processing requirements
and the latter in frequent disclosure of a large number of keys. Variants have been proposed that
improve slightly on the BiBa protocol but share the same principal drawback.[269]

4.2.4 Multi-Sender Source Authentication
Multicast source authentication protocols are efficient solutions for multicast and broadcast settings involving a single sender. However, one may envision group communication scenarios where
multiple senders share a common encryption key but where a shared authentication key is not considered adequate because of insufficient trust in the users. If strict source authentication is required
in multi-sender scenarios, each legitimate sender must be provided with a distinct authentication
key in order to preclude impersonation attacks. If a receiver has to remember the key of each
sender this results in a scalability problem when groups become large. Worse, efficient multicast
source authentication protocols require receivers to maintain transmission state, aggravating the
problem.
It would be desirable to have a protocol that allows assigning each sender a unique private key but
for which a single public key may be created that any receiver may use for message verification.
In a simple setting, this requires a TTP to set up the public key; the group opener or a designated
group controller are natural choices. It also requires that message verification reveals identifying
information about the sender (e.g., the link-layer and/or network-layer address associated with
the sender’s private key). Alternatively, the identifying information carried in the sender’s message
may be used as additional input to the key in the verification function such that incorrect data
results in failed verification.
A simple solution may be obtained using digital certificates. The certificate consists of the sender’s
public key, and is signed with the key of the group controller. The group controller’s signature
also covers identifying information about the sender. Then, receivers only need to remember the
group controller’s public key, and they can recover the authentication public key from the certificate attached to each message; upon message verification they can ascertain that the identifying
information delivered by the sender agrees with that of the certificate.
Digital certificates are very heavy cryptographic primitives, requiring two signatures and two receiver verification functions for each message. Identity-based signature schemes, where the sender’s
identifying information itself is the public key (or gives rise to the public key using a public recon-
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struction function), may be used to reduce the number of signatures to one. To avoid the additional
trust required in the TTP during construction of the private keys, one may envision some sort of
self-certified public-key systems where the sender selects both the public and the private key and
the TTP generates some reconstruction public data from the public key,[57] such that message verification requires knowledge of the public key and some reconstruction public data (both to be
attached to messages). However, as it has been shown that multicast source authentication protocols that are both stateless and efficient are unlikely to be obtained, it is equally unlikely that
efficient multi-sender source authentication protocols that do not rely on digital signatures can be
created.

4.3 Combined Data Confidentiality and Authentication
One may wonder why the combined use of data confidentiality and message authentication is
discussed in a separate section. The reason is twofold: First, it is not obvious in which order
encryption and authentication should be carried out, despite some early empathetic arguments
for the “one” right way.[287] The second reason is that over the last years some very efficient
schemes have been developed that provide authentication almost “for free”, meaning that the
extra processing required for authentication over encryption is marginal.

4.3.1 Generic Composition
Generic composition, in this section, refers to combining an encryption scheme with an authentication scheme in order to attain both data confidentiality and message authentication. Three
principal approaches of constructing an encrypted and authenticated message M out of a plaintext
P can be described:
1. Authenticate-and-encrypt (A&E): In this approach, the plaintext message is both encrypted
and authenticated independently, such that M := EK1 (P )kM ACK2 (P ).
2. Authenticate-then-encrypt (AtE): Here, the message is first authenticated, and then the
message-MAC pair is encrypted to M := EK1 (P kM ACK2 (P )).
3. Encrypt-then-Authenticate (EtA): In this paradigm, the message is first encrypted to a ciphertext C := EK1 (P ), and then authenticated to produce M := CkM ACK2 (C).
Note that independent keys K1 and K2 must be used for encryption and authentication. Further
note that even in the AtE approach the MAC must not be replaced by an unkeyed hash function,
such as a simple CRC (and as even wrongly suggested in [57]).[289] Both issues have been surprisingly often ignored in protocol design, the latter infamously in the WEP protocol for WLAN
security.
Aside from such pitfalls, there had long been a debate in the cryptographic and security communities about the best solution. This is no better exemplified than by citing three of the most popular
Internet security protocols: SSH,[288] TLS,[110], and IPsec,[108, 286] each of which follow the
A&E, AtE, or the EtA approach, respectively.
The debate was settled by Bellare and Namprempre in 2000, who studied the problem under the
provable security paradigm.[290] They showed that assuming a “strongly unforgeable”22 property
of the MAC, the only generally secure method is that of EtA. (Krawczyk later showed that AtE
is secure for specific instantiations of encryption, such as the CBC mode of operation or when a
stream cipher is used.[291])
22 Strong

unforgeability means that it must be infeasible for an adversary to find any new and valid message-MAC pair
in a chosen-message setting. In difference to the more common “weak” unforgeability notion, the message may be a
previously queried one provided that the MAC is different.
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4.3.2 Authenticated Encryption Schemes
Practitioners were searching for methods to attain implicit message authentication in encryption
early on, as demonstrated by the in-depth analysis of error propagation in block cipher modes and
suggestions such as the fully error-propagating PCBC mode.[57] The desire for a lightweight means
for authentication is also exemplified by such insecure realizations as sealed authenticators[57]
(secret known values, which are encrypted along with the message) or the use of unkeyed hash
functions in the AtE approach.
Practical schemes for providing both encryption and message authentication are now known as
authenticated encryption (AE) or authenticated encryption with associated data (AEAD) schemes.
(“Associated data” refers to a message header that is authenticated but not encrypted.) The first
provably secure AE(AD) schemes providing authentication with little additional processing overhead over encryption were presented in 2000 by Jutla.[292] These were the IACBC and IAPM
modes, the first loosely based on CBC and the latter resembling the ECB or CTR modes. Blocks are
offset with encrypted indices, a process somewhat similar to the XOR-MAC and known as whitening. The MAC is computed as the sum of the encrypted indices, of which only dlog(|M |)e must be
created via block encryption (|M | being the length of a message M in cipher blocks).
Subsequently, Gligor and Donescu presented true single-pass schemes, known as XCBC and XECB,
which require only a constant number (two) additional block cipher invocations to create the
MAC.[293] Independently, a further improved single-pass variant of Iutla’s IAPM was created by
Rogaway together with Bellare, Black, and Krovetz, named the OCB (Offset Codebook) mode.[294,
295] OCB is claimed to be only about 6.4% slower than CBC mode encryption, but allows for
parallel and on-line computation.
Unfortunately, the wide-spread acceptance of these efficient one-pass schemes is hindered by their
(U.S.) patent coverage.[296, 298, 297, 299, 300] Initially promising AE(AD) fast stream cipher
designs, such as Sober-128 and Phelix, the latter an eSTREAM candidate, have quickly fallen
to cryptanalysis.[301, 140] As a consequence of patent issues, a number of double-pass authenticated encryption schemes have been suggested. These modes resemble more conventional generic
composition, but do so in a clever way to avoid the requirement for two different keys. The
CCM mode, which combines the CTR mode with the CBC-MAC in – curiously – the AtE approach,
has become popular after being adopted by the IEEE 802.11 working group, which had selected
AES over RC4 in the design of a more secure successor to WEP but was rejecting OCB due to
its patent encumbrance.[302, 303] It is now used in IEEE 802.11, 802.15, and 802.16 security
protocols,[303, 304, 305] and is supported by a number of standards organizations including the
NIST in SP 800-38C.[306] However, it has various peculiarities and shortcomings, and was therefore criticized heavily by some researchers.[307] The EAX mode was suggested as an alternative,
which combines the CTR mode with the OMAC in an EtA fashion to create an on-line mode, replacing the length-prepending CBC-MAC of CCM.[308] The CWC mode was suggested independently,
and combines the CTR mode with a universal hashing based Carter-Wegman style MAC.[309] A
(hardware-)optimized version of CWC has become known as the GCM mode, which is specified in
NIST SP 800-38D, and whose MAC functionality (GMAC) was discussed in section 4.2.1.4.[197]
The main issue with above two-pass schemes is that they require, as their name says, essentially
two passes over the data. While provably secure and thus taking the burden of proper generic
composition from a protocol designer, their only other advantage is that they do not require maintenance of two keys. They do not offer more security than when the underlying cryptographic
primitives are correctly used in generic composition, they are not faster, they are inflexible when
either of encryption or authentication are to be modified or omitted, and their specifics often add
additional complexity to an implementation. Consequently, while suitable for scenarios where
cryptographic primitives are unlikely to ever be changed, they are not advisable for a link-layer security extension in DVB networks where flexibility is desired, both by users (e.g., some may prefer
a high-speed, parallelizable universal hashing based MAC, while others may prefer a more classic
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MAC that is more robust to nonce reuse and multi-forgeries) and to support non-standard security
solutions (e.g., traffic flow confidentiality; see section 4.5).
A more interesting two-pass scheme is the SIV mode.[310] It is a deterministic AEAD scheme that
uses the tag of a CMAC computation as the randomized IV for subsequent CTR mode encryption.
This works in part because the CMAC can be modeled as a PRF; the overall security of the scheme
has been proven by its authors, and matches the well-known birthday bound of other block cipher
modes. The advantage of the scheme is that no explicit nonce or IV is required; it is thus more
bandwidth-efficient than any other randomized encryption scheme when message authentication
is required. Its main disadvantage is that message encryption and authentication are strictly serial:
only after the message has been authenticated, the IV is available for encryption.
The AE CCFB and AEAD CCFB+H modes have been presented as patent-free yet faster-than-twopass alternatives.[311] However, they have the significant disadvantage that instead of offsetting
the blocks using encrypted indices some fixed space, the size of the MAC, is reserved in the blocks
to carry the indices. Thus, processing speed decreases linearly with the size of the MACs, and
performance drops even below that of two-pass schemes as soon as the MAC is chosen larger than
half the block size.
The CS mode has been proposed as a patent-free solution as fast as single-pass schemes.[312] It
uses a simple LFSR to pre-whiten the plaintext and post-whiten the ciphertext, and updates an authenticator value with the intermediate block cipher encryption results after half the number of the
cipher’s total rounds. While it is efficient, its use of a block cipher is non-standard. Furthermore,
while arguments are presented pertaining to its security, no proof is available. Finally, it does not
support associated data.

4.4 Data Freshness
Data freshness guarantees require a receiver to unambiguously distinguish data repeated by a
legitimate sender from messages duplicated by an adversary. The principal approach is to make
sure that each message transmitted by a legitimate sender is unique. In the extreme, this requires
a receiver to remember all messages accepted so far. However, messages are usually received more
or less in the order they were transmitted. Specifically, in the case of DVB networks, there is a
guarantee that messages are always delivered in strict order. This considerably simplifies receiver
processing since no message buffering is required.
In the following, two popular approaches for implementing replay protection are described: a
stateful approach based on monotonically increasing sequence numbers, and a solution that relies
on the external state of a synchronized clock.

4.4.1 Sequence Numbers
Message sequence numbers are the standard solution for replay protection and are widely implemented as such in security protocols. It requires sender and receiver to maintain a common
sequence number space, with an agreed-upon initial message counter value (e.g., zero). For each
message, the sender attaches the current counter value, and after transmission, increases the value
by one. At the receiver side, the counter delivered with the message is compared with the receiverside state: if the message value is equal to or greater than the stored sequence number then the
message can be considered fresh; otherwise, it is assumed a replay. Upon acceptance of the message, the receiver counter state is updated with the sequence number of the message (copying the
counter instead of incrementing it considers messages that are lost during transit). It is important
that the message counter is authenticated together with the rest of the message (e.g., using a MAC)
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and verified at the receiver side, or otherwise an active attacker may simply change the sequence
number as required.
Sequence numbers provide the benefit of a simple and very bandwidth-efficient solution. They
may even be re-used for cryptographic primitives that requires nonces as input (e.g., CTR mode
encryption, universal hashing-based MACs). Thus, they are an ideal solution for any scenario
where a single legitimate sender is involved and interactivity is provided (such that each receiver
can independently synchronize its sequence number upon joining the communication23 ). However,
they are less suitable for multi-sender configurations because of the difficulty of maintaining a
common counter value. Multiple sequence numbers may be used, once per sender, but this option
does not scale for large groups.

4.4.2 Timestamps
Timestamps move the requirement for a synchronized state to an external clock. Timestamps are
similar to sequence numbers in use in that each message is tagged with a monotonically increasing
value. However, the threshold for acceptance as fresh data is not necessarily a remembered state
but the current time and an upper bound on the message propagation delay. The variance of
the delay (“jitter”) determines the chance that an adversary may succeed in replaying a recent
message. This is typically mitigated by implementing state in the form of a replay cache, such
that incoming and potentially fresh messages are always checked for being a replay of a recently
accepted message.[313] The size of this state may be determined based on the maximum channel
bandwidth and jitter, and thus can be independent of the number of senders. For scenarios with a
single legitimate sender and in-order message delivery a single entry in the replay cache, consisting
of the last valid message, is sufficient to provide strong guarantees for replay protection.
The benefit of timestamps is twofold: they provide a scalable solution to the multi-sender problem,
and they do not require initialization of the receiver state using bi-directional communication.
However, per-packet bandwidth overhead is higher compared to sequence numbers, and secure
means for clock synchronization are needed.

4.5 Traffic Flow Confidentiality
Traffic flow confidentiality is quite different from other security requirements since many solutions
are of non-cryptographic nature. This is because they pertain to the basic mechanisms of data encapsulation, message filtering, and decapsulation. These mechanisms are optimized for bandwidth
efficiency and low processing efforts, and changes therein must be traded off against the security
gained. Furthermore, there is a natural requirement for compatibility with existing mechanisms,
and any adaptations must therefore be transparent, precluding more efficient solutions.
Ideally, traffic flow confidentiality conceals any aspect of transmission from an attacker. However,
as outlined in section 3.6, it is impossible to hide the presence of communication to an adversary
with physical access to the communications channel. Thus, the next-best goal is to preclude an attacker from deriving any additional knowledge from the observation of channel transmissions. In
practice, this requires transmitting messages at regular time intervals and inserting dummy packets
into the communications channel for any unused capacity such that an adversary cannot deduce
information from any variations in the frequency of communication. (Note that this cannot protect
against physical-layer attacks detecting electro-magnetic emissions of an interactive terminal, possibly using direction-finding techniques or by measuring antenna side-lobe emissions, when the
23 It

is possible to configure receivers’ initial counters using unidirectional key management. However, this moves the
problem of replay protection from the user space to the control space.
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communications channel is shared among multiple transmitters.) Last but not least, it must be
infeasible for an attacker to distinguish messages with useful data from dummy packets.
In order to attain above goals, two crucial aspects have been identified. The primary requirement
is the concealment of source and destination addresses. This is because plaintext address information in messages can easily be used to identify valid messages, and to trace users and their
communication in a network. Another major concern is the observation of message lengths, which
may offer a hint to the content of messages and for distinguishing valid packets from dummy data.
These issues are discussed in the following.

4.5.1 Address Confidentiality (Identity Protection)
The increased awareness of privacy issues over the last several years has led to various solutions
for concealing addresses in user communication. In the context of IP networks, techniques that
were originally intended to address the scarcity of available IPv4 addresses, such as NAT[276]
and DHCP[277], were increasingly implemented as a means for preventing the tracking of user
devices at remote end-points. For IPv6, the use of short-term DHCPv6-assigned temporary addresses was specifically promoted.[278] This is because stateless auto-configuration of network
addresses includes the device’s Extended Unique Identifier (EUI), a mechanism that allows effective tracking of devices even across different networks. As a stateless solution a somewhat more
elaborate process known as privacy extensions has been proposed,[279] which creates temporary
addresses essentially by selecting the EUI at random, followed by duplicate-address detection to
avoid interference with other devices.
Temporary addresses may be created at both end-points of a communication link. However, the
initiator (“source”) of a connection will usually not be in the know of the current alias address of
the remote side (“destination”). In general, unless addresses are centrally assigned, this technique
does not allow protecting both end-points of a link.
For the IEEE 802.15.1 Bluetooth protocol specification, temporary addresses have been proposed
for a so-called anonymity mode, which was designed to preclude passive attacks tracking the location of devices.[127, 280] Here, both communication nodes may conceal their actual addresses, but
then some initial connection attempt (“pairing”) is required to securely exchange actual addresses.
This does not protect against active attackers, and is only suitable for restricted environments.
The use of temporary addresses has also been suggested in an earlier proposal for ULE security.[281]
In this case, it was intended for the concealment of packet destination addresses. However, this
approach was criticized by the author of this thesis for a number of reasons.[282] In particular,
the use of temporary addresses suffers from the following problems: Creation of temporary addresses must somehow assure that they do not and will not collide with real-world addresses,
i.e., addresses of other devices that are connected to or may connect to the network. Assuring
that temporary addresses are unique requires maintaining a database of assigned addresses; this
solution is quite inflexible. Temporary addresses selected at the hub must somehow be reliably
transferred to each terminal; this is difficult for unidirectional links and does not scale well for
multicast scenarios. Finally, while temporary addresses are sufficient to preclude efficient tracing
of user devices at end-nodes they provide little to no protection against a dedicated attacker. This
is because temporary addresses, though regularly updated, provide an adversary with a sufficiently
long view on a connection such that it may associate it with a specific user or user device.
In turn, the use of encrypted addresses has been proposed by the author.[282] In particular, it was
suggested that for each device a separate encryption key may be used to conceal the destination
address. Receivers can detect packets destined to them by probing, i.e., trial-decryption. This
works for the following reasons: A correct key does always reveal the concealed address, and
hence packets cannot be missed by intended receivers. An incorrect decryption key results in
data that is indistinguishable from random (assuming a secure encryption scheme), effectively
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precluding an adversary from reading the packet’s destination address. At the same time, there is a
negligible chance that a packet will be mistakenly accepted. And in a broadcast network, messages
are delivered to all receivers, and thus an adversary cannot determine the intended destination of
a packet based on tracking its transmission path. It was shown that this solution can be efficiently
implemented, supports protection against both outsider and insider attacks, and is superior to the
use of temporary addresses.
Encryption may also be used to conceal the source addresses of return-link packets in interactive
systems. At the destination, the same key that was identified as being used for concealment of the
destination address can be used to recover the source address. Implications of the encryption of
source labels are discussed in sections 5.8 and 5.9.

4.5.2 Packet Length Confidentiality
Numerous security protocols support a light way of traffic flow confidentiality through concealing
the actual lengths of carried Protocol Data Units (PDUs) by the addition of padding bytes. A
one-byte padding length indicator, suitable for defining up to 255 padding bytes and intended for
alignment purposes for block ciphers and CPU architectures as well as limited traffic flow confidentiality, was introduced for the ESP protocol of the IPsec suite in RFC 2406.[283] Similarly, a onebyte padding field was defined for the TLS[110] and SSH protocols[288]. RFC 4303 recognized
that the small number of possible padding bytes may not be sufficient to hide traffic characteristics,
and specified support for an arbitrary amount of padding in the ESP payload, provided that the
embedded protocol includes explicit information about its packet lengths (e.g., the Total Length
or Payload Length fields of the IPv4 and IPv6 headers).[108] These solutions are also possible for
the ULE and GSE protocols in DVB networks. However, the significant drawback is the potentially
vastly increased bandwidth overhead. For example, if both Ethernet-sized packets of 1500 bytes
and small VoIP or TCP acknowledgment messages of 40 bytes should be masked, up to 96% of
bandwidth capacity is lost (assuming a link-layer protocol overhead of 20 bytes). Clearly, this is
unacceptable.
If short-term sender-side buffering is acceptable, packet lengths may be concealed by concatenating
two or more PDUs directed to the same destination address. Note that packet aggregation is
always possible within base-band frames of DVB carriers without introducing delay. In contrast
to the use of padding bytes, packet aggregation can reduce bandwidth overhead. For this reason,
a PDU concatenation extension header has been specified for ULE[284] – this extension is also
applicable to the GSE protocol. However, packet aggregation is less suitable for a low-rate sender
unless large transmission delays are acceptable.
Ideally, all link-layer packets are of the same length and do not provide any indication to the sizes of
their encapsulated PDUs. Furthermore, the encapsulation of variable-length PDUs into fixed-length
cells must not result in significant bandwidth overhead. This requires specification of an “inner”
fragmentation and reassembly mechanism such that PDUs are first segmented into fixed-length
fragments and each such fragment is then encapsulated into an (unfragmented) transport protocol
packet. In other words, an inner constant-length encapsulation protocol is needed such that the
DVB link-layer transport protocol (i.e., ULE or GSE) is used as a protocol tunneling mechanism.24
Section 5.6.5.2 shows how this can be efficiently implemented for DVB networks.
There is an immediate trade-off in above solution: Large containers are efficient for high-rate
senders but can generate considerable padding overhead for low-rate sources. In turn, small containers result in higher protocol overhead. If latency is acceptable, the padding overhead can be
mitigated using packet aggregation techniques as described above.
24 Tunneling

is a general concept in computer networking where protocols that are not natively supported at the network
layer of a network can be traversed across the network by encapsulating it into the network’s native network-layer
protocol at an ingress node and decapsulating it again at an egress node at the network’s boundary.
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4.6 Key Derivation
This section studies a practical aspect of the use of security algorithms – that of deriving multiple subkeys from some initial shared secret. Ideally, the secret is some cryptographic key (i.e.,
randomly and uniformly selected), but many secure communication settings require cryptographic
keying material beyond a single key. Each scheme demands its own independent key, and salts
or nonces may be needed as well. Establishing a single initial secret and then deriving further
(statistically or computationally independent) keys from it allows bandwidth savings and reduces
key management overhead.
Many key derivation functions (KDFs) have been developed ad hoc, with little rationale provided.
A traditional approach is the direct use of a cryptographic hash function on the initial secret,
optionally extended with some context-dependent data or salt for increasing the entropy of the input, and using a monotonically increasing counter to create a pseudo-random sequence of length
as required.[314] While this attempts to make use of available entropy one issue is that it places
very strong randomness requirements on the hash function. A more elaborate two-step construction has been implemented in a number of IETF security protocols, including IKE[286] of the IPsec
suite and TLS[110]. Here, a single cryptographic master key is first extracted from the initial
secret using a PRF (the HMAC in practice), and in a second step the PRF is used to derive the
required keying material from the master key in a similar manner to the traditional approach. In
IKE, the key to the PRF is constructed from the nonces supported by the key management protocol,
whereas TLS uses the nonces as input to the PRF and the initial secret as the key. For the second
step, three principal constructions can be found implemented in protocols, which are summarized
in NIST specification SP 800-108:[315] a counter mode, which invokes the PRF with a monotonically increasing counter (and additional context-dependent data including salt) to compute a
pseudo-random sequence of required length; a feedback (or chaining) mode, which replaces the
counter by the output of the previous PRF call; and a double-pipeline iteration mode, which uses
the outputs of a separate feedback chain as input. Though no rationale is provided, the latter
two constructions simply seem to be more conservative approaches, as they reduce the amount of
plaintext to an attacker and compensate possible deficiencies in the PRF by precluding differential
data attacks.
The principal problem of the traditional single-step construction and the TLS method is that the
initial secret may not have been selected from a uniform distribution.[317, 314] For example,
Diffie-Hellman key agreement does not result in uniformly distributed keys even when each endpoint’s Diffie-Hellman secret was selected uniformly at random. Even when a PRF is used it cannot
guarantee pseudo-random output when its input key has not been randomly or pseudo-randomly
uniformly selected. Thus, what is required is a randomness extractor for a first step in the key
derivation process. The general solution to this problem are universal hash function families, discussed in section 4.2.1.4. However, instead of using statistical hash functions it is more desirable
to reuse cryptographic components such as cryptographic hash functions and block ciphers as computational randomness extractors. Dodis et al. have shown that both HMAC and CBC-MAC can
be viewed as -AU hash function families and resemble suitable randomness extractors (where the
input keys may be public values such as nonces).[317] Use of the HMAC and the CMAC in KDF
constructions (both as a randomness extractor and a PRF) was subsequently approved by the NIST
in SP 800-108.
Dodis et al. have advocated the separation of KDFs into a key extraction and a key separation
phase, where the former distills the initial secret’s entropy into a cryptographic master key and the
latter derives the subkeys from the master key using a PRF.[317] This concept was adopted by the
NIST in SP 800-108 and in 800-56C.[315, 316] A HMAC-based extract-and-expand KDF has been
presented by Krawczyk and was standardized in RFC 5869.[314, 318]
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5 A Security Extension for ULE and GSE
Based on the analysis of security requirements in section 2.3 and the survey of security algorithms
in chapter 4, this chapter goes on to design a link-layer security extension header applicable to
both the ULE and GSE protocols. This extension is primarily intended to secure user data in
unidirectional broadcast systems, including point-to-point links over satellite. For this scenario,
the extension is designed to efficiently address all DVB link-layer security issues identified. The
extension may also be used to secure return-link traffic of interactive systems using ULE or GSE on
their uplink and for the protection of control data. However, additional security mechanisms may
have to be implemented, as discussed at the end of the chapter. Finally, the extension is designed to
be easily adaptable to a return-link version of the GSE protocol (or any other return-link protocol
supporting the ULE/GSE extension header mechanism) supporting source addresses and fragment
labels.
This chapter starts with an analysis of practical requirements for the design of a security extension, which considers the DVB use cases identified in chapter 2 and the need for bandwidth and
processing-efficient implementations. Section 5.2 discusses various aspects in the design of the
security extension, considering both practical and security requirements. Section 5.3 then goes
on to present the format of the proposed ULE and GSE extension header. The encapsulator- and
receiver-side processing of the extension header is described in section 5.5. Section 5.6 prescribes
default security algorithms to be supported by an implementation of the security extension. A
short comparison with IPsec encapsulation is provided in section 5.7. The chapter concludes with
an outlook on future interactive systems and a discussion of security considerations pertaining to
the proposed security extension.

5.1 Practical Requirements
A DVB link-layer security extension must not only be secure, it must also be efficient and applicable
to a large number of usage scenarios. Various practical requirements have already been considered
in the survey of security algorithms in chapter 2.3. This list provides an explicit summary of the
requirements:
• Bandwidth efficiency: This is an important practical requirement for DVB networks since they
are typically very constrained in bandwidth. Mandatory fields should be selected with care
such that they do not impose any functionality that may not be required in certain application
scenarios. The lengths of header fields should consider all use cases but should not be overprovisioned.
• Processing efficiency (Lightweightness): Most DVB systems are designed to support fixed,
portable, as well as mobile receivers. Such diverse device classes have largely different processing capabilities. Mandatory mechanisms must thus specifically consider resource-scarce
terminal devices, in terms of computing power, memory availability, and energy consumption.
• Multiple security connections: It is important that a receiver can participate in a number
of secure environments in parallel, such as in multiple VPNs, or create separate security
connections to each intended destination. This requires a multiplexing functionality to be
implemented such that the various security states can be distinguished.
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• Multicast and unidirectional transmission: Both are major use cases for DVB networks. Secure
settings must be supported both under manual and automated key management.
• Key agility: This requirement refers to the ability of updating or replacing security algorithms
by a change in configuration rather than a modification of the security protocol. While many
link-layer security protocols do not support this flexibility it is essential for a DVB link-layer
security mechanism. Key agility not only considers potential future breaks of cryptographic
algorithms, it specifically considers the diverse requirements among system operators and
customers. For example, while communication on mobile devices may be based on selected
resource-conserving security mechanisms, fixed terminals may easily support a number of algorithms and key lengths. Furthermore, high-performance devices may prefer parallelizable
algorithms and compromise at implementation complexity in turn.
• Re-keying: A key update mechanism is paramount for prolonged system security. It is required
to prevent key exhaustion on high-speed links or during long usage times, as a pre-cautionary
measure if there is concern for a break-in, or as a means to re-establish security in case of an
incident.
• Automated key management: Key management protocols are required to avoid the burden
of manual distribution of keying material, but also enable improved security functionality
such as key negotiation with perfect forward secrecy (PFS) between two communicating
parties. Support for automated key management must be flexible enough to allow the use
of a variety of key management protocols, including simple adaptations of existing solutions
such as those designed for IPsec and DVB-RCS systems.

5.2 Design Aspects
This section evaluates how a ULE and GSE security extension header can be designed to meet both
the security and the practical requirements identified.

5.2.1 Multiplexing Security Connections
Multiplexing support requires an identifier to be present in the security protocol that allows a
receiver to retrieve the keying material and related information associated with a security connection. (In this context, the term “security connection” is more generally used to refer to any
keying relationship with other devices.) This data is stored in a so-called security association (SA)
structure, and the identifier is accordingly called a security association identifier (SA-ID) or security
parameter index (SPI). The latter term has been adopted for the IPsec security protocols,[47] and
is preferred here as well due to a close resemblance of the security processing model described in
this chapter with the IPsec model.
The IPsec security protocols specify the SPI with a size of 32 bits. This size is justified for the IPsec
protocols insofar as a host may potentially connect to a large number of nodes on the Internet.
Furthermore, it is a suitable size for many CPU architectures, and its overhead can generally be
considered marginal for Internet communication. Nonetheless, this size must be reconsidered for
DVB networks. An important difference between network and link-layer security is that the former
creates end-to-end connections while the latter is designed to only secure hop-to-hop links. Thus,
the SPI can be selected considerably smaller. Specifically, a size of 16 bits has been determined to
be sufficient for all practical cases.
SPI values have to be pre-selected by a central group controller (often generalized to a group
controller and key server, GCKS) in cases of unidirectional or multicast communication.[319, 320]
Thus, some mechanism for avoiding collisions in the SPI allocation needs to be implemented.
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Section 5.5 evaluates how this can be best achieved without communication among the GCKSs. In
terms of unicast connections negotiated under automated key management, each side may select
its own SPI. Then, messages are always sent with the SPI of the receiving side. This prevents
collisions with already allocated values.

5.2.2 Re-Keying
Re-keying support requires a mechanism to be implemented such that receivers can unambiguously
determine when the key update has occurred. A simple and common solution in link-layer security
protocols is the addition of one or a few key index bits. A single bit is used as a simple switch
between the current (old) key and a new one. The DVB-CA (Conditional Access) specification is
an example of such a system.[48] More bits may be used to provide increased robustness under
key management message loss, particularly when key updates occur frequently. For example, both
IEEE 802.11 and 802.16 specify link-layer security protocols with two key index bits for re-keying
support.[303, 305]
Key index bits provide a simple and bandwidth-efficient solution for key updating. The challenge
lies in selecting a suitable number of bits and to accommodate them within a protocol without
introducing padding bits. Unfortunately, it is hard to determine key update frequencies in the
variety of use cases supported by DVB networks, and message loss probabilities are very dependent
on the signal reception conditions (e.g., fixed vs. mobile, satellite vs. terrestrial).
Network and higher-layer security protocols typically issue a new SPI value, reflecting the creation
of a new SA, upon key update. Signaling key updates via new SPIs is an elegant solution for bidirectional connections, and it is followed by the IPsec protocols, for example. The drawback of
this approach is that unidirectional receivers that missed the required automated key management
messages for a key update are irrecoverably cut off from the broadcast – from the perspective of a
receiver, it seems as if the sender simply has stopped transmitting after a certain point of time.
It seems reasonable to provide both an SPI field and key index bits in the security protocols. This
still leaves open the question how many key index bits should be provided and where they should
be accommodated in the protocol. Fortunately, both approaches can be combined very elegantly
into a single solution. One may consider an arbitrary and dynamically selected number of bits
of the SPI field as key index bits, with the specific formatting communicated in key management
messages or defined via security policies. More generally, a security connection may define an
ordered set of SPI values such that each key update simply effects a switch to the next value of
the set in a round-robin fashion. This solution combines the advantages of the previous methods
without inheriting their drawbacks.

5.2.3 Cryptographic Input Parameters
Stateful and randomized security algorithms require additional input parameters apart from the
message, such as initialization vectors (IVs) and nonces. Examples of such algorithms can be found
in chapter 4. These additional parameters must be accommodated for in the security protocol.
Furthermore, if there are several input parameters their order must be specified.
It is reasonable that these parameters succeed the SPI, which is required to look up the SA. Then,
their order may be selected based on the security processing model implemented. For example,
mechanisms for replay protection are lightweight and allow quick discarding of replay messages
and a good chance of detecting (accidentally) corrupted messages. This suggests that sequence
numbers or timestamps should be the first cryptographic input parameters encoded in the security
extension. In the generic composition model of EtA, messages can be verified before they are
decrypted, which allows savings of processing resources in case of attempted message forgeries.
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This implies that any input required for the authentication mechanism be set to precede that of
the encryption scheme. On the other hand, support for traffic flow confidentiality requires that all
payload data including the cryptographic input parameters be randomized (see section 5.2.5), thus
demanding a (pseudo-)random IV as the first input parameter. Usually, it is sufficient to provide
at most one pseudo-random IV and one sequence number or timestamp, which may be shared by
all cryptographic algorithms. In this case, the suggested encoding order of cryptographic input
parameters is that an optional pseudo-random IV comes first, is followed by an optional nonce for
stateful decryption and replay protection, and is concluded with any additional data required for
replay protection or the authentication service.

5.2.4 Cryptographic Output
Just as cryptographic algorithms may take additional input beyond the message, they may also
generate additional output. For example, every authentication scheme produces a MAC, a signature, or – more generally – an authenticator. These outputs are only available after processing the
message; thus, it is advisable to carry output parameters as a trailer to the message payload instead
of in the header of the security extension. This specifically considers on-line processing where it is
infeasible to buffer large amounts of packet data. It may be compared with the packet CRC-32 of
the ULE/GSE protocols, which may be understood as a trailer to the base header. It seems reasonable to encode the output parameters in the reverse order of the input values. In general, though,
only authentication will produce an output parameter. This value is recommended to immediately
follow the (encrypted) message payload.

5.2.5 Position of Encrypted Addresses
Efficient identity protection (as part of the traffic flow confidentiality security service) requires
ULE/GSE destination NPA addresses (if present) to be encrypted. This may be performed directly
in the address fields of the protocol base headers. However, this has a couple of disadvantages:
hardware address filtering for receiver devices supporting identity protection is precluded for both
protected and unprotected SNDUs; “legacy” receiver devices (those not supporting the security
extension) might not be able to efficiently filter identity-protected SNDUs with probability ½ due
to the multicast/broadcast bit set within the destination NPA address (unless the bit is not encrypted); and receivers must buffer the encrypted address until the security extension header has
been evaluated and the address can be decrypted.
Both the ULE and the GSE protocol allow the omission of destination NPA addresses in their base
header. In the ULE protocol, this can be done by setting the D bit to one. The GSE base header does
not carry an address when the LT bits are set to the “no label” type code “01”. This turns out to be a
useful feature for identity protection, as it enables moving the encrypted address into the ULE/GSE
security extension header. This not only addresses the issues identified before, it also has the
benefit that it does not change the semantics of the base header address field. The only drawback
is that receiver devices accepting SNDUs without an address in their base header will have to
evaluate all identity-protected SNDUs up to the security extension header. If receiver processing
overhead is a concern, legacy receivers may be configured to only process SNDUs with addresses
present in their base headers. Alternatively, security connections using identity protection may be
subsumed into a single (or multiple) multicast group(s), such that multicast addresses are used for
the ULE/GSE base headers while the intended destination’s encrypted addresses are carried in the
security extension header (this is elaborated later on in more detail).
Performance of the approach of identity protection by address encryption can be analyzed assuming a uniform distribution of data in the encrypted address field. Since no assumptions can
be made about the unencrypted parts of the security extension header payload (i.e., the crypto-
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Figure 5.1: GSE SNDU with security extension header

graphic input parameters) a mechanism is required for signaling whether a SA is configured for
use of identity protection or not. This is best addressed by reserving a single bit of the SPI. Note
that this does not affect the security of SAs using traffic flow confidentiality since such SAs may
be easily distinguished from other security connections. The encrypted address may be set at a
constant position in the security extension header, for example, directly after the SPI. This has two
drawbacks: the size of the encrypted address field may vary (for example, GSE supports both 3and 6-byte labels), and cryptographic input parameters such as IVs are needed first for decryption.
Considering that effective traffic flow confidentiality requires all data to be indistinguishable from
random by an adversary, cryptographic input parameters may be prescribed to be randomized as
well. This resolves the problem of finding a suitable position for encrypted addresses, and they can
directly succeed cryptographic input parameters and precede the encrypted payload in the security
extension header.

5.3 Security Extension Header Format
This section uses the analysis above to specify the format of a security extension header applicable
to the ULE and GSE protocols. The security header is a standard extension header as described in
Section 5 of RFC 4326,[42] and does not affect the base protocols. Furthermore, it is a mandatory
extension header, which means that a receiver must process this header before it proceeds to the
next extension header or the encapsulated PDU, or discard it when it is not capable of interpreting
the extension (e.g., legacy receiver devices).
Figure 5.1 shows the format of a GSE SNDU implementing the proposed security extension header
to protect an unfragmented PDU. Mandatory protocol fields pertaining to the security extension
are shaded in dark-gray while optional security header fields are displayed in light-gray; the base
header and the PDU are shown unshaded. The Type field in the base header denotes the presence of
a mandatory security extension header immediately following the (optional) Label field of the base
header. The extension header starts with the SPI, whose most-significant bit is reserved to indicate
a SA using traffic flow confidentiality. The SPI is followed by a variable-length SA-Dependent
Data field. This field may have any format and length as specified by the SA pertaining to the
current packet, but the following order of sub-fields is recommended: an optional pseudo-random
IV field, an optional field for a Sequence Number or a Nonce, an optional Timestamp for multisender replay protection, and any additional input parameters as required for security algorithms
in the SA. The SA-Dependent Data field is succeeded by an optional Encrypted Source Address
and an optional Encrypted Destination Address field, which may only be present when the traffic
flow confidentiality security service has been selected for the SA. These fields are followed by an
optional Encrypted Type field, which denotes the protocol type of the encapsulated PDU (or that of
a subsequent extension header, if present). The security extension header may have an associated
trailer, which is carried after the PDU field and includes a MAC (or any authenticator) of size and
format as specified by the authentication mechanism selected for the SA.
The following list describes the fields that are part of or are directly relevant to the security extension header in detail. Note that other fields shown in figure 5.1 are described in the GSE protocol
standard. As usual, all numbers are encoded in most-significant-byte-first (network byte) order.
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Type: The 16-bit Type field of the ULE or GSE base header (respectively that of the last extension
header preceding the security extension header) indicates a mandatory security extension
header following subsequently. Its value has to be defined and reserved by the Internet
Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) as the responsible global registry for the ULE and GSE
protocols.
Destination Address: This base header field may carry the destination NPA address of a receiver
device or the address of a multicast group, as described in the ULE and GSE standards.
(Note that a GSE 3-byte label is equivalently referred to as a unicast or multicast destination
address.) However, when the traffic flow confidentiality security service is used, this address
is moved into the security extension header (see section 5.5). The address field in the base
header may still be present, though, to reduce processing constraints for receiver devices,
as discussed in detail in section 5.6.5.1. However, it must not contain the real destination
address that is hidden within the Encrypted Destination Address field, and it must not carry
any other unique identifier of the receiver device.
SPI: A 16-bit Security Parameter Index (SPI), used to identify the SA pertaining to the security
connection between the encapsulator of the SNDU and the receiver (or receiver group). It
may be used by a receiver as an additional filtering mechanism to the label of the base
header. The most-significant bit of the SPI is reserved to indicate a SA using traffic flow
confidentiality: if it set to one, traffic flow confidentiality is in effect; otherwise, the bit is set
to zero. Its purpose is to assure a (pseudo-)random distribution of all data following the SPI
field.
SA-Dependent Data: This variable-length optional field contains any auxiliary cryptographic input information, and is specific to a particular SA. The length of this field, of the sub-entries,
and their order is defined by the SA and mandated by policy.
Encrypted Source Address: This field is always empty for the ULE and GSE protocols, but it may
be present for GSE-like protocols supporting source labels (see section 5.9) when traffic flow
confidentiality is used, in which case it directly precedes the Encrypted Destination Address
field.
Encrypted Destination Address: This field may only be present if the traffic flow confidentiality
service is selected. In that case, the 3/6-byte destination address from the base header is
omitted and instead appears in the security extension header where it is encrypted subsequently along with the payload data. If no other label is inserted in the base header’s address
field (see section 5.5), the LT bits of the GSE protocol are set to the “no label” type code,
while the D bit of ULE is set to “1”.
Encrypted Type: This optional 16-bit value denotes the type of the subsequent extension header
respectively the protocol type of the PDU encapsulated in the SNDU. If present, it is encrypted
along with the payload data as well as extension headers following the security extension. It
may be omitted if the SA specifies its default value.
Encrypted Payload: This field subsumes any additional extension headers that may succeed the
security extension, the PDU, and any additional formatting overhead introduced by cryptographic algorithms such as padding bytes. It is encrypted together with the optional Encrypted Type and Encrypted Address fields using the encryption algorithm and cryptographic
key defined within the SA and the cryptographic input parameters contained within the SADependent Data field.
MAC: This field, when present, carries the authenticator of an authentication scheme as specified
by the SA to provide data origin authentication and data integrity. The default scope of the
authentication mechanism is the entire SNDU, but not all fields are used in the computation
of the MAC. The default input format for authentication is described in section 5.4 below.
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5.4 MAC Pseudo-Header Format
The MAC field of the security extension header covers the entire SNDU, which includes the base
header, extension headers, and the PDU. However, the base header is not authenticated “as is” but
in the form of a MAC pseudo-header for a number of reasons: In some situations it may be desirable to authenticate the stream identifier – the PID of MPEG-2 TSs or the Input Stream Identifier
(ISI) of second-generation DVB base-band frames – as a source label in addition to the destination
NPA address to preclude impersonation attempts by an outside attacker rewriting source identifiers
(see section 5.6.3). Interactive systems supporting GSE on the return link may not deliver explicit
source identifiers, yet the source may be identified implicitly based on broadcast transmission timeslot allocation tables – in such cases, it may still be desirable to authenticate the source in addition
to the destination and the payload. Last but not least, it should be possible to securely forward
a PDU over one link using a protocol compatible with the ULE/GSE extension header mechanism
to another link supporting the same extension mechanism without requiring the forwarding node
to decrypt the data. These protocols may be ULE and GSE, for example, where ULE is used on
the DVB-RCS return link and GSE is employed on a DVB-S2 forward link. Future RCS systems
may implement a customized GSE-like protocol for the return link but use standard GSE on the
broadcast link (see section 2.2.4). If data switching is carried out at the link layer, as is common for
regenerative satellite systems, then only protocol headers will be updated by the on-board processor: if the original protocol base header were included in the authentication process by the sender
it would be impossible for a receiver to verify the SNDU’s authenticity without reconstructing the
sender’s protocol.
Figure 5.2 shows the format of the MAC pseudo-header, which replaces the base header of the ULE
and GSE protocols for the purpose of authentication. In explanation, the default coverage of the
authentication mechanism includes the pseudo-header and all bytes following the Label field of the
base header up to but not including the MAC field. Unless an authenticated encryption scheme (see
section 4.3.2) is used, authentication is carried out after payload encryption. The pseudo-header is
composed of a Source and a Destination field, whose sizes are specified by corresponding Source
Length and Destination Length fields, the Type field of the ULE/GSE base header, a variable-length
SA State field, and optional Padding to improve processing performance. The format of the address
fields and the SA State field is specified within the SA; by default, addresses are taken from the
encapsulation protocol’s base header while the SA State field is empty. More detail is given below.
Source Length: This 1-byte field identifies the length of the Source field in bytes. A value of zero
means that no source identifier is present in the pseudo-header, and is the default for the
ULE and GSE protocols. Future GSE-like protocols may support the carriage of source labels
in the base header, and this field then refers to the size of source label (see section 5.9).
Destination Length: This 1-byte field specifies the byte length of the Destination field. For ULE,
this value is either 0 or 6. For GSE, it may be any of 0, 3, or 6.
Source: This field may carry a source identifier pertaining to the encapsulator. Return-link transmissions in transparent RCS mesh and (network-layer packet-switching) transparent RCS
star systems may use the 3-byte (group identifier, log-on identifier) pair assigned to terminals during network log-on as a source identifier. Hub-based broadcast link transmission
may use the MPEG-2 TS PID (zero-extended at the left to a 2-byte value) or the 1-byte ISI
of second-generation DVB base-band frames as a source identifier for ULE- or GSE-based en-
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capsulation, respectively. In regenerative RCS systems, which require the support of explicit
source labels in GSE-like protocol headers, the source is taken directly from the protocol.
Destination: This field corresponds to the destination NPA address carried in the ULE/GSE base
headers. Note that this field does not refer to a receiver’s address encrypted under the traffic flow confidentiality security service, which is automatically authenticated as part of the
security extension header.
Type: This is the 16-bit next-header/PDU protocol type of the ULE/GSE base header.
SA State: This field contains security state information that is not transmitted but needs to be
authenticated. It may also carry data additionally defined in the base header of a future
GSE-like protocol. The size and format of the field is specified within the SA. By default, the
field is zero bytes in length.
Padding: Optional padding is introduced to allow preprocessing of a static pseudo-header. For
example, unicast connections will always carry the same source and destination labels, enabling possible improvements in receiver and encapsulator performance. Similarly, devices
may benefit from preprocessing when no link-layer addresses are used at all in a system.
The length and format of the Padding field may be defined along with the authentication
mechanisms supported by network devices (see section 5.6.3). By default, no padding is
used.

5.5 Extension Header Processing
The processing specification follows the IPsec approach of defining a security policy database (SPD)
and a security association database (SAD). The SPD contains an ordered list of security policies
(SPs). These policies allow simple filtering of incoming or outgoing data based on address and
other information, and define which security services need to be afforded for communication.
The SAD refers to the current set of security states or security associations (SAs). An inbound
SAD is defined at each receiver, which contains the set of SAs that are used to decrypt and verify
inbound messages. These SAs are located at the receiver side using the SPI along with the address
information of the received SNDU. Each potential sender also maintains an outbound SAD with
the SAs that are required for transmitting messages securely.
In a standard IPsec implementation, a match on an SP affects traffic in both directions and results
in two separate unidirectional SAs being created by automated key management. The specification
of the security extension header processing differs in the treatment of directionality for SPs and SAs
from the IPsec approach. Specifically, it always requires separate SPs to be defined for incoming
and outgoing data, and in turn allows SAs to be shared across several devices in order to support
group communication. The SPD may thus be viewed as consisting of an inbound SPD and an
outbound SPD, similarly to the SAD.
The extension header processing differs also in the specifics of receiver-side SA processing. In
the IPsec protocols, a receiver normally uses the SPI carried in the protocol header to look up
the required SA in its inbound SAD. This works because automated key management instantiates
security connections with two unidirectional SAs, one for each end-point of the communication
link, such that each side may select its own SPI for inbound packets. However, this mechanism
is not applicable for multicast settings, multi-sender group SA scenarios, and unidirectional links,
where the SPI value has to be centrally selected by a sender or GCKS. A multicast extension for
IPsec partially solves these issues by taking into account the source and multicast destination of a
packet, and by performing a so-called longest-match search within the inbound SAD in the following
way:[320] First, a search is carried out for an SA that agrees with the data in the triple (SPI,
destination, source); if no match could be found, a search is done for (SPI, destination); finally,
only the SPI is taken as the key for SA look-up. While the first step aims to support source-specific
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multicast groups, the second is meant for any-source multicast groups. This principle has been
adopted for the security extension header processing but extended to specifically consider the
case of unidirectional transmission and single-sender settings. The specifics are detailed in section
5.5.3.
For the rest of this section, a Selector is defined as the pair (destination, source). For the ULE and
GSE protocols, destination either is a 3- or 6-byte NPA address that may be carried in the base
headers or is a specific “no label” field, and source refers either to the pair (group identifier, log-on
identifier) for RCS return-link transmissions or to the transmission channel’s PID or ISI for hubbased broadcast links. RFC 2119 defined keywords, used to indicate implementation requirement
levels, are typed in bold letters.

5.5.1 Security Policy Database (SPD)
Each encapsulator defines an outbound SPD for packets transmitted over a DVB link. Each receiver
in turn must maintain an inbound SPD for SNDUs to be accepted (or rejected) over the DVB
network. Interactive terminals provide both an outbound and an inbound SPD. Each SPD, inbound
or outbound, contains an ordered list of SPs, similarly to access control lists (ACLs). An SP must
contain the following information:
• A Selector, a pair of Selectors specifying address ranges, or a list thereof. SP Selectors provide
a simple way of packet filtering. For an outbound SP, Selectors may be extended to include
additional filtering information, such as higher-layer addresses and port numbers. Note that
outbound SP processing requires forwarding of link-layer source and destination address
information to the encapsulator security processing function (see the processing description
in subsection 5.5.4).
• An action identifier, which specifies whether a matching packet is to be discarded, protected
by a security extension header, or bypassed without protection.
• Information about the SA(s) to be instantiated by this SP when a match is found based on
filtering, and the action identifier calls for protection of the packet. This contains:
– A populate-from-packet (PFP) flag for each field in the (extended) Selector structure.
A flag that is set to one indicates that the current packet’s value is to become part of
an SA instantiated; if the flag is cleared the corresponding SP Selector values are used.
For example, if the PFP flag is set to one for the destination address of the Selector an
outbound packet matching the SP will result in creation of a unicast SA linked to the
packet’s destination; for a zero flag, a group SA will be created that covers all destination
addresses specified in the SP Selectors.
– Optional address confidentiality information. An outbound SP may contain an optional
multicast label to be inserted into the protocol base header. An inbound SP may specify “inner” Selector information, consisting of a Selector, a pair of Selectors specifying
address ranges, or a list thereof. “Inner” Selectors are used for verification of decoded
addresses. Note that inbound SPs using address confidentiality will only contain multicast destination addresses or “no label” values in their “outer” Selectors.
– An optional SPI value. If not specified, it is selected dynamically, either via the GCKS if
defined, or by negotiation with the remote side when both the source and the destination PFP flags are set to one. When either the source or the destination PFP flag is zero,
an SPI or a GCKS must be defined.
– An optional Type value. If specified, it defines the type of the extension header or PDU
following the security extension header, resulting in the Encrypted Type field of the
security extension header to be omitted for packets matching this SP. The Type value
may also be specified by automated key management.
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– Optional GCKS data. When a GCKS is configured, it must be contacted by a device
which cannot find an SA for a matching SP, and when the SP does not specify a static
SPI and default key data in its first set of Security Parameters.
– An ordered list of Security Parameter sets used for instantiating an SA, sorted according
to preference. On creating an SA, devices must default to the first entry in the list unless
a different set is selected using a key management protocol. If no GCKS is defined, the
first Security Parameter set must be fully specified.
Each set of Security Parameters includes:
• A list of security algorithms to be afforded for an SA. These include identifiers for the encryption algorithm, the authentication scheme, the replay protection mechanism, and traffic
flow confidentiality services. The list may be empty, which is interpreted as a request for
processing data without the efforts of a security extension header.
• Optional cryptographic keying data for manual keying. These data are mandatory for a
Security Parameter set that specifies security algorithms and is implemented as the first entry
in the list of Security Parameter sets of an SP that neither specifies a GCKS nor defines a
bi-directional unicast link.
• Other (static) parameters required by the security algorithms (e.g., sequence number length,
MAC size).
• Optional lifetime information pertaining to the cryptographic keys to prevent key exhaustion.
Lifetime information may also be distributed at any time using a key management protocol.
Each SPD may be manually set up by a user or a network operator, but it may also be dynamically
constructed via a GCKS. Such a protocol is not described here, nor are other aspects discussed that
do not affect interoperability of security extension header processing, such as the format of the
SPDs and SPs, the data structures used for SP filtering, and similar implementation-specific details.

5.5.2 Security Association Database (SAD)
SAs are automatically instantiated by SPs whose Selector information matches a given packet and
whose action identifier calls for packet protection. SAs in the inbound SAD refer to the inbound
SPD whereas the outbound SAD is linked to the outbound SPD. Each SA within an SAD must
contain the following information:
• SA Selector information, derived from the instantiating SP as specified by the SP’s PFP flags.
• Inbound SA look-up information, used for receiver-side SNDU processing as specified in subsection 5.5.3, and consisting of:
– An SPI, which is taken from the SP if specified, or is defined via some key management
protocol otherwise.
– A destination identifier, which is determined as follows: If the SP’s destination PFP flag
is set to one, and a multicast address is carried in the packet, that address is taken as
the destination identifier. For a flag set to one and no destination label in the packet,
a “no label” identifier is stored. For a one-flag and a unicast address, if neither an SPI
nor GCKS data are defined in the SP (i.e., the SP defines a bi-directional unicast singleor any-source link negotiated via automated key management), “unicast” is used as
a destination identifier; otherwise, “any” is stored. If the SP’s destination PFP flag is
zero, all Selectors of the SP contain only unicast destination addresses, and the source
PFP flag is set to one, the key “unicast” is used as a destination identifier, denoting a
source-specific unicast group SA. Otherwise, “any” is stored as a destination identifier.
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– A source identifier, which is derived as follows: If the SP’s source PFP flag is set to one,
it is set to the packet’s source address unless the SP’s destination PFP flag is also set to
one and both the SP’s SPI and GCKS values are undefined. In the latter and for all other
cases, the source identifier is set to the key “any”, denoting negotiated unicast links or
multi-sender group communication.
– Optional “inner” Selector information if address confidentiality is used, taken from the
SP.
• Static security parameters inherited from the SP (e.g., cryptographic algorithms, sequence
number length, MAC size). This includes the SP- or GCKS-defined SPI for outbound SAs.
• Dynamic security parameters (keys, sequence number, SA lifetime, etc.), initially defined by
the SP or by the GCKS, and updated during processing.
• GCKS-specific data defined by the SP or the GCKS, including GCKS contact information.
Similar to the SPD, the description of implementation-specific details of the SAD is out of scope.

5.5.3 Receiver SA Look-up
A ULE/GSE decapsulator uses the following approach to retrieve the SA corresponding to an inbound SNDU containing a security extension header:
1. Source-specific multicast, broadcast, and unidirectional unicast SA look-up:
a) For an SNDU with a multicast address carried in the protocol base header, a search is
performed using (SPI, destination, source) on the inbound SAD.
b) If the SNDU does not contain a label, a decapsulator carries out a search using the
triple (SPI, “no label”, source), where “no label” is a key reserved for broadcast packets
without a destination address.
c) If the header carries a unicast address, a database search is performed using (SPI, “unicast”, source), where “unicast” is an identifier used to indicate any unicast destination
address.
2. Source-specific group SA look-up: If step 1 did not retrieve a SA from the SAD, a search is
performed using (SPI, “any”, source) as the key into the database.
3. Any-source multicast and broadcast, and negotiated unicast SA look-up: Assuming that both
steps 1 and 2 did not result in a match, the following search is carried out:
a) For an SNDU with a multicast address, (SPI, destination, “any”) is used as a key into the
inbound SAD.
b) If no label is carried in the base protocol header, a search is carried out using (SPI, “no
label”, “any”) as a key.
c) For a unicast destination address in the header, (SPI, “unicast”, “any”) is used as an SAD
key.
4. Multi-sender group SA look-up: Provided that steps 1–3 did not result in success, (SPI, “any”,
“any”) is used as the key for a search in the inbound SAD.
Steps 1 and 2 consider source-specific transmissions, whereas steps 3 and 4 address multi-sender
settings and bi-directional (negotiated) unicast connections. Source-specific group SAs that only
cover unicast transmissions are addressed by step 1 (c), whereas all other group settings where
either unicast or multicast transmissions (or both) may occur (e.g., in VPNs) are handled by steps
2 and 4. Note that SAs using traffic flow confidentiality are implicitly addressed by bullets (a) and
(b) of steps 1 and 3. In all searches, the source address is either the 3-byte pair (group identifier,
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log-on identifier) in the case of return-link transmission from an interactive RCS terminal,1 or the
transmission channel’s PID or ISI for hub-based broadcast links.
The SA look-up procedure is designed to permit quick identification of the SA associated with an
inbound SNDU, and considers most practical use cases. Particularly, for both bi-directional unicast
links and source-specific settings the required SA can always be correctly identified. There is an
ambiguity when a receiver is configured with both a source-specific group SA for a particular sender
and any-source multicast reception on the same SPI, and the sender can be part of the multicast
group. The specification gives precedence to the former because it assumes that all transmissions,
unicast or multicast, are declared as source-specific. If this behavior is undesired a unicast group
SA must be defined, which will be filtered in step 1 (c). Any source-specific multicast transmissions
must then be separately configured.
Multi-sender group SAs that are dynamically set up (i.e., using a key management protocol) require
coordination amongst each other to avoid collisions during SPI allocation. Such groups must not
be set up as unicast groups even when only unicast transmissions may occur, i.e., they must be set
up as multi-sender group SAs for which only the SPI is taken as an SAD look-up key. This avoids
collisions with negotiated unicast links and permits SPI coordination to be carried out without
receiver involvement.
Multiple multi-sender group SAs colliding on the SPI may be distinguished based on knowledge
about the sender or receiver group. For example, devices within a group may be constrained to
a particular virtual satellite network (VSN), and the VSN may be identified by extracting a predetermined number of most-significant bits of the (destination) address. Multi-sender group SAs
using traffic flow confidentiality and colliding on their SPI may be distinguished by trial decryption of the Encrypted Address fields. Source-specific transmissions using traffic flow confidentiality
may also collide in their SPI when a GSE-like protocol carries encrypted source addresses and the
source of an inbound SNDU cannot be determined by other means than trial decryption. A user
may also prefer keying all its SAs for which traffic flow confidentiality is employed with the same
SPI for increased security, at the expense of processing overhead through trial decryption. Such
extended processing is neither elaborated here nor mandated because it can greatly increase processing complexity and introduces a level of indeterminism that is undesirable for resource-scarce
receiver devices.
Many communications settings will support bi-directional traffic. To avoid the effort of synchronizing duplicate SAs in the inbound and outbound SADs references to SAs may be stored in the
SADs. Note that this does not concern unicast connections: for a higher level of security, and to
allow replay protection, such links should be configured with two unidirectional SAs, one for each
side, and containing different cryptographic keys.

5.5.4 Encapsulator Processing
The following list describes the processing steps a ULE/GSE encapsulator implementing the proposed security extension must carry out:
1. Get SP: Upon constructing an SNDU for transmission over a DVB link, an encapsulator must
scan its outbound SPD for a matching policy. For this, the SP Selectors of each node in the list
of outbound SPs are analyzed whether they apply for a given packet until a match is found
or the end of the list is reached. In the latter case, the SNDU data must be discarded, and
this event should be logged as an invalid transmission attempt. Similarly, if a matching SP is
found and its action identifier calls for discarding the packet, processing of the packet must
not continue, and this event may be logged. If the action identifier indicates that the packet
1A

source identifier is normally not required for SA look-up on return-link transmissions of network-layer packet-switching
hub-based systems but it is considered here for completeness to support future link-layer switching systems compatible
with the GSE extension header mechanism such as envisaged for DVB-RCS NG.
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is to be bypassed from security handling, the packet is handled as if no security extension
header processing were used.
2. Get SA: Given a matching SP whose action identifier requests protection, the SA Selector
information must be constructed based on the SP Selector information and the PFP flags.
The SA Selector is then used to look up an existing SA in the outbound SAD. If no SA could
be found, it must be created as follows: If the SP specifies an SPI and its first Security
Parameter set contains default key data (or defines data to be sent without protection), the
SA is immediately set up and initialized according to these settings. Otherwise, if the SP
defines GCKS contact information, the GCKS must be queried for obtaining key material.
During that attempt the device should postpone transmission, or discard the data. Any case
of failure must result in the data being discarded, and this event should be logged (e.g.,
as a user authentication failure in the case of membership denial by the GCKS). If the SA
allows passing data unprotected, encapsulator processing continues without the encoding of
a security extension header.
3. Check SA: The SA may have a pre-defined lifetime (e.g., maximum number of encryptions,
sequence number state, seconds since instantiation) after which it may no longer be used. To
allow for a seamless turn-over to a new SA, the SA must define a point prior to its lifetime
end at which encapsulators switch to the new SA. If that point is reached, a device must
negotiate a new SA for bi-directional unicast links, and it may proactively request a new SA
from a GCKS. In general, for non-negotiated links, it is the responsibility of the GCKS or the
system operator to create new SAs and distribute these to legitimate senders and receiver
devices in time. If no new SA is available, an encapsulator may still use the current SA during its full lifetime. After the lifetime has passed, PDUs must be discarded, and this event
should be logged.
An encapsulator must also verify that the PDU’s (or a subsequent extension header’s) protocol type agrees with any default Type value specified in the SA. Any disagreement in the
values should be logged, and the outbound packet must be discarded.
4. Construct SNDU: A protected SNDU is built as follows:
a) First, the ULE/GSE base header and any extension headers preceding the security extension header are encoded. If the SA requests traffic flow confidentiality, the destination NPA address is replaced by the SA’s traffic flow confidentiality multicast address,
if specified, or omitted from the base header otherwise; the protocol’s D/LT field is set
accordingly. The last type field in the header chain is set to the type code of the security
extension header.
b) The SPI value is encoded as the first field of the security extension header.
c) Any SA-Dependent Data, such as sequence numbers and initialization vectors, are encoded subsequently.
d) If traffic flow confidentiality is used, the SNDU’s original destination NPA address follows. It is encrypted along with the payload.
e) If the SA does not specify a default Type value, the Encrypted Type field is encoded based
on the PDU’s (or subsequent extension header’s) protocol type value, and encrypted
along with the payload.
f) Any further extension headers and the PDU data are encoded as defined by the SA’s data
confidentiality algorithm (together with the Encrypted Address and Type fields).
g) If an authentication mechanism is requested by the SA, a MAC or authenticator of size
and format as defined by the SA is appended. The formatting of the input to the authentication algorithm is specified by the SA (see section 5.4 for the default formatting).
h) For the ULE protocol, a CRC-32 is calculated and appended as described in RFC 4326.
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Figure 5.3: Encapsulator processing flow chart

5. Update SA: After transmission of the SNDU, the SA must be updated to reflect the new
security state (e.g., increment sequence number and lifetime usage).
The processing specification does not consider SNDU fragmentation. This can be carried out independently as specified in the ULE and GSE standards, and does not interfere with security processing. In particular, packet information added by fragmentation does not change the value of
authenticators, and adversaries cannot meaningfully change any packet data without inducing authentication failures. The specification also does not consider the fragmentation required to implement the packet length confidentiality security service. Packet length confidentiality can be carried
out largely independently of this specification, and requires a two-layer encapsulation process as
described in section 5.6.5.2.

5.5.5 Receiver Processing
A ULE/GSE decapsulator supporting the proposed security extension must perform the following
steps for each inbound SNDU:
1. Decode plaintext: After verification of the ULE base CRC-32 (or the end CRC-32 of fragmented
GSE SNDUs) the base header and any extension headers preceding the security extension
header (if present) and the PDU are evaluated.
2. Get SA: If a security extension header is found, a SA look-up procedure is carried out in
the inbound SAD as specified in subsection 5.5.3. If SA retrieval was successful processing
continues at step 4.
3. Get SP: Similarly to step 1 of the transmitter processing specification, a receiver scans the
inbound SPD to find a matching SP. If no appropriate SP could be found, or the retrieved
SP calls for discarding the packet, further processing of the SNDU must not occur, and the
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event should be logged as an invalid transmission attempt.2 Similarly, if a security extension
header was found but the SP requests packets to be bypassed from security processing, or no
security extension header is carried in the SNDU but the SP demands cryptographic protection for transmissions, the SNDU must be discarded, and the event should be logged as an
invalid transmission attempt. In the case that the SNDU does not contain a security extension
header and the SP permits bypassing protection, processing of the SNDU continues as usual.
Otherwise, an SA must be instantiated from the SP as specified in step 2 of the encapsulator
processing specification; SA look-up information is derived as defined in subsection 5.5.2.
4. Check SA: Selector information of an SA that was retrieved from the SAD (rather than instantiated in step 3) must be verified to agree with the inbound address data. In particular,
if the pair of source and base header destination NPA addresses is not in the set of Selectors permitted by the SA, the SNDU must be discarded, and this event should be logged as
an invalid transmission attempt. This provides a certain level of protection against outsider
attacks and misconfigurations. Note that higher-layer Selector information need not be verified. Encrypted addresses are verified in step 5 (a).
A SA’s lifetime must also be verified. If it has expired, the SNDU must be discarded, and this
should be logged.
5. Decode payload:
a) Recover encrypted addresses: Using the SA-Dependent Data, the Encrypted Address
fields of an SA using traffic flow confidentiality must be decrypted first. The plaintext
addresses must then be verified to agree with the SA “inner” Selector information (and
the general set of destination NPA addresses accepted by a receiver). Any mismatch
must be logged as an invalid transmission attempt, and the SNDU must be discarded
without further processing.
b) Replay protection: For an SA that requires data freshness guarantees, the SNDU must
be checked for a possible replay of an earlier message using the sender-side state carried
in the SA-Dependent Data field. This may imply prior decryption of the state as part of
step (a). Any SNDU identified as a possible replay must be discarded, and this event
should be logged as a replay attempt.
c) Verify message authenticity: SNDUs that are authenticated must be verified as specified
by the authentication mechanism of the SA. Verification may be carried out before message decryption or in parallel. Any unsuccessful message verification must be logged as
an authentication failure, and the SNDU must be discarded.
d) Payload decryption: The Encrypted Type field, if present, any subsequent extension
headers, and the PDU are decrypted subsequently as defined by the SA security algorithms. In any case of failure, the SNDU must be discarded, and this event should be
logged accordingly.
6. Update SA: After acceptance of an SNDU, the SA must be updated (e.g., the sequence number
copied from the SA-Dependent Data field).
As for the encapsulator processing description, this specification does not consider fragmentation
issues, which can largely by carried out transparently.

2 This

specification does not consider whether and how the evaluation of already processed extension headers preceding
the PDU can be undone. If this is a concern, a policy must be employed such that security extension headers are always
encoded at the first position in the ULE/GSE extension header chain.
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Figure 5.4: Receiver processing flow chart

5.6 Default Security Algorithms
This section specifies a set of default security algorithms for encapsulator and receiver devices
supporting the security extension. A base set of algorithms is required to enable interoperability
between devices, and relieves operators from the burden of selecting appropriate mechanisms.
Unless otherwise stated, each algorithm must be implemented by compliant encapsulator and
receiver devices.
The algorithms described rely on the AES block cipher as the sole cryptographic primitive. This
enables cost-effective implementation in both software and hardware, with ready solutions widely
available. AES is used with a key size of 128 bits, only (denoted AES-128 in short); larger key sizes
may be supported but are not mandated.

5.6.1 Key Derivation
A key derivation function supports minimizing transmission overhead within a key management
protocol and to ease the setup of manual keys. This specification only defines the expansion step
(see section 4.6); the process of extracting a master key from some initial but not (necessarily)
uniformly random secret must be specified along with a key management protocol used.
Key expansion is defined in a similar manner as in IKE, and uses the CMAC as a PRF operated in
feedback mode (see section 4.6). On instantiation of a SA, a pseudo-random stream is created from
a 128-bit master_key, optional variable-length and (possibly) public (but uniformly distributed) salt
that may be derived from nonces used in the key management protocol, the SPI value defined in
the SA, as well as the source and destination identifiers defined for the SA look-up information
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(note that these addresses are always as seen from the perspective of a receiver, independent of
whether the stream is created at an encapsulator or a decapsulator) as follows.
Key derivation function:
1. Set T0 := ∅ (an empty string).
2. Recursively compute Ti := CMACmaster_key (Ti−1 k [salt k]SP I k source k destination),
∀i > 0.
3. Parse the stream T1 k T2 k T3 k . . . as a concatenation of keying material required for
the security algorithms of the SA.
where k denotes concatenation and [] indicates optional parts.
In step 3, keying material is taken contiguously from the stream in the order the algorithms are
applied to the payload at the sender side. For example, if a 128-bit key is required for the encryption scheme and another for subsequent authentication in EtA fashion then the first 128 bits
of the stream make up the encryption key (encr_key) and the next 128 bits are reserved for the
authentication key (auth_key). The stream is created as long as required to fulfill the needs of the
cryptographic algorithms of the SA. The processing of the CMAC is described in section 5.6.3.
For connections that are automatically established using negotiation, a salt must be provided and
it should be computed as the concatenation of the source’s nonce and the destination’s nonce.
Addresses are again viewed from the perspective of a receiver, and a separate unidirectional SA
must be instantiated for each side. The introduction of nonces and SA look-up information into
the key derivation process ensures that different keys are derived for each side even when both are
configured with the same master key.
SAs that are configured by a GCKS should make use of a salt in the key derivation process. The
salt should be based on GCKS-specific information and may be based on timestamps used in a
unidirectional key management protocol.
For manual keying, the optional salt may be provided to preclude precomputation attacks in the
form of time-memory-data trade-offs should any derived key be recovered by an adversary. Precomputation attacks may also be mitigated by selecting a larger master key (e.g., of size 192 or
256 bits) but support for key sizes beyond 128 bits is not mandated by this specification.

5.6.2 Data Confidentiality
For the data confidentiality service, the Counter (CTR) mode of operation (section 4.1.2.3) has
been chosen as a simple, secure, and efficient solution both in terms of implementation costs and
bandwidth overhead. To accommodate the different needs of security in the array of possible SA
configurations and applications while considering bandwidth consumption, three variants of the
CTR mode are defined: the Standard CTR mode, an Encrypted CTR version, and the randomized
XOR mode. Compared to the CBC mode, the CTR mode (including its randomized variant) is
more vulnerable to nonce reuse but it is also secure against block-wise adaptive attacks on firstgeneration DVB networks. More importantly, two of the CTR mode variants, the standard mode
and the randomized version, are directly applicable to stream ciphers. This is especially desirable for high-speed links where a fast stream cipher such as SNOW 2.0 or 3G may be optionally
supported.
The three variants of the CTR mode differ only in their construction of the initial counter and its
representation as an IV for transmission in the SA-Dependent Data field of the security extension
header. For completeness, the description of encryption using the CTR mode is repeated for the
AES-128 algorithm. Let P and C denote message plaintext and ciphertext, and let P [i] and C[i]
denote the i-th plaintext or ciphertext block whose length is 128 bits for all accept the last message
block, which may be smaller. Let further msby (x) denote the y most-significant (left-most) bits of
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argument x, and let |y| refer to the bit length of y. Then CTR mode encryption using the 128-bit
AES key encr_key and an initial 128-bit counter value is carried out as follows.
CTR mode encryption:
1. m := d|P |/128e
2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m do
3.

C[i] := P [i] ⊕ msb|P [i]| (AESencr_key (counter))

4.

counter := counter + 1

5. Return C
Decryption is implemented by switching P and C in the above specification. Encapsulator and
receiver devices may directly implement the algorithm as specified or choose a parallelizable implementation for improved throughput.
A single encr_key may be used for protecting up to 248 SNDUs. In the worst case, this leaves a
theoretical advantage of about 2−10 to an adversary (assuming that all SNDUs are of approximate
length 215 bytes). Therefore, operators should pre-define acceptable usage limits. For example,
when all payloads are Ethernet packets of maximum size 1500 bytes, a safe upper limit may be
240 SNDU encryptions under one key, resulting in a worst-case adversarial advantage of about 2−35
towards the end of the key’s lifetime. Any SNDU exceeding such pre-defined limit must be dropped
by an encapsulator, as specified in the encapsulator processing description (section 5.5.4).
The following subsections specify the constructions of the initial counter and the IV for the three
variants of encryption, and describe acceptable usage for each of the modes. The modes are
compared in an overview at the end of this section.
5.6.2.1 (Standard) CTR Mode
In the (Standard) CTR mode, creation of the counter requires a 64-bit salt value denoted encr_salt
that is derived from the initial master_key after instantiation of the 128-bit encr_key. Use of a salt
in the construction of the counter provides protection against precomputation attacks in the form
of time-memory-data trade-offs. In addition to the 64-bit salt field, the counter is composed of a
64-bit subcounter, which contains a number of further subfields. The format of the counter and its
part that is transmitted along with each message as the IV is described below.
Counter and IV construction:
counter := (encr_salt[⊕source] k [implicit_counter k]explicit_counter k 0ˆ16)
IV := ([source k]explicit_counter)
where 0ˆ16 denotes a string of 16 zero-bits.
In multi-sender SAs, the encr_salt value must be offset as encr_salt ⊕ source at each legitimate
encapsulator with its unique source identifier. This prevents collisions in the counters, which are
constructed independently at each of the senders. In the computation of encr_salt ⊕ source, the
source identifier is left-padded with zero-bits as required to create a 64-bit value. The source value
is derived as follows:
1. It may be statically configured at terminals or assigned by an automated key management
protocol. The source only needs to be locally unique within the SA, and a small size such as
2 bytes may be sufficient, keeping bandwidth overhead at minimum. If SA-specific sender
identifier assignment is used, the size of the source as well as its value at an encapsulator
must be specified in a SA.
2. If no SA-specific source identifier is available, it may refer to an NPA address that is statically associated with a terminal or has been assigned to the terminal during network log-on.
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In return-link transmission of interactive RCS systems, it always refers to the 3-byte (group
identifier, log-on identifier) pair. Note that this presumes receivers being capable of determining the source of a transmission either implicitly based on time-slot allocation signaling
or on explicit source labels carried in the encapsulation protocol (see section 5.9 on future
systems considerations).
3. For hub-based broadcast transmission without explicit sender identifier assignment the transmission stream’s identifier is used by default, which corresponds to the 13-bit PID for MPEG-2
TS links and the 1-byte ISI (if present) for GSE transmission. In this case usage of the mode
is restricted: Guarantees must be provided that the stream identifier or set of stream identifiers used by legitimate encapsulators of a SA do not overlap each other. This includes
transmissions on other transport multiplexes (e.g., transponders) protected with the same
key. For GSE transmission over second-generation DVB base-band frames the carriage of ISI
values must be enabled using the SIS/MIS bit. If there is a chance of re-multiplexers in the
system changing sender-side stream identifiers then the source must be explicitly forwarded
to receivers as part of the IV: ISIs are sent as 1-byte values while PIDs are left-padded with
zero-bits to create 2-byte identifiers. Such explicit transmission of source identifiers must be
configured in SAs.
The 64-bit subcounter field is split into a 48-bit packet_counter and a 16-bit block_counter (the
least-significant bits of the counter) whose initial value is 0. While the block_counter is internally
incremented during the process of encryption, the packet_counter must be incremented by 1 after
each encryption of an SNDU. The current state of the packet_counter must be stored in the SA of
an encapsulator, and is initially set to 0.
The packet_counter is further split into an explicit_counter and an implicit_counter. The explicit_counter
represents the least-significant bits of the SA’s packet_counter, and is the part of the counter that is
transferred as the IV in the SA-Dependent Data field. By default, it covers the entire packet_counter
of 48 bits length such that no implicit_counter is present. In single-sender configurations, the length
of the explicit_counter may be reduced by SA configuration for further bandwidth savings. In this
case, receivers must remember the last packet_counter value of an accepted inbound SNDU in the
SA. Receivers must then reconstruct the packet_counter of a new inbound packet by computing
the concatenation of the SA packet_counter’s implicit_counter part with the explicit_counter carried
in the security extension header; if the reconstructed packet_counter value is smaller than the SA’s
packet_counter then the implicit_counter part of the reconstructed value must additionally be incremented by 1. The size of the explicit_counter defines the maximum number of SNDUs that may be
lost at a receiver before future inbound packets cannot be recovered correctly. This specification
does not define a lower limit for its size.
If data freshness is required for a single-sender SA (see section 5.6.4), the CTR mode’s packet_counter
is shared with that of the replay protection service. In that case, the format of the packet_counter
and its split into an explicit_counter and an implicit_counter must be equally defined for both security services.
The Standard CTR mode is suitable for communication scenarios with either a single sender or
where encapsulators have unique source identifiers that can be recovered by receivers, and when
traffic flow confidentiality is not required. It supports replay protection for single-sender scenarios,
and results in the least bandwidth overhead of the three encryption modes. Depending on the size
of the explicit_counter value and the presence of a source identifier in the IV it results in typical
additional overhead of 4 to 8 bytes per packet.
The mode is not applicable for manually keyed settings when encapsulators cannot remember
their counter values after device failures (e.g., due to power outage or a software fault). Hardware
devices may store counter values in non-volatile memory after each encryption of an SNDU but
the mode must not be used for manually keyed (software) configurations where the SA cannot be
reliably maintained.
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5.6.2.2 Encrypted CTR Mode
The Encrypted CTR mode is very similar to the Standard CTR mode but is suitable for scenarios
where traffic flow confidentiality is required in addition to replay protection. It constructs the
initial counter value and the IV as follows.
Counter and IV construction:
counter := (encr_salt[⊕source] k packet_counter k 0ˆ15 k 1)
IV := AESencr_key (counter − 1)
In other words, it increments the initial counter of the Standard CTR mode by one and avoids
the split of the packet_counter, while it uses an encrypted version of the Standard CTR mode’s
initial counter (without the increment) as the IV. This construction of the CTR mode resembles the
encryption of an all-zero block prepended to the actual message in the Standard CTR mode and
thus is secure. Due to the pseudo-randomness properties of the AES algorithm an adversary cannot
identify the actual counter value delivered in a message.
Carriage of a complete IV in the security extension header of each SNDU has the drawback of
additional bandwidth overhead of about 8 to 12 bytes compared to the Standard CTR mode.
It has the advantage that no specific configuration is required at receiver SAs for multi-sender
support. Other than the support of traffic flow confidentiality the Encrypted CTR mode has the
same applications and usage constraints as the Standard CTR mode. In particular, multi-sender
SAs must provide unique source identifier assignment at encapsulators, and the mode must not be
used for manually keyed configurations where the SA cannot be reliably maintained.
5.6.2.3 Randomized CTR Mode (XOR Mode)
The Randomized CTR mode, also known as the XOR mode and analyzed in section 4.1.2.5, is
intended as a default mode for multi-sender scenarios and for manually keyed SAs that do not
require replay protection. It selects the initial counter value of size 128 bits (uniformly) at random
(or pseudo-randomly) and delivers it in full as the IV within the security extension header’s SADependent Data field.
Counter and IV construction:
counter := (random value)
IV := (counter)
The Randomized CTR mode is applicable for manually keyed configurations as well as scenarios
where traffic flow confidentiality is required, and while it has the same bandwidth overhead as the
Encrypted CTR mode it is immune to re-multiplexers and colliding source identifiers. It does not
specify support for replay protection, though the use of timestamps in DVB-RCS systems may be
separately configured (see section 5.6.4.2).
5.6.2.4 Comparison of Encryption Modes
Table 5.1 shall ease the decision process for a suitable encryption mode in possible application
scenarios. The three CTR modes are cross-checked with the security services they can be combined
with, the applicable communication scenarios, and their bandwidth performance.
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Communication
Model

Security Services
CTR Mode
Variant

Data
Conf.

Standard

x
x
x

Encrypted
Randomized

Identity
Prot.

x
x

Replay
Prot.a

Integrity
& Auth.

1:n

m:n

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

(x)b
(x) b
x

Bandwidth
Efficiency

x

a Only

1:n communication. The use of timestamps for multi-sender (m:n) communication in DVB-RCS systems can be separately configured.
b Requires unique sender identifiers.
Table 5.1: Comparison of security extension encryption modes

5.6.3 Data Integrity Protection and Authentication
This security service is provided by a CMAC (see section 4.2.1.1). The algorithm has been chosen
as a secure and widely standardized solution whose implementation costs over encryption are
minimal. It provides source authentication for point-to-point links and group authentication for
multi-party settings. No multicast source authentication mechanism has been selected because of
the considerably higher implementation complexity compared to the CMAC, which may result in
additional receiver costs that are not warranted for many use cases. Note that the basic CBC-MAC,
while secure for the ULE and GSE protocols, has not been selected to consider future GSE-like
protocols that may not necessarily include SNDU length values in their base headers (e.g., packets
carrying payload start fragments may provide only short approximate-length indicators for receiver
buffer allocation purposes while the exact SNDU length needs to be reconstructed by summing up
fragment length values).
In the following specification of CMAC authentication, M denotes the message input to be authenticated, M [i] denotes the i-th message block of 128 bits except that the last block may be smaller,
T denotes the full-length tag that may be truncated to a specified tag length t, x  1 denotes a
left-shift operation where the most-significant bit of x is discarded and a zero-bit is appended at
the right side, and K1 and K2 denote two subkeys that are derived from the auth_key and may be
precomputed during SA setup.
CMAC authentication:

CMAC subkey generation:

1. l := min(d|M |/128e , 1)

1. L := AESauth_key (0ˆ128)

2. If |Ml | = 128

2. K1 := L  1

3.

Ml := Ml ⊕ K1

3. If msb1 (L) = 1

4. else
5.

4.
Ml := (Ml k 0ˆ(128−|Ml |))⊕K2

K1 := K1 ⊕ (0ˆ120 k 10000111)

5. K2 := K1  1

6. T := 0ˆ128

6. If msb1 (K1 ) = 1

7. For 1 ≤ i ≤ l do

7.

8.

T := AESauth_key (Mi ⊕ T )

K2 := K2 ⊕ (0ˆ120 k 10000111)

8. Return K1 , K2

9. Return msbt (T )
The message M is composed of the MAC pseudo-header, described in section 5.4, using a padding
alignment of 16 bytes, and all bytes following the protocol Type field of the ULE/GSE base header
up to (but not including) the MAC field of the security extension header. The MAC pseudo-header
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uses padding with zero-bytes if necessary so as to match a multiple of the AES block length, permitting optimizations in preprocessing. The pseudo-header is always initialized with the 0-, 3-,
or 6-byte destination address carried in the base header. The carriage of a source identifier in
the pseudo-header is dependent on policies and SA configuration. For negotiated unicast links and
other source-specific SA settings that transmit via a single stream identifier a source identifier is not
needed and therefore should not be included in the pseudo-header. In multi-sender scenarios and
single-sender configurations that use multiple stream identifiers, authenticating the source value
can prevent outsider masquerading attacks that rewrite address labels or stream identifiers. Unless explicit source identifiers are carried in the SA-Dependent Data field of the security extension
header, such as in the Encrypted CTR mode and the Standard CTR mode when the source value
is present in the IV, a source identifier should be included in the MAC pseudo-header to consider
such threats. In this case assurances must be provided that receiver devices can always identify the
source of an inbound SNDU, and in particular, re-multiplexers must not change the stream identifier of hub-based broadcast transmissions. The carriage of an explicit source field when using the
Randomized CTR mode is a functionality of the authentication mechanism, and thus the presence
of this field, which follows the counter of the encryption scheme and the optional timestamp of the
multi-sender replay protection service, must be configured in an SA as part of the authentication
security service. If traffic flow confidentiality is used, this source field must be encrypted along
with the payload.
If a source identifier is used in the MAC pseudo-header it is derived as described in section 5.4.
In explanation, it refers to the 3-byte (group identifier, log-on identifier) pair for RCS return-link
transmissions, the MPEG-2 TS PID zero-extended to 2 bytes on ULE broadcast links, and the 1-byte
ISI of second-generation DVB base-band frames for GSE over broadcast links. Note that DVBRCS systems confine terminals to the same PID for their user data in the uplink, and thus no
additional source identification is needed beyond the 3-byte terminal identifier (see section 5.8 for
considerations on the protection of control traffic).
The SA State field of the pseudo-header may contain data defined by other security services (e.g.,
by the replay protection mechanism). No data is added to this field by this security service.
The security of the CMAC degrades approximately quadratically with the number of messages to be
authenticated (as well as linearly in the number of message blocks by the currently best theoretical
security result). A suitable tag size and upper lifetime limit for an SA using the authentication
mechanism must therefore be specified by policies. It is recommended that a tag size between 64
and 96 bits be used; the latter value reflects usage in IETF security protocols. Note that assuming
a maximum PDU size of 1500 bytes (Ethernet packets) a forgery probability of less than 2−64 or
2−96 can only be guaranteed for the first approximately 1.3 × 108 or 2000 packets, respectively.
This does not mean that practical attacks exist, however, and the MAC may still provide adequate
security when used beyond these thresholds. However, no key shall be used for the authentication
of more than 248 ≈ 2.8 × 1014 SNDUs.

5.6.4 Replay Protection
This security service comes in two forms: as based on sequence numbers, and as using timestamps. The former is intended for single-sender (source-specific) scenarios, and is mandatory to
support for all devices. The latter is aimed at multi-sender configurations in DVB-RCS systems
and combines the simplicity of per-sender sequence numbers with the limited-state advantage of a
timestamp-based model. However, replay protection for multi-sender scenarios is optional due to
the additional complexity needed for implementations.
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5.6.4.1 Single-Sender Scenarios
Replay protection under single-sender scenarios is based on the use of sequence numbers, and
must be used when the integrity protection and authentication security service is required and
automated key management is available. Single-sender configurations that are manually set up
should not use sequence numbers for replay protection at either encapsulators or receivers unless
maintenance of the replay state can be guaranteed across device restarts (see section 5.6.2 for
details).
This implementation of the security service reuses the packet_counter value carried in the IV of
the Standard or Encrypted CTR encryption modes, and has a very low implementation complexity.
Encapsulators are only required to add the packet_counter’s implicit_counter part to the SA State
field of the MAC pseudo-header in the case that the packet_counter is split into an explicit and an
implicit part. Receivers must maintain an expected_packet_counter value in the SA, which is initially
set to zero and updated for each accepted (i.e., authenticated) SNDU by assigning it the SNDU’s
packet_counter value and incrementing it by one. This may presume reconstruction of the counter
based on the explicit_counter and implicit_counter information – in this case, the packet_counter’s
implicit_counter part must also be added to the SA State field of the MAC pseudo-header. Receiver
SAs should also define a value ∆, which specifies the maximum number of SNDUs that the device
may miss in a row due to bad reception conditions. The processing steps for receivers are detailed
below.
Receiver processing:
1. Reconstruct packet_counter for an inbound SNDU as described in section 5.6.2.
2. If packet_counter < expected_packet_counter
or (defined(∆) and packet_counter > expected_packet_counter + ∆)
3.

Discard SNDU as a possible replay.

4. else
5.

SA State := SA State k implicit_counter

6.

Process and authenticate SNDU as described in section 5.5.5.

7.

If the SNDU has been accepted after processing compute

8.

expected_packet_counter := packet_counter + 1

Authentication of the SNDU in steps 5–6 may be carried out prior to step 2 in order to reliably
distinguish a replayed message from a forgery, at the cost of increased processing requirements in
the event of actual replay attacks being launched. Note that steps 2–3 have no effect when the
packet_counter is split into an explicit and an implicit part and the value ∆ is not defined. This is
because the reconstructed packet counter will always be larger than the counter stored in the SA.
In this case, a replay can be detected as an authentication failure.
Use of a small MAC size without selecting a suitable ∆ can result in a very effective DoS attack
strategy. An adversary may choose an explicit_counter value that is larger by ∆+1 than the last one
observed on the link and use it in an attempted forgery at the receiver. If it succeeds the receiver
will update its expected_packet_counter accordingly and discard each of the next ∆+1 valid inbound
SNDUs as replays. In the worst case, when no ∆ is defined, counter resynchronization is precluded
by a full explicit_counter cycle or even in its entirety when no implicit counters are used. Therefore,
when MAC sizes of less than 32 bits are used a suitable ∆ must be defined. This specification does
not discuss specific guidelines on the selection of ∆.
As a non-cryptographic mechanism, this security service is not subject to any usage constraints
other than the natural limit of the packet_counter’s maximum value of 248 .
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5.6.4.2 Multi-Sender Scenarios
Replay protection in multi-sender scenarios is defined for DVB-RCS systems, and makes use of
the Network Clock Reference (NCR) values that are regularly broadcast in FLS tables and used
for terminal network synchronization. This clock has a resolution of 27 MHz and is encoded
as a 42-bit value, amounting to a wrap-around time of approximately 45 hours. Therefore, use
of automated key management is required. Furthermore, for this security service to be secure
control information carrying the NCR values must itself be secured, i.e., authenticated by the NCC.
Protection of control information is discussed in section 5.8. This security service also requires
that terminals are always able to uniquely identify the source of an inbound SNDU, and source
identifiers must be used in the authentication service, as discussed in section 5.6.3.
NCR timestamp values corresponding to the emission time of a ULE or GSE packet are forwarded
within the SA-Dependent Data field of the security extension header, and encoded directly after
the IV but before the optional source field of the authentication service. To reduce bandwidth
overheads each timestamp value is split into an explicit_timestamp, which takes the 32 leastsignificant bits, and an implicit_timestamp, which encodes the 10 most-significant bits. Only the
explicit_timestamp value is carried in the security extension header.
On constructing the security extension header for an uplink SNDU, an encapsulator must compute
the approximate NCR time at which the SNDU is to be sent over the link. The exact transmission
time may lag behind the prospected one as long as the difference is within the bounds specified for
receiver processing, as discussed below. However, a timestamp inserted into an SNDU must not
refer to a point in the future at the time of emission, and encapsulators must obey in-order delivery,
i.e., the sequence of timestamps traveling the uplink must be strictly monotonically increasing.
The implicit_timestamp part of the timestamp must then be left-padded with 6 zero-bits and added
to the SA State field of the MAC pseudo-header while the explicit_timestamp is stored in the SADependent Data field of the security extension header, where it is encrypted along with the payload
if traffic flow confidentiality is used.
Receivers must maintain a replay cache for a prespecified maximum number of entries. For hubs
and terminals in transparent mesh scenarios, the number is based on the number of carriers f
received simultaneously, the effective return-link bit rate rret at the ULE or GSE layer, the worstcase NCR jitter ∆ret at terminal transmissions or introduced at the satellite, and the number tret of
different terminals whose transmissions may be received within a time interval of length ∆ret . For
terminals receiving regular forward-link transmissions, this number is primarily dependent on the
net forward-link transfer rate rfw and the maximum packet scheduling delay ∆fw at the hub or the
on-board processor, as well as on the number tfw of different terminals whose transmission may
be received within a time interval of length ∆fw . The number of replay cache entries that must
be provisioned for evaluates to nret = min(tret , df · ∆ret · rret /se) for return-link reception and to
nfw = min(tfw , d(∆ret + ∆fw ) · rfw /se) for forward-link receivers, where s refers to the smallest GSE
or ULE packet size that may arise in practice. As the scheduling delay ∆fw and the number tfw of
different terminals that may all transmit in a short time interval both have a significant impact on
the required terminal replay cache size it is recommended to keep at least one of these values low.
The maximum transmission time from sender to receiver, which includes link delays and device
scheduling, buffering, and other processing delays, is dependent on the resolution of the NCR and
the size of a timestamp in the security extension header and thus must not exceed 159 seconds. It
should be configured in the SA so as to minimize receiver processing requirements and to increase
the chance of successful replay detection in the case of underprovisioned caches.
On reception of an SNDU containing replay protection information a device must first reconstruct
the timestamp value of the sender using the explicit part carried in the security extension header
and the implicit part of the receiver’s current time. If a maximum transmission delay ∆ is configured in the SA, a device must verify that the timestamp is within the bounds of ∆. It then uses the
sender’s unique source identifier as a look-up key into the replay cache, and, if a match is found,
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retrieves the last_timestamp value recorded for the source. A receiver must then compare the
last_timestamp with the SNDU’s timestamp value to check for a possible replay. At this point, the
timestamp’s implicit_timestamp part must be inserted into the SA State field of the MAC pseudoheader, and the SNDU must be authenticated (i.e., its MAC be verified). Assuming that the SNDU
is authentic a replay cache entry for the source must be created or updated with the last_timestamp
value set to the SNDU’s timestamp. Independently of this processing, a receiver must continually
discard outdated entries from the replay cache, i.e., entries whose last_timestamp value lags by
more than ∆ or more than 159 seconds from the current receiver time. The processing steps to be
carried out on reception of an SNDU are detailed below.
Receiver processing:
1. timestamp := msb10 (time) k explicit_timestamp
2. If timestamp > time
3.

timestamp := timestamp − 232

4. If defined(∆) and timestamp + ∆ < time
5.

Discard SNDU as possible replay.

6. entry := cache.lookup(source)
7. If defined(entry) and timestamp ≤ entry.last_timestamp
8.

Discard SNDU as possible replay.

9. SA State := SA State k 0ˆ6 k implicit_timestamp
10. Process and authenticate SNDU as described in section 5.5.5.
11. If the SNDU has been accepted after processing
12.
13.
14.

If not defined(entry)
entry := cache.create(source)
entry.last_timestamp := time_stamp

Like for single-sender replay protection, receivers may carry out steps 9–10 directly after step 2 to
reliably distinguish between forgeries and replays.
This security service must not be used for more than 45 hours without re-keying.

5.6.5 Traffic Flow Confidentiality
Traffic flow confidentiality considers two aspects of security: the concealment of addresses (address
confidentiality or identity protection), and packet length confidentiality. While address confidentiality is a pre-requirement for effective traffic flow confidentiality, if only outsider attacks need
to be considered this can equally and more efficiently be effected by implementing packet length
confidentiality as specified in this section. Therefore, both services may be independently selected,
and SAs must separately specify the use of each of them. A SA that uses one or both aspects of
traffic flow confidentiality must set its SPI’s most-significant bit to one.
5.6.5.1 Address Confidentiality
Address confidentiality is implemented as described in section 5.5, i.e., by the encryption of NPA
addresses in the security extension header. This mechanism allows receivers to always correctly
identify and recover packets destined to them. The probability of a false positive, i.e., the acceptance of a packet protected under the traffic flow confidentiality service but intended for another
receiver or receiver group, can be evaluated as follows: Assuming that a receiver supports only
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a small number k of different destination addresses of minimum length b bits for a specific SPI
the probability of erroneous decoding can be approximated as k · 2−b . This value quickly becomes
negligible: for b ≥ 32, the decoding failure rate is roughly upper-bounded by 10−10 , which corresponds to the common QEF assumptions of link layers. Note that the failure rate may always and
effectively be reduced to any value desired by using a MAC: a tag of t bits decreases the chance
of acceptance of an erroneously decoded packet by a factor of 2−t . However, to reduce processing
costs for receiver devices it is recommended to use destination identifiers that are at least 4 bytes
in size. If necessary, this may be effected by padding addresses with a small number of zero-bytes.
As a security service, address confidentiality is most efficient when all SAs are using the same
SPI such that an SPI value shared by few or a single receiver device cannot be identified as a
temporary address for a terminal group or a single user terminal. For example, in a unidirectional
broadcast system each terminal may use separate cryptographic keys but share the same SPI with
all other devices. This provides maximum protection against identification of a user terminal
through observing addresses and address-like identifiers. However, there is an inherent trade-off
between security and processing efficiency. If all SNDUs are keyed with the same SPI, each terminal
must decode the security extension header before it can determine itself to be an intended receiver.
The decision for a suitable trade-off must be chosen by the operator of a system. For automatically
keyed connections, the SPI may be chosen at random for best processing performance, or, if higher
security is desired, by giving preference to small SPI values at each terminal such as to increase
the chance of SPI collisions.
Multiple receivers using identity protection may be partitioned into suitable receiver groups such
that a unique plaintext multicast address is used for all SNDUs destined to a specific group. For
example, a partition of a satellite network into multiple VSNs may be effected by assigning each
VSN a unique multicast address. This has the advantage that receiver processing overhead due to
colliding SPI values is unaffected by the transmissions in other VSNs. Partitioning is particularly
useful for regenerative satellite systems where a down-link beam routing decision is carried out for
each up-link packet. Here, the multicast address may designate a particular spot beam and each
receiver’s identity-protected SA is configured with a suitable beam identifier. The case of regenerative systems, including the concealment of source addresses in GSE-like return-link protocols, is
discussed in section 5.9. The related issue of encryption of source addresses in signaling tables is
considered in section 5.8.
5.6.5.2 Packet Length Confidentiality
Section 4.5.2 concluded that a second-level fragmentation mechanism is required for bandwidthefficient packet length confidentiality. A fragmentation and reassembly mechanism is already
supported by the ULE and GSE protocols – this specification reuses that functionality to support
constant-length encapsulation by using the ULE and GSE protocols as tunneling mechanisms for
ULE-in-ULE and GSE-in-GSE encapsulation.
Encapsulation processing:
1. Extend each PDU with a chain of extension headers as required except for a security
extension header.
2. Encapsulate the payload into a single ULE/GSE packet or a sequence of ULE/GSE fragments, each of a maximum length of inner_packet_length. The inner_packet_length value
is derived from a predefined outer_packet_length value by subtracting the ULE/GSE extension header and base header overhead introduced in step 4. A GSE fragment refers to
a GSE start, intermediate, or end packet. The sequence of ULE fragments is constructed
by first encapsulating the payload into a single ULE packet and then segmenting it such
that the first fragment is of at most inner_packet_length bytes and intermediate and fragments are at most inner_packet_length minus 2 bytes in length. Intermediate and end
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Figure 5.5: ULE SNDU containing a protected ULE end fragment (in darkgray) for packet length confidentiality

ULE fragments are then preceded with a 2-byte Payload Pointer (PP) whose two mostsignificant bits are set to one (see figure 5.5). The PP provides the information normally
carried at the beginning of MPEG-2 TS cells to indicate the start of a new SNDU within
a frame. This definition of the PP requires reinterpretation of the most-significant bit of
the ULE Length field in the inner encapsulation as follows: a zero-bit indicates a standard ULE base header while a bit that is set to one indicates the PP header of a ULE
intermediate or end fragment. The Length value of the PP header indicates the size of
the ULE fragment.
3. A label may be carried in the base header of a ULE/GSE packet or start fragment when
only outsider attacks need to be considered (see below for details). The size of the label
must be taken into account for the computation of the inner_packet_length.
4. Protect each fragment with a security extension header and encapsulate it into a ULE/GSE
SNDU of length outer_packet_length. The outer_packet_length value should be defined
as a SA-specific constant that may be globally prescribed within a transmission system. Unless protection is only required against outsider attacks, the security extension
header carries an Encrypted Address containing the encapsulated payload’s destination
address. The Encrypted Type field of the security extension header should be omitted,
and instead a default next-header type should be defined in the SA indicating a mandatory extension header for ULE-in-ULE or GSE-in-GSE encapsulation. Unless stuffing is
used, an SNDU carrying a fragment of less than maximum length must be filled with
bytes of value 0xFF at the end of the payload as specified in the ULE/GSE standards
for padding. Base header (multicast) labels are only present when configured so for
improved processing efficiency, as described in section 5.6.5.1, and must be accounted
for in the constant packet length.
5. If stuffing is supported, PDUs intended for the same destination may be concatenated
in the input of step 2 such that the end of a ULE/GSE fragment directly follows the start
of a new fragment. The destination refers to the Encrypted Address of the outer security
extension header, when present, or otherwise to that of the start fragments’ base header
labels. The result is similar to the use of the PDU-Concat extension.[284] The use of
stuffing is at the discretion of the encapsulator.
The choice for a suitable outer_packet_length value is based on several factors: the transmission
rate towards a particular receiver, the acceptable latency for packet transmission, the number of
devices sharing a particular key, and the acceptable bandwidth overhead introduced by the inner encapsulation protocol headers and the padding. Therefore, no general recommendation can
be given. For ULE encapsulation in first-generation DVB networks, a value of 183 bytes matching the available capacity in MPEG-2 TS cells may be attractive. For second-generation systems,
outer_packet_length may match the carriers’ base-band frame payload size though it is likely to
be selected smaller for increased flexibility. In any case, the outer_packet_length value must not
provide any hint to the content carried in a packet, and therefore selection of a (system-)constant
value is recommended.
A ULE/GSE SNDU compiled in step 4 of the processing specification may not fit into the remaining space of an underlying base-band frame or MPEG-2 TS cell. In that case a smaller
outer_packet_length may be selected for the last packet in the frame, or the standard fragmentation mechanism is to be applied. Note that fragmentation must not be used for scheduling
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purposes as this may weaken the security of traffic flow confidentiality. If scheduling is desired this
must be implemented at the inner encapsulation layer.
Base header destination addresses may be used for the inner encapsulation mechanism when a key
is shared between multiple parties, i.e., for source-specific or any-source group SAs. In that case it
is not necessary to carry Encrypted Destination addresses in the outer encapsulation mechanism,
and protection is only provided against outsider attacks. Such configurations where only packet
length confidentiality is implemented may be particularly desirable for VPNs. Processing overhead
is minimal when a multicast label is used for the outer base header, and an efficient second-level
address filtering step may be implemented for the inner ULE/GSE packets and fragments.
If this security service is used and there is insufficient transmission data then ULE or GSE padding
must not be used to fill MPEG-2 TS cells or base-band frames. Similarly, the Data Field Length
(DFL) of second-generation base-band frame headers must not be set to a lower value than that
corresponding to the maximum payload length. Instead, padding must only be used within the
inner encapsulation packets.
As for the security extension header, the protocol type code for the ULE-in-ULE or GSE-in-GSE
mandatory extension header must be assigned by the IANA.

5.7 Comparison with IPsec
The data processing model of the DVB link-layer security extension is inspired by the IPsec approach, and as such shares much of its flexibility. However, the complexity is lower, which is for a
number of reasons. IPsec defines not only two protection modes, which are known as transport and
tunnel mode and are intended for end-to-end versus intermediate network link protection, it also
provides two different encapsulation mechanisms: while the Authentication Header (AH)[324]
provides data origin authentication for the IP packet payload and its header, the Encapsulating
Security Payload (ESP)[108] supports both authentication and data confidentiality but can protect
only the payload. The interplay of the two encapsulation mechanisms can result in various peculiarities in the processing, and the preferred order of the two is not specified. IP packet fragmentation issues due to a limited Path Maximum Transfer Unit (PMTU) down-path and out-of-order
delivery demand special treatment of outbound and inbound data. As a network-layer solution
IPsec must also deal distinctively with ICMP packets. The depth of selector information reaching
up to the transport layer is not supported by the DVB security extension as a mechanism requiring
extensive and hence undesirable interpretation of higher protocols layers at little benefit. Last but
not least, the original version of IPsec included support for “nested” SAs, which can considerably
increase the processing complexity, though the latest version has dropped the requirement for this
functionality.[47]
In terms of bandwidth consumption, the ULE/GSE security extension header is significantly more
efficient than IPsec under both encapsulation modes. While transport mode encapsulation cannot
be applied to separately secure the intermediate DVB link in end-to-end connections, it is considered in addition to the tunnel mode in an overhead comparison with the DVB security extension
for convenience as it does not entail the additional IP packet overhead of the tunnel mode. To put
the following analysis in a practical setting link protection in a DVB-RCS system is considered.
Table 5.2 provides an outline of the bandwidth overhead introduced by use of a specific security
service under either DVB link-layer or IPsec encapsulation. The overhead is expressed in bytes per
packet; ranges are provided where the overhead depends on network architecture or configuration
specifics. For IPsec tunnel mode encapsulation IPv6 is differentiated from IPv4, and for the packet
length confidentiality service GSE and ULE are distinguished as well. In the analysis of the authentication and replay protection services use of encryption is assumed as a basic security service,
and thus the overhead is expressed as an addend. Some functionality is not available under IPsec;
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Security Service

ULE/GSE Sec.
Extension

IPv4/v6 IPsec
Transport Mode

IPv4/v6 IPsec
Tunnel Mode

6–8

18–21

38–41/58–61

Data
Confidentiality

Single-sender
Multi-sender

8–13

18–21

38–41/58–61

Integrity Prot. &
Authentication

Unicast

+ 12

+ 12

+ 12

Group

+ 12–15

+ 24

+ 24

Single-sender

+0

+0

+0

Multi-sender

+4

N/A

N/A

Address Conf.

18–20

N/A

N/A

Packet Length Conf.

≈24r/28r (r>0)

N/A

≈40r/68r (r≥1)

Replay Protection
Traffic Flow
Confidentiality

Table 5.2: Security extension header and IPsec bandwidth overhead comparison

this is marked accordingly. Finally, the overhead for packet length confidentiality is dependent
on various parameters, including the outer packet size, the inner (encapsulated) packet size, and
whether packing is supported or not. A rough approximation is provided by computing the ratio r
of the outer packet size to the average inner packet size. If packing is not available, such as under
IPsec ESP processing, then r is strictly equal to or greater than 1. Note that packet length confidentiality can be simulated at the encapsulating side of an IPsec tunnel by segmenting each outbound
IP packet into constant-length fragments. Such fragmentation mechanism is natively available for
IPv4; under IPv6, an IP fragmentation extension header must be used.
IPsec cryptographic mechanisms have been chosen to match those specified for the DVB security
extension as closely as possible. For the data confidentiality service, AES-based CTR mode encryption under ESP encapsulation has been selected as specified in RFC 3686 and RFC 6054.[321,
322] For the authentication service, CMAC authentication as described in RFC 4494 may be
considered;[323] however, any deterministic algorithm whose bandwidth overhead is defined
solely by the size of the MAC can be chosen. In group communication scenarios the requirement for protection of the (outer) IP packet addresses necessitates the use of AH encapsulation in
addition to the ESP header. Replay protection in unicast and other single-sender configurations is
defined as an integral component of ESP and AH functionality, and no additional overhead is induced by its use. However, no mechanism is specified for multi-sender scenarios. For packet length
confidentiality, an approach based on IP fragmentation as described before is considered. Weak
protection mechanisms foreseen by the ESP standard, such as the use of short-length padding and
the generation of dummy packets, which are also available for the ULE/GSE security extension,
are not analyzed separately in the table. No mechanisms are applicable for implementing address
confidentiality at the network layer.

5.8 Control Traffic Protection
DVB networks are traditionally carrying control data in the MPEG-2 TS-based Section format. This
is also true for second-generation DVB systems despite the introduction of the GSE protocol. Sections are not extensible without changing the formatting specification of the signaling information.
However, MPEG-2 TS cells may be encapsulated within the ULE or GSE protocol using the MPEG-2
TS Concat extension.[284] This is a mandatory extension header supporting the carriage of an
arbitrary number of MPEG-2 TS cells. Each Section may thus be efficiently transported in a ULEor GSE-based SNDU. Then, the security extension header can be used to protect the signaling
information in the same way as user traffic is secured.
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Signaling information is usually broadcast to the entire receiver base on dedicated transmission
streams. A single encryption key selected by the NCC may be used to preclude outsider attacks. If
active outsider attacks need to be considered each Section may additionally be authenticated using
a MAC. More fine-grained control using different keys is possible where separate user groups are
addressed. If traffic flow analysis is a strong concern control traffic should be sent using the same
stream identifier (PID or ISI) as user traffic (see section 5.10 on similar security considerations).
In this case multicast labels may provide a suitable alternative to stream identifiers for efficient
control packet filtering.
One particular concern is the broadcasting of terminal addresses. For example, in interactive DVB
broadcast systems transmission time-slots are assigned to terminals by broadcasting time-slot allocation tables. These signaling tables include address identifiers of the terminals for which timeslots are reserved. If traffic flow confidentiality is required adversaries observing this signaling
information may thus easily deduce the source of a transmission on the return link. While outsider attacks may be precluded by encryption using an NCC-selected control traffic key, protection
against insider attacks requires separate concealment of each address using a unique encryption
key shared with the terminal or terminal group to which the address is assigned. The solution is
similar to the case of encrypting destination addresses in the ULE/GSE security extension header.
While this document does not specify implementations for the encryption of addresses in control
data, a minimum size of 6 bytes for source labels is recommended to mitigate the chance of
collisions during return-link transmission as a result of erroneous decoding.
Terminal addresses are also submitted in forward and return-link messages during network log-on.
Protection of this information needs to be covered by a secure network log-on protocol, and is part
of a key management infrastructure.
Note that the concern of observable addresses in transmission time-slot tables assumes that physicallayer attacks on return links cannot be carried out efficiently. It may be possible for an attacker
that is located in sufficient vicinity to an interactive terminal to measure electro-magnetic emissions during return-link transmissions. For example, satellite dishes may emit significant radiation
within their side-lobes. If such attacks are feasible there may be little gain in encrypting addresses
within control data.

5.9 Considerations for Future Interactive Systems
Interactive systems that support direct (meshed) communication between terminals without networklayer packet switching at a central hub require terminal source addresses to be carried within
GSE-like return-link protocols in order to support reassembly of fragmented packets at the receiver
side. Similarly, if the hub of transparent systems cannot implicitly determine the source of a transmission, such as for random-access time-slots, explicit source identifiers must be carried in the
encapsulation protocol headers. Currently, such protocol has not been standardized. Even though
this specification of the security extension has already been defined with such applications in mind,
there are a number of practical issues that must be considered when traffic flow confidentiality is
used.

5.9.1 Destination Labels
Regenerative satellites support multiple spot-beam transponders on-board, and carry out a downlink routing decision for each incoming SNDU. This requires knowledge of the intended destination
area even when address confidentiality is used. Unless some form of out-band signaling is implemented, e.g., when setting up terminal-to-terminal connections using the Connection Control
Protocol (C2P), it is recommended to assign a unique multicast address to each transponder on
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the satellite payload, and to communicate the address assignment to devices during SA establishment. A 2-byte or 3-byte (GSE-compatible) label will be sufficient for all practical scenarios. Note
that the presence of out-band connection identifiers may undermine the security of the traffic flow
confidentiality service, and additional means for the protection of control data might be required.

5.9.2 Source Labels
Effective traffic flow confidentiality requires both source and destination addresses to be concealed.
If receivers cannot determine the source of a transmission based on time-slot allocation tables they
are forced to decode inbound SNDUs up to the security extension header for each SPI used by one
of their inbound SAs. Furthermore, there may not be a guarantee that SPI values by different encapsulators do not collide, and thus multiple trial-decryptions may have to be carried out for each
SNDU. For this reason, random-access slots should not be used in hub-based systems when traffic
flow confidentiality is required. In link-layer-switching networks, receiver terminals should use
separate SPIs for each legitimate sender or SA when possible (e.g., for manually configured settings). Note that the use of “temporary” source identifiers is less of a concern than for destination
addresses since SPIs only need to be unique per receiver and may still collide with the assignment
at other terminals.
As discussed in section 5.8, a prerequisite for source address confidentiality is the encryption of
labels in signaling information. This encompasses suitable confidentiality mechanisms for any
connection control protocol that is used.

5.9.3 Fragment Labels
In systems that implement link-layer fragment switching, labels must not only be present in start
fragments (i.e., packets containing the first part of a fragmented PDU) but also in all follow-up
fragments. Carrying an extra security extension header for each fragment may entail significant
additional bandwidth overhead. It is therefore recommended to copy the Encrypted Source Address field of the security extension header carried in the start fragment into the source address
fields of the headers of intermediate and end fragments. Receivers can then recognize related
fragments by buffering the Encrypted Source in connection with the packet fragment identifier
(Frag ID). Note that the destination in fragment labels would still be the plaintext address selected
within the SA, i.e., a multicast address or an empty field indicated by a “no label” label type field.
The result of a packet reassembly process can only be verified on reception of an end fragment
(using the end fragment’s CRC-32 or additionally using a MAC). Therefore, it is essential that
there is a low chance of collisions in encrypted source addresses, and consequently a minimum
size of 6 bytes is recommended.

5.10 Security Considerations
Aside from security issues discussed in sections 5.6 and 5.8, this section highlights general security
considerations and discusses conditions for the prolonged security of a system.

5.10.1 Security Infrastructure
The security of the ULE/GSE security extension header can only be as strong as the weakest link
in an overall security infrastructure. Therefore it is important that there are no other ways (i.e.,
side-channel attacks) to circumvent the protection provided by the security extension. Particularly,
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security policies must be correctly configured, user authorization must be carried out properly, and
when an automated key management protocol is used its security must be independently verified.
Software implementations must be robust against exploits, and weaknesses found in software or
cryptographic algorithms or concerns for a break-in must induce swift software updates, algorithm
replacements, and key updates.
In general, automated key management can provide a higher degree of security than manual keying as it supports rapid SA updates and re-keying. Furthermore, it can provide additional security
features such as key agreement with perfect forward secrecy for unicast connections. Except for
closed groups with largely static membership settings support of a key management protocol is
recommended. Such protocol can be defined independently of this security specification, and
may be based on existing link-layer or network-layer key management protocols defined for DVBRCS or within the IETF. For broadcast links, unidirectional key management functionality similar
to DVB-CA may be evaluated.

5.10.2 Unprotected Information
The security extension does not encrypt any extension headers preceding the security extension
header. This is on purpose: for example, an optional timestamp extension header may be selected
as the first component in the extension header chain for efficient network performance measuring
without requiring knowledge of the encryption key – if network performance analysis is carried out
by an independent third party this would be impossible to do if encryption would cover the entire
payload of an SNDU. Therefore, the order of extension headers in the ULE/GSE header chain is a
matter of SP configuration. While extension headers related to link framing and transmission may
precede a security extension header, it is recommended to place all other extension headers after
the security extension header.[284]
In general, information carried at lower layers cannot be protected. MPEG-2 TS cell headers
and second-generation DVB base-band frame headers stay unencrypted, and with the exception
of PID and ISI stream identifiers they are also not included in the authentication process. For
the most part, this does not constitute a serious security issue. Data modified in these headers is
likely to result in frame decoding failures or implicit authentication failures during evaluation of
ULE/GSE packet MACs. If such active attacks should be precluded the headers may be taken as
additional authentication input: in this case, the MAC pseudo-header may be redefined within a
separate specification. Potentially useful information for traffic flow analysis includes MPEG-2 TS
PID and second-generation base-band frame ISI stream identifiers, the transport priority of MPEG2 TS cells, use of TS scrambling, the presence of optional MPEG adaptation fields, and whether
MPEG-2 TS cells or GSE is carried in second-generation DVB base-band frames. If traffic flow
analysis is a concern a single PID or ISI value should be used for user traffic or both user and
control streams, if possible (see section 5.8 concerning the protection of control information). The
proposed ULE/GSE security extension can effectively replace any TS scrambling mechanisms and
therefore they should not be used. Note that if packet length confidentiality is required then the
DFL of second-generation base-band frames must always be set to the maximum possible payload
length, as described in section 5.6.5.2.
Future GSE-like encapsulation protocols may carry additional information in their base headers
beyond that of the ULE and GSE protocols. For example, a protocol defined for next-generation
RCS systems may carry in-band control data, such as QoS or ACM signaling fields, in its base
header. If authentication of this information is desired then a modified authentication mechanism
must be specified. If traffic flow analysis is a concern carriage of such data is not recommended.
This may not be possible for some information such as ACM signaling: yet, this may provide an
adversary with indication to a receiver’s approximate location (albeit possibly on a geographically
large scale).
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5.10.3 Optional Security Algorithms
Many of the security issues discussed for the mandatory security algorithms apply to optional
algorithms as well. Stateful schemes require nonces that are unique within an SA or for which
there is a negligible chance that they will collide. Particular care must be taken for multi-sender
scenarios, and unique source identifiers may have to be assigned to encapsulator devices. Manually
keyed SAs should not implement stateful schemes unless guarantees can be provided that devices
can retain their SA states across devices restarts. Randomized schemes can provide a suitable
alternative to stateful solutions. In this case it is important that IVs are selected uniformly at
random or pseudo-randomly such that adversaries cannot predict any future IVs.
When selecting a stream cipher for encryption it is not possible to combine address confidentiality with replay protection as described for the Encrypted CTR Mode. If both security services are
required either timestamps may be used or the sequence counter for the replay protection mechanism may be separately encoded in the SA-Dependent Data field and encrypted along with the
data. This will result in a slight bandwidth overhead compared to a block cipher based encryption
solution.
It is important that any optional security algorithms when combined with traffic flow confidentiality must be randomized or take input parameters that are encrypted within the SA-Dependent
Data field of the security extension header. In effect, the entire SA-Dependent Data field must be
indistinguishable from random data for an adversary.
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6 Conclusion
In a world of ever increasing digital interconnectivity cryptographic security mechanisms are becoming essential components in the design of communication networks. This is particularly true
for open system architectures such as DVB networks. While a common goal for wireless links is that
of providing a security level equivalent to that of wire lines, the security extension presented in
this thesis can provide a high level of security at the link layer of first- and second-generation DVB
broadcast and interactive systems, and can either replace end-to-end security mechanisms (for scenarios such as LAN interconnection) or complement them. The extension specifically considers the
bandwidth-constrained nature of typical DVB links, and as such is significantly more efficient than
traditional IPsec encapsulation. Furthermore, emphasis has been put on a lightweight processing model to enable implementation in resource-scarceness, mobile receiver devices. In addition
to more traditional security services such as data confidentiality and data origin authentication,
novel solutions for improved protection against traffic flow analysis are supported, which cannot
be implemented in higher-layer security protocols. The extension has been designed to be flexible
in the use of cryptographic algorithms, and while a set of default algorithms is described custom
mechanisms can be easily supported. The security extension can be readily implemented into
terminal devices, and even though it focuses on current DVB broadcast and interactive networks
future systems are considered and envisaged.
The extension has been defined independently of any key management architecture. Transparent
support for key management allows the independent development of both, and considers the diverse requirements in keying flexibility. While closed network configurations with relatively static
membership situations may rely on manual distribution of cryptographic keys, larger and more
dynamic groups may implement adaptations of existing key management protocols such as defined for DVB-RCS or developed by the IETF. Specifying such an adaptation or a new protocol that
specifically considers the broadcast nature of DVB links is an interesting task that may be carried
out in a separate study.
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